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ABSTRACT 
In traditional motion planning, the problem is simply specified as "go from A to B while 
avoiding obstacles", where A and B are two configurations or regions of interest in the robot 
workspace. However, a large number of robotic applications require more expressive spec-
ification languages, which allow for logical and temporal statements about the satisfaction 
of properties of interest. Examples include "visit A and B infinitely often, always avoid C , 
and do not visit D unless E vas visited before". Such task specifications cannot be trivially 
converted to a sequence of "go from A to B" primitives. 
This thesis establishes theoretical and computational frameworks for automatic syn-
thesis of robot control and communication schemes that are correct-by-construction from 
task specifications given in expressive languages. We consider a purely discrete scenario, in 
which the dynamics of each robot is modeled as a finite discrete system. The first problem 
addressed in this thesis is the generation of provably-correct individual control and commu-
nication strategies for a team of robots from rich task specifications in the case when the 
workspace is static. The second problem relaxes this assumption and considers a scenario 
in which the environment changes according to some unknown patterns. It proposed a 
combined learning and formal synthesis approach to generate correct control policies. 
To tackle the first problem, we draw inspirations from the research fields of formal ver-
ification and synthesis , distributed formal synthesis, and concurrency theory. We consider 
Vll 
a team of robots that can move among the regions of a partitioned environment and have 
known capabilities of servicing a set of requests that can occur in the regions of the par-
tition. Some of these requests can be serviced by a robot individually, while some require 
the cooperation of groups of robots. We propose a top-down approach, in which global 
specifications given as Regular Expressions (RE) or Linear Temporal Logics (LTL) can be 
decomposed into local (individual) specifications, which can then be used to automatically 
synthesize robot control and communication strategies. 
To address the second problem, we bring together automata learning methods from the 
field of theoretical linguistics and techniques from temporal logic games and probabilistic 
model checking, to develop a provably-correct control strategy for robots moving in an 
environment with unknown dynamics. The robots are required to achieve a surveillance 
mission, in which a certain request needs to be serviced repeatedly, while the expected time 
in between consecutive services is minimized and additional temporal logic constraints are 
satisfied. We define a fragment of Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) to describe such a mission. 
We consider a single agent case at first and then extend the results to multi-agent systems. 
To this end, we apply approximate dynamic programming to our computational framework, 
which leads to significant reduction of computational time. 
To demonstrate the proposed theoretical and computational frameworks, we implement 
the derived algorithms in two experimental platforms, the Robotic Urban-Like Environment 
(RULE) and the Robotic InDoor-like Environment (RIDE). We assign tasks to the team 
using Regular Expressions or Linear Temporal Logics over requests occurring at regions in 
the environment. The robots are automatically deployed to complete the missions. 
viii 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1 
A major goal in robot motion planning and control is to be able to specify a motion task 
in a rich, high level language and have the robot(s) automatically convert this specification 
into a set of low level primitives, such as feedback controllers and communication proto-
cols, to accomplish the task (Choset et al. , 2005; Latombe, 1991). The robots can vary 
from manipulator arms used in manufacturing or surgery, to autonomous vehicles used in 
search and rescue or in planetary exploration, and to smart wheelchairs for disabled people. 
They are subject to dynamic constraints (e.g., a car-like robot cannot move sideways, an 
airplane cannot stop in place) and have limited computation, sensing, and communication 
capabilities. The environments can be cluttered with possibly moving and shape changing 
obstacles and can contain dynamic (moving, appearing, or disappearing) targets. One of the 
major challenges in this area is t he development of a computationally efficient framework 
accommodating both the robot constraints and the complexity of the environment , while 
at the same t ime allowing for a large spectrum of task specifications . 
1.1 Motivation 
In traditional motion planning problems (Latombe, 1991; La Valle, 2006) , t he motion plan-
ning problem is simply specified as "go from A to B while avoiding obstacles", where A 
and B are two configurations or regions of interest in the robot workspace . However, a 
large number of robotic applications require more expressive specification languages, which 
allow for logical and temporal statements about t he satisfaction of properties of interest. 
For example, in a military application , an autonomous ground vehicle might be required to 
reach one of two possible targets T 1 and T 2, after picking up a load that can be found at L, 
2 
Figure 1·1: Robotic Urban-Like Environment (RULE). Left: Khepera III 
car-like robots move autonomously on streets while staying in their lanes, 
obeying traffic rules, and avoiding collisions. Right: A car waiting at a traffic 
light. 
and making sure that an unsafe region U is not reached unless its weapon was previously 
serviced at region S. In a persistent surveillance application, an aircraft might have to 
continuously collect images of two areas A1 and A2 , and upload them to a base B, such 
that the time between any two collections does not exceed a certain value. F inally, in the 
miniature Robotic Urban-Like Environment (RULE) shown in Figure 1·1, a robot might be 
required to eventually park in an available parking space, and get there by using road R1 
or road R2 , without crossing the jammed intersection !3 , and while obeying all the traffic 
rules. Such rich specifications cannot be trivially converted to a sequence of "go from A to 
B" primitives. 
When several robots are available, the task specification and deployment problem is 
even more challenging. Assume, for example, that several service requests occur at different 
locations in the miniature city from Figure 1·1, and they need to be serviced subject to some 
temporal and logical constraints. Some of these requests can be serviced by one (possibly 
specific) robot , while others require the collaboration of two or more (possibly specific) 
robots. For example, assume that the task is to assemble a piece of machinery from two 
components that can be found at P1 and P2 . The assembly requires the cooperation of two 
robots and needs to be performed at P3 or P4 . In addition, the collection of the components 
needs to be performed in parallel. Can we generate provably-correct individual control and 
3 
communication strategies from such rich, global specifications? This is the first problem we 
address in this thesis. 
In addition, the environment in which these agents operate may change dynamically 
according to some unknown patterns. For example, imagine an urban environment after a 
catastrophic earthquake: buildings and bridges have collapsed; rubble covers some streets, 
of which some have sustained additional damage in the form of cracks; fires have erupted 
as a result of ruptured gas pipes; people are trapped in the rubble. Originally unknown 
winds may spread fires in different directions, and new structures get to collapse based 
on a distribution of structural damage, which is also originally unknown. Can the robots 
observe the environment developments, learn these rules based on observations, and then 
incrementally construct better control policies? This is the second question we consider in 
this thesis. 
1.2 Significance of the Thesis and Related Work 
The first problem can be summarized as the Formal Synthesis for Multi-Ag ent Systems 
problem. To tackle this problem, we draw inspirations from the research fields of formal 
verification and synthesis, distributed formal synthesis, and concurrency theory. We propose 
a top-down approach, in which a global, "rich" specification can be decomposed into local 
(individual) specifications, which can then be used to automatically synthesize robot control 
and communication strategies. 
The second problem can be described as the Formal Synthesis for Uncertain Environ-
ments problem . To solve this problem, we bring together automata learning methods from 
the field of theoretical linguistics and techniques from temporal logic games and proba-
bilistic model checking to develop a provably-correct and optimal control policy for a robot 
moving in an environment with unknown changing dynamics. We consider single agent case 
at first and then extend the results to multi-agent systems. To this end, we apply approx-
imate dynamic programming to our computational framework, which leads to significant 
reduction of computational time. 
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In the rest of this section, we review related work. 
Temporal Logics , Formal Verification and Synthesis It has been advocated as far 
back as (Antoniotti and Mishra, 1995) and more recently by (Fainekos et al. , 2006; Karam an 
and Frazzoli , 2009; Kloetzer and Belta, 2010; Loizou and Kyriakopoulos, 2004; Wongpirom-
sarn. et al. , 2009; Wongpiromsarn et al. , 2010) that temporal logics, such as Linear Temporal 
Logic (LTL) and Computation Tree Logic (CTL) (Clarke et al. , 1999) , can be used as "rich" 
specification languages to specify tasks. Such temporal logics are particular cases of modal 
logics, which were initially developed by philosophers to capture proposit ional truth values 
that change in different worlds, and, in particular, at different times. The main application 
of temporal logics is, however , in computer science, where they are customarily used to 
specify correctness properties of computer programs and digital circuits. The most used 
such properties are safety, which states that something bad (e.g, deadlock) never happens, 
and liveness, which expresses that something good (e .g, servicing a request) eventually hap-
pens. In the well-established area of formal verification (or model checking) , the goal is to 
develop computationally efficient algorithms to check such properties against mathematical 
models of computer programs and digital circuits . While the existing off-the-shelf model 
checking tools (such as NuSMV (Cimatti et al. , 2002) and SPIN (Holzmann, 2004)) can 
handle very large problems, they are all based on a fundamental property of the analyzed 
systems: the number of states is finite (e.g, even for a large computer program , there is 
only a finite number of values for the program counter) . 
The moving robots that we consider in this thesis are modeled as discrete finite systems 1 . 
For example , a Khepera robot shown in Figure 1·1 can be represented by a finite transition 
system. The motion planning and control problem can then be reduced to a model-checking 
or formal synthesis problem for a finite transition system for which several techniques are 
1 Enabled by recent developments in hierarchical abstractions of dynamical systems, it is now possible to 
model systems with linear dynamics (Kloetzer and Belta, 2008b; Tabuada and P appas, 2006) , p olynomial 
dynamics (Tiwari and Khanna, 2002) , and nonholonomic (unicycle) (Lindemann et al. , 2006) dynamics as 
finite transition systems. However, such abstraction techniques are out of t he scope of this thesis. Even 
though the systems we consider are purely discrete, our solutions are quite general and can b e used in 
conjunction with abstraction techniques to control agents with continuous dynamics 
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readily available. 
Some recent works suggest that single-robot techniques can be extended to multi-agent 
systems through the use of parallel composition (Karaman and Frazzoli , 2011; Kloetzer 
and Belta, 2010; Quottrup et al. , 2004) or reactive games (Gazit et al., 2007). However , 
such bottom-up approaches are expensive and can lead to a state-space explosion even for 
relatively simple problems. As a result. one of the main challenges in the area of motion 
planning and control of distributed teams based on formal verification is to create provably-
correct, top-down approaches in which a global, rich specification can be decomposed into 
local (individual) specifications, which can then be used to automatically synthesize robot 
control and communication strategies . In such a framework, the construction of the par-
allel composition of the individual motions is not necessary, and therefore, the state-space 
explosion problem is avoided. 
Concurrency Theory and D istributed Synthesis In computer science, the theory 
of concurrency studies communicating sequential programs and applies results to many 
applications including: parallel computers; loosely coupled networks of workstations sharing 
some common file-server; single VLSI circuits that are built from many subcomponents 
which will often do things concurrently. The notion of trace was proposed by Mazurkiewicz 
to model the behaviors of concurrent systems. The executions of a concurrent system can 
then be naturally grouped together into trace equivalence classes, in which two executions 
are equivalent in case they are two different inter-leavings of the independent actions. A 
trace is just an equivalent class of the executions of a concurrent system. 
Leveraging results from concurrency theory, the research in distributed synthesis aims 
to automatically construct local specifications from a global specification. Stefanescu (Ste-
fanescu , 2006; Mukund, 2002) studied the problem of distributing a global specification into 
local specifications modulo language equivalence, isomorphism, and bisimulation. In (Kari-
madini and Lin, 2011) , the global specification were checked for distributability modulo 
bisimulation. Note that the global specifications considered in these works are transition 
systems. 
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There are two main drawbacks when applying these methods in robotic applications. 
First , the expressivity of the transition system is restricted to a subset of the regular lan-
guage, named prefix-closed regular language (see (Stefanescu, 2006) for the definition of a 
prefix-closed regular language). As a consequence, it is not expressive enough to specify 
robotic tasks. For example, if a task is to reach goal P1 and then goal P2 (i.e., P1 P2 ) , 
we can not generate a transition system accepting only the word P1 P2 , since P1 P2 is not 
a prefix-closed regular language. Second, the above works focus mainly on the problem 
of generating the local specifications from a global specification. They do not guarantee 
that the obtained local specifications can be implemented by the robots , which limits their 
application to more realistic problems. For robotic applications, we need to also consider 
the motion capabilities and communication constraints of the agents, and ensure that the 
local specifications can be implemented by the corresponding agents in the environment. 
Synthesis for Uncertain Environments and Automata Learning Assume there is 
a robot moving in an uncertain environment. If the robot model is nondeterministic, the 
control synthesis problem can be mapped to a Rabin game (Tumova et al., 2010) , and to 
a Biichi (Kloetzer and Belta, 2008a) or GR(l) game if the specifications are restricted to 
fragments of LTL (Kress-Gazit et al., 2008; Wongpiromsarn et al., 2009). If the model is 
probabilistic, the control synthesis problem reduces to generating a policy for a Markov 
Decision Process (MDP) such that the produced language satisfies a formula of a proba-
bilistic temporal logic (Baier and Katoen, 2008; Lahijanian et al., 2012; Ding et al., 2011b). 
In all of the above works that consider probabilistic problem settings, a control policy is 
designed to maximize the probability of satisfying a specification given in Linear Temporal 
Logics (LTL) or Computation Tree Logics (CTL). Moreover , (Ding et al., 201lc) develops a 
theoretical framework for optimizing the long-term behavior of the system, while enforcing 
LTL satisfaction guarantees. 
Note that all the above works assume that the environment is known, and it is either 
static or it can change according to known t emporal logic rules (Kress-Gazit et al., 2008; 
Wongpiromsarn et al. , 2009). Hence, one of the challenges is to relax this assumption and 
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learn these rules based on environmental observations. This is possible when the behaviors 
of the environment are not completely random. In other words, they follow certain patterns, 
regularities , and rules. What we need are learning algorithms, which take the observations of 
the environment as input data and return predictive models of these environmental elements. 
Moreover, the learning algorithms need to be efficient, unsupervised, and incremental, so 
the robot can react to a changing environment in real time. 
Research about automata-learning in theoretical linguistics (Horning, 1969; Becerra-
Bonache et al. , 2006) show that while languages recognizable by Turing machines are learn-
able in principle, the corresponding algorithms require unreasonable amounts of time and 
resources. In (Angluin, 1982; Heinz, 2010), it is shown that some subclasses of regular 
languages (languages recognizable by Finite State Automaton (FSA)) are feasibly learnable 
based on observations of sequences of admissible behaviors. These models are based on 
the concept of string extension functions (McNaughton and Papert , 1971) , which specify 
what kinds of combinations of alphabet symbols are admissible. To the best of the author's 
knowledge, there has been no attempt in combining automata-learning and formal synthesis 
to obtain optimal control policies for robots moving in uncertain environments. 
1.3 The Contribution of this Thesis 
This thesis establishes theoretical and computational frameworks for automatic synthesis 
of robot control and communication schemes that are correct-by-construction from task 
specifications given in rich, expressive languages. The results of this thesis can be split into 
three categories: 
1. Formal Synthesis for Multi-agent Systems; 
2. Formal Synthesis for Uncertain Environments; 
3. Implementations and Experimental Validations. 
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1.3.1 Formal Synthesis for Multi-agent Systems 
We drew inspirations from the research fields of formal verification and synthesis, distributed 
formal synthesis, and concurrency theory. We considered a team of robots that can move 
among t he regions of a partitioned environment and have known capabilities of servicing a 
set of requests that can occur in the regions of the partition. Some of these requests can 
be serviced by a robot individually, while some require the cooperation of groups of robots. 
We proposed a top-down approach , in which a global specification can be decomposed into 
local (individual) specifications, which can then be used to automatically synthesize robot 
control and communication strategies (see Chapter 3) . 
First, we considered the problem, in which the global specification was given as a Reg-
ular Expression (RE) (see Section 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4). It was a significant improvement of 
the existing work (Stefanescu , 2006; Karimadini and Lin, 2011) , by allowing for more ex-
pressive specifications (Regular Expressions) and also taking the robot motion capabilities 
and communication constraints into consideration . Second, we considered the same synthe-
sis problem with the global specification given as a Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) formula 
(see Section 3.5) . Moreover, we proposed some heuristics to find solutions when the global 
specifications were not distributable. 
Some of these results were presented in (Chen et al. , 2010a; Chen et al., 2010b; Ding 
et al. , 2011a; Chen et al. , 2011 ; Chen et al. , 2012b). 
1.3.2 Formal Synthesis for Uncertain Environments 
We brought together automata learning methods from the fields of theoretical linguistics 
and techniques from temporal logic games and probabilistic model checking to develop a 
provably-correct and optimal control strategy for robots moving in an environment with 
unknown dynamics (see Chapter 4). We showed that , under some reasonable assumptions, 
the environmental dynamics can be captured by stochastic strictly k-local languages. We 
extended results in automata learning to obtain a complete algorithm for learning this 
language. The robots were required to achieve a surveillance mission, in which a certain 
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request needed to be serviced repeatedly, while the expected time in between consecutive 
services was minimized and additional temporal logic constraints were satisfied. We defined 
a fragment of Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) to describe the persistent surveillance tasks, 
which was carefully tailored to guarantee the optimality of the solution . We provided 
a complete algorithm to learn the environment model, and combined the learning process 
with the MDP optimal control method to find the optimal policies for the robot (see Section 
4. 1). 
Moreover , we extended the above method to multi-agent systems. To this end, we 
applied approximate dynamic programming to our computational framework, which leaded 
to significant reduction of computational time (see Section 4.2). 
These methods were introduced in (Chen et al. , 2012a; Chen et al. , 2012c; Chen et al., 
2013). 
1.3.3 Implementations and Experimental Validations 
To demonstrate t he proposed theoretical and computational frameworks, we implemented 
the derived algorithms in two experimental platforms: the Robotic Urban-Like Environment 
(RULE) and the Robotic InDoor-like Environment (RIDE). We demonstrated our results 
in Formal Synthesis for Multi-Agent Systems in RULE (see Section 3.6) , and our results in 
Formal Synthesis for Uncertain Environments in RIDE (see Section 4.3). We assigned tasks 
to the team using Regular Expressions and Linear Temporal Logics over requests occurring 
at regions in the environment. T he robots were automatically deployed to complete the 
missions. 
1.4 Organization 
The reminder of the t hesis is organized as following. In Chapter 2, we present the pre-
liminaries on formal languages, transition systems, regular expressions, LTL specification 
languages, and automata. The Formal Synthesis for Multi-Agent Systems problem is ad-
dressed in Chapter 3. At the end of Chapter 3, we present the Robotic Urban-Like En-
vironment and show case the proposed methods through experiments. In Chapter 4, we 
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consider the Formal Synthesis for Uncer-tain Environments problem. At the end of Chapter 
4, we introduce the Robotic InDoor-like Environment and demonstrate the experimental 
and simulation results. The thesis concludes in Chapter 5 with a summary and a brief 
discussion of possible future directions. 
Chapter 2 
Preliminaries 
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In this chapter, we present definitions and results frequently used in the rest of the thesis. 
2.1 Set Theory 
When dealing with sets, we apply the following usual conventions taken from the classic set 
theory: The names for the sets start with a capital letter (A, B, C, ... ), while their elements 
with small letters (a, b, c, ... ). We use indices (a1 , a2, a3, .. . ) or the prime symbol a' to 
distinguish between elements of the same type. The cardinality of a given setS, i.e ., , the 
number of distinct elements of S, is denoted by lSI. The operations on sets are respectively 
denoted as follows: 
• The empty set is denoted by 0. 
• The union of two sets is denoted by U . 
• The intersection of two sets is denoted by n. 
• The strict or proper inclusion of one set into another is denoted by C. 
• The difference of two sets is denoted by\. (By definition, S\A = {s E SIx rt A}.) 
• The power set of a set S, i.e., the set of all subsets of S, is denoted by 25 . 
• A singleton is a set with only one element , S = { s} . To simplify notation, we may 
sometimes drop the braces around s. 
The set of natural numbers is denoted by N. For two natural numbers i, j E N with 
i::::; j , we denote by [i ... j] the set {k I i::::; k ::::; j}. 
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2. 2 Formal Languages 
We describe the behavior of a discrete finite sequential system by means of the classical 
theory of formal languages. We have a non-empty finite set , called the alphabet , which we 
will usually denote by :E. Then, we have the notion of a finite (infinite) word over :E , which 
is a finite (infinite) sequence of symbols from the alphabet :E. Some useful notations are 
denoted as follows: 
• A word is represented by the concatenation of its symbols, e.g, w = a-oa-1 ... O"n ( a-0a-1 ... ) 
with CTi E :E for all i E [0, ... , n] (i 2: 0). 
• For a set :E , we use :E*, and :Ew to denote the set of all finite words and the set of all 
infinite words, respectively. We define :E00 = :E* U :Ew. 
• The concatenation of two words will again be a word. Furthermore, we have: 
- We denote the concatenation of n copies of a word w E :E* as usually by wn . 
- The length of a word w is denoted by lwl, e.g, if w = a-oa-1 . .. a-n , lwl = n. 
• We denote the empty word by c. 
• For a word w E :E00 and a subset S C :E , we denote by w f s the projection of w onto 
S, which is obtained by erasing all symbols in w which do not belong to S. 
• For two words w, w' E :E00 , we denote by Shuffle( w, w') the shuffie product of the 
two words w and w', which is the operation that constructs all the inter leavings 
of all possible 'fragments ' of each of the two words. Formally, Shuffle( w, w') := 
{tlultzuz ... tnun,w = t1 ... tn and w' = ul···un, where n 2:1 and ti,Ui E :E*,Vi E 
[1 . .. n]}. For example, we have Shuffle(ab,cd) {abcd,acbd,acdb,cabd,cadb,cdab} 
and Shuffle(ab,a) = {aba,aab}. 
• The word u E :E* is called a prefix of the word w E :E00 if and only if there exists 
another word v E :E00 such that uv = w. The prefix of a language £ , denoted as 
Prefix(£) , is defined by Prefix(£)= {u I u is a prefix of word wE£}. 
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• Dually, the word v E :E00 is called a suffix of w if and only if there exists u E :E* 
such that uv = w. The suffix of a language £ , denoted as Suffix(£) , is defined by 
Suffix(£)= {u I u is a suffix of word wE£}. 
• A set of finite words over :E (i.e., a subset of :E*) is called a finite language over :E. 
If we look at words as executions of a given system able to execute actions from an 
alphabet :E (e.g, executions of the robots to service a set of requests) , then a language 
over :E can describe a behavior of the system. We can extend some of the operations 
on words to languages in the following way: 
- For two languages £1, £2 <;;; :E* , we define their concatenation as follows: 
For £ <;;; :E* and a natural number n :::; 1, we denote by en the concatenation of 
n copies of the language £. For n = 0, by definition we have L 0 = { E } . Also, 
the union £1 U £2 and intersection £1 n £2 of the two languages £1 and £ 2 are 
defined as the union, respectively intersection operations on sets (of words). The 
complement of a language £ is defined as the complement with respect to :E* , 
i.e., £ = :E* \ £. Finally, we denote by £* the (Kleene) iteration of£ which is 
defined as: 
£* = u en. 
n :<:;O 
For £ <;;; :E*, and a subset S <;;; :E, we denote by£ Is the projection of£ onto S, 
which is given by: 
£ Is= {w lsi wE£}. 
For £1 , £2 <;;; :E*, we denote by Shuffle(£1 , £2) the shuffle product of the language 
£1 and £2 , which is defined as: 
u 
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2.3 Regular Expression and Finite State Automaton 
A regular language is a formal language (see (Hopcroft et al., 2007) for more details). 
D efinition 2.1 (regular language). The collection of regular languages over an alphabet 
:E is defined recursively as follows: 
• the empty language 0 is a r·egular language. 
• the empty string language {f.} is a regular language. 
• For each fJ E :E {i.e., fJ belongs to :E), the singleton language { fJ} is a regular language. 
• If £1 and £2 are regular languages, then £1 U £2 (union), £1 · £2 (concatenation), 
and £i (Kleene star) are regular languages. 
• No other languages over :E are regular. 
The regular languages can be represented by regular expressions. The latter show the 
order in which the three operations union (u), concatenation ( ·), and iteration ( *) are 
applied to the finite languages in order to obtain a given regular language. We use £ q, to 
denote the language satisfying aRE ¢. 
Definition 2.2 (regular expression). The regular expression (RE) over an alphabet :E 
and the languages they denote are recursively defined as follows: 
• 0 is a regular expression and denotes the empty language. 
• f. is a regular expression and denotes the language f.. 
• For each fJ E :E , the symbol fJ is a regular expression and denotes the language { (J} . 
• if ¢1 and ¢2 are regular expressions denoting the languages £1 and £2 , respectively, 
then ¢1 + ¢2, ¢1·¢2, and <Pi are regular expressions that denote the languages £ 1u£2, 
£1 · £ 2, and £ i, respectively. 
Example: Assume we have :E = {C51, C52, fJ3} . The RE (C51 + C52 + C53)*C51(C51 + C52 + 
C53)*C51(C51 + C52 + fJ3) * specifies that action fJ1 should be executed at least twice, while the 
RE (C51 + C52)*C5l(C51 + C52)* requires that action C51 should be executed at least once and 
action fJ3 is forbidden. Finally, C51fJ2 + C52C51 specifies that actions fJl and C52 need to be 
executed exactly once in an arbitrary order. 
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Figure 2·1: An example of a Finite State Automaton. The corresponding 
Regular Expression is ( O"i0"2 + 0"20"1) 0"3 + O" 4. 
We can construct a finite state automaton (FSA) to capture t he language satisfying a 
regular expression (RE). Formally, we have: 
Definition 2.3 (finite state automaton). A finite state automaton (FSA) is a tuple 
A= ( Q, Qin, "E, <5, F), where 
• Q is the set of states; 
• Qin ~ Qin is the set of initial states; 
• "E is the set (alphabet) of actions; 
• <5 E Q x "E x Q is the transition relation; 
• F ~ Q is the set of final (accepting) states. 
We also write q ~ q' to denote (q, O", q' ) E <5. We denote by Reach(A) the automaton 
obtained by keeping only the states and the transitions from A that are reachable from 
the set of initial states Qin. A run of an FSA on a finite word w A = O"QO"l . . . O"n E "E* is 
a sequence of states qoql ... qn+l such that qi ~ qi+l, for all i E [0 , ... , n ]. A finite word 
w is accepted by an FSA if there exists a run on it qoql .. . qn+l satisfying qn+l E F. The 
language accepted by an FSA A (the language of A), denoted by .C(A) , is the set of all finite 
words accepted by A. Two FSAs over the same set of actions are called language equivalent 
if they accept t he same language. 
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A deterministic FSA (DFA) is an FSA where for each q E Q and CT E E there exists at 
most one q' E Q such that q -4 q' . Ot herwise, the FSA, is called nondeterministic FSA 
(NFA). Another extension of the FSA, denoted as E-NFA, is a NFA withE, the empty string, 
as a possible input. Note that given any E-NFA, one can construct an equivalent DFA that 
accepts the same language as the E-NFA. The construction of a DFA given a E-NFA is based 
on a well known subset construction algorithm, which incorporates E-transitions t hrough the 
mechanism of E-closure. Note t hat DFA has just one initial state. Furthermore, given a DFA, 
there exists a unique (up to isomorphism) minimal DFA that is language equivalent with 
the initial DFA, and well known, efficient minimization algorithms are available . The reader 
is referred to (Hopcroft et al. , 2007) for more details about the algorithm of constructing a 
minimal DFA given a E-NFA. 
The language accepted by an FSA is a regular language. Given an RE, a DFA accepting 
all and only the words satisfying the RE can be constructed by using an off-the-shelf tool, 
such as JFLAP (Rodger and Finley, 2006). Given a regular language L (A) over E accepted 
by a DFA A, t he complement of L (A) is defined as £(A) := E*\L(A). Note that a DFA 
--,A, defined as a DFA accepting the language L (A ), can be constructed by swapping the 
accepting states of A with its non-accepting st ates . 
Assume that we have a regular language £ E E* , and its corresponding F SA A. Starting 
from the observation t hat the projection of a regular language (see Section 2.2 for the 
definition of the projection of a language) is a regular language, the projection of an F SA A 
on a subsetS~ E is another FSA As , which can be easily constructed from A t hrough r::-
closure (and optional minimization). An example of projecting an FSA onto local alphabets 
is shown in Figure 2·2. 
2.4 Transition Systems 
Transition systems are often used as models to describe the behavior of systems. They 
are basically directed graphs where odes represent states, and edges model transitions, i.e., 
state changes. A state describes some information about a system at a certain moment of 
GJ 
A 
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As 
Figure 2·2 : Projecting an FSA onto a subset S E :E, where :E 
{o-1,o-2 , o-3, o-4} and S = {o-1,o-3,o-4} 
its behavior. For instance, a state of a sequential computer program indicates the current 
values of all program variables together with the current value of the program counter that 
indicates the next program statement to be executed. For a robot moving in a partitioned 
environment , a state captures the robot's current location. Transitions specify how the 
system can evolve from one state to another. In the case of the sequential computer program, 
a transition corresponds to the execution of a statement and may involve the change of some 
variables and the program counter, whereas for t he robotic system, a transition models the 
movement of the robot from one region to another. In this thesis, many different types of 
transition systems have been proposed. 
D efinition 2.4 (labeled transit ion system) . A labeled transition system (TS) is a tuple 
T := (S, sin, Act, -t , :E, 1=) , where 
• S is a fin ite set of states ; 
• sin ~ s is the set of initial states ; 
• Act is a set of actions; 
• -t~ S x A ct x S is a transition relation; 
• :E is a finite set of properties; 
• I=~ S x :E is the satisfaction relation. 
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Figure 2·3: An example of a labeled transition system. The incoming arrow 
indicates the initial state. 
A transition (s, a, s') E---+ is also denoted by s ~ s'. We assume that the transition 
system is non-blocking, implying that there is a transition from each state. The labeling 
function defines for each states E S , the property h(s) valid at states. A finite trajectory 
of T is a finite sequence rT = s(O) s(1) ... s(n) with the property that s(O) = so and 
s( i) ---+ s( i + 1 ) , for all i 2 0. Similarly, an infinite trajectory of T is an infinite sequence rT = 
s(O)s(1) ... with the same property. A finite or infinite trajectory generates a finite or infinite 
word as a sequence of properties valid at each state, denoted by w = w(O)w (1) ... w(n) or 
w = w(O)w(1) . .. , if (s(i), w(i)) El= , respectively. By assigning weights to all t he t ransitions, 
we obtain a weighted finite transit ion system, defined as follows: 
Definition 2.5 (weighted transition system). A weighted transition system (TS) is a 
tuple 
T = (S,sin , Act,---+,~,1=,w),where 
w is a weight function that assigns positive values to all the transitions (all (s , a, s' ) E---+ ). 
Note t hat these are a general definition of transition system. We may modify this 
definition to accommodate different problems. For instance, the codomain of the labeling 
function can also be defined as a power set of atomic propositions, i.e., ~ = 2rr , where II 
is the set of atomic propositions. Also, we sometimes omit the set of actions Act if the ' 
transition is deterministic 
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2.5 Linear Temporal Logic, Biichi automaton, and Rabin automaton 
Definition 2.6. (Formula of LTL) An LTL formula cp over the atomic propositions II is 
defined inductively as follows: 
¢ :: = T I a I ¢ 1\ ¢ I •¢ I X¢ I cp U¢, where 
• T is a predicate true in each state of a system; 
• a E II is an atomic proposition; 
• • {negation} and 1\ {disjunction} are standard Boolean connectives; 
• X and U are temporal operators. 
LTL formulas are interpreted over infinite runs, as those generated by the transition 
system T from Definition 2.4, where~= 2rr. A word (a series of labeled states) satisfies 
an LTL formula cp if cp is true at the first position of the word; X¢ states that at the next 
state of a run, an LTL formula cp is true; a1 Ua2 states that there is a future moment 
when proposition a2 is true, and proposition a1 is true at least until a2 is true. Using 
the Boolean connectives 1\ and • , the full power of propositional logic is obtained. Other 
Boolean connectives such as disjunction V and implication ----t can be derived as ¢ 1 V ¢ 2 := 
•(•¢1 1\ • ¢2) and ¢1 ----t ¢2 := • c/Y1 V ¢2 · From the above temporal operators we can 
construct two other useful operators Eventually (i.e., future), F, defined as F¢ := T U¢, 
and Always (i.e., globally) , G, defined as G¢ := •F•¢. The formula Fa states that a holds 
at some future time instance, and Ga states that proposition a holds at all states of the 
run. 
Example 1: The specification ''first service request H1 , then service request L 1 and L 2 
regardless of the order or request L3, and request H 2 is serviced infinitely often," can be 
converted to the following LTL formula over II= {H1, H 2, L1 , L2, L3}: 
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Example 2: The specification "always eventually visit Base and pick up items; after 
leaving Base, do not come back to Base before picking up; after picking up, drop them 
off before returning to Base" can be converted to the following LTL formula over II = 
{Base, Pickup, Pickup, Delivery} : 
cjJ = GF(Base) 1\ GF(Pickup) 1\ G(Base ---+ Base U ((•Base) U Pickup))) 1\ 
G(Pickup ---+ ((•Base) U Delivery)). 
For every LTL formula cjJ over ~, there exists a Biichi automaton accepting all and only 
the words satisfying cjJ (Vardi and Wolper , 1994). 
Definition 2. 7 (Biichi automaton). A Buchi automaton is a tuple 
B := (Q, Qin, ~, 6, F) , where 
• Q is a finite set of states; 
• Qin ~ Q is a set of initial states; 
• ~ is an input alphabet; 
• 6 : Q x ~ ---+ 2Q is a transition function; 
• F ~ Q is a set of accepting states . 
A run of the Biichi automaton over an infinite word WB = wB(O)wB(1) ... over ~ is a 
sequence rB = q(O)q(1) . .. , such that q(O) E Qin and q(i + 1) E 6(q(i), WB(i)). A Biichi 
automaton accepts a word w if and only if t here exists rB over w so that inf(rB) n F # 0, 
where inf(rB) denotes the set of states appearing infinitely often in run rB· The language 
accepted by a Biichi automaton, denoted by £(B), is the set of all infinite words accepted 
by B. We use B<P to denote the Biichi automaton accepting the language satisfying ¢ . 
The Biichi automaton allows us to determine whether or not the word produced by a run 
of the transition system T satisfies an LTL formula. More precisely, for any LTL formula cjJ 
over a set of atomic propositions II, there exists a B¢ with input alphabet ~ = 2rr accepting 
all and only the infinite words satisfying formula cjJ ((Vardi and Wolper, 1994)). We refer 
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readers to (Gastin and Oddoux, 2001; Somenzi and Bloem, 2000) and references therein for 
efficient algorithms and freely downloadable implementations to translate an LTL formula 
over IT to a corresponding Buchi automaton B. 
For every LTL formula ¢ over ~' there exists also a deterministic Rabin automaton 
accepting all and only the words satisfying ¢ (Klein and Baier , 2006). 
D efinition 2.8 (deterministic Rabin automaton). A deterministic Rabin automaton 
(DRA} is a tuple 
A= (Q, qin, ~' 15, {(B1, Gl), ... , (Em, Gm)} ), where 
• Q is the finite set of states; 
• qin E Q is the initial state; 
• ~ = 2rr is the input alphabet; 
• 15 : S x ~ ---+ S is the transition relation; 
• {(B1, G1), ... , (Em, Gm)} is a set of pairs of sets of states such that B i, Gi ~ Q for 
all i = { 1, ... , m}. 
A run of A over an infinite word WA = WA(O) wA(1) .. . E ~w, denoted by r A, is a 
sequence of states qoqlq2 . . . such that qo = qin and qn+l E 15A(qn , WA(n)), for all n 2: 0. 
Run r A is accepting if for a pair ( B, G) E F , r A intersects with B finitely many times and G 
infinitely many times. A word WA is accepted by the DRAA if and only if its corresponding 
run is accepted by A. The language of A , denoted by £ (A), is the set of all words accepted 
by A. We refer readers to (Klein and Baier, 2006) and references therein for algorithms and 
to freely downloadable implementations, such as (Klein , 2012), to translate an LTL formula 
¢to a corresponding DRA. 
Remark 2.1. To keep the notation simple, some of the symbols are repeatedly used in the 
tuple of the Finite State Automaton, Biichi automaton and the Rabin Automaton. This is 
fine as long as no confusion arises. W e will use subscripts, if we need to distinguish symbols 
in different automata. 
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2.6 Markov Chain and Markov Decision Process 
Definition 2.9 (Markov Chain). A discrete-time labeled Markov Chain (MC) is a tuple 
M = (S,t- , P , II , L) , (2 .1) 
where 
• S is a countable, nonempty set of states; 
• t- : S ---+ [0, 1] is an initial distribution with L sES t-( s) = 1; 
• P : S x S ---+ [0, 1] is a transition probability fun ction such that for all s E S, 
L s'ES P(s , s') = 1; 
• II is an output alphabet; 
• L : S ---+ I: is a labeling fun ction. 
The transition probability function P specifies for each state s the probability P( s, s') 
of moving from s to s' in one step, i.e., by a single transition. The value t-( s) specifies 
the probability t hat the system evolution starts in states . The states s with t-(s) > 0 are 
considered as the initial states. In a similar way, the states s' for which P ( s, s' ) > 0 In a 
similar way, the states s for which P(s , s') > 0 are viewed as the possible successors of s. 
A Markov chain induces an underlying digraph where states act as vertices and there is an 
edge from s to s' if and only if P(s, s') > 0. The paths of Markov chain M are defined 
as infinite state sequences r = sos1 .. . , such that t-(so) > 0, Sn E S and P (sn, Sn+l) > 0, 
Vn ~ 0. A path r = sos1 ... generates an output word o = L(so)L(si) .. .. 
Definition 2.10 (Markov Decision Process). A Markov Decision Process (MDP ) is 
defined as follows: 
M = (S , t-, U, P , II , L) , where (2.2) 
• S is the finite set of states; 
• t-: S---+ [0, 1] is an initial distribution with L sES t-(s) = 1; 
• U is a set of controls; 
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• P : S x U x S -t [0, 1] is the transition probability function such that for all states 
s E S and controls u E U: 
L P(s,u, s') E {0, 1} 
s'ES 
• II is a set of atomic propositions; 
• L : S -t 2n is the labeling function. 
A control u is enabled in state s if and only if ~s'ES P(s, u, s') = 1. Let U(s) denote the 
set of enabled actions in s. For any state s E S, it is required that U ( s) -=/= 0. 
The transition probabilities P(s , u, s') can be arbitrary real numbers in [0 , 1] (that sum 
up to either 0 or 1 for fixed s and u). The intuitive operational behavior of an MDP M is 
as follows. A stochastic experiment according to the initial dist ribution ~, yields a starting 
state so such that ~(so) > 0. On entering states, say, first a nondeterministic choice between 
the enabled actions needs to be resolved. That is to say, it needs to be determined which 
control in U(s) is to be performed next. 
We define a control function 'f/ : Q -t U such that 'fl( s ) E U(s) , \:Is E S. An infinite 
sequence of control functions {'flo , 'f/1 , .. . } is called an MDP policy. If 'f/n = 'f/ , \:In 2: 0, then 
we call it a stationary MDP policy and we denote it simply as 'fl · Given the initial state, 
an infinite sequencer= sos1 . .. on M generated under {'flo, 'f/1, ... } is called a path on M 
if P( sn, 'f/n(sn) , Sn+1) > 0, \:In 2: 0. A path r = qoq1 ... on M generates an output word 
o = L(s0 )L(s1) .. . on M. We say a path r on M satisfies an LTL formula if and only if its 
corresponding output word satisfies the LTL formula. We say an MDP policy satisfies an 
LTL formula if and only if the probability that a path generated by the policy satisfy the 
LTL formula is 1. The readers are referred to (Baier and Katoen , 2008) for more details 
about Markov chain, MDP and formal verification on probabilistic systems. 
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Chapter 3 
Formal Synthesis for Multi-agent Systems 
The distributed control synthesis problem we consider is: Given 1) a set of requests that 
need to be serviced, 2) a team of robots and their capabilities and cooperation requirements 
for servicing requests , 3) a task specification describing how the properties need to be 
satisfied subject to some temporal and logical constraints on how the requests need to be 
serviced; Find provably-correct individual control and communication strategies for each 
robot such that the task is accomplished. Drawing inspiration from the areas of concurrency 
theory (Mazurkiewicz, 1995) and distributed formal synthesis (Mukund, 2002) , we develop 
a top-down approach that allows for the fully automatic synthesis of individual control and 
communication schemes. 
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. We introduce briefly some definitions 
and notation in the theoretical world of concurrency in Section 3.1, including distribution of 
requests , independent requests , product languages, and traces. In Section 3.2, we formulate 
the Formal Synthesis for Multi-Agent Systems problem. At the end of Section 3.2 , we 
provide a brief summary of the proposed approaches. In Section 3.3 and Section 3.4 we 
present two approaches to generate the robot control and communication schemes from 
the global specifications given as regular expressions (RE). In Section 3.5, we consider 
the same synthesis problem with the global specifications given as Linear Temporal Logic 
(LTL) formulas. Last but not least, we demonstrate our derived algorithms in our Robotic 
Urban-Like Environment (RULE) in Section 3.6. 
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3.1 Concurrency Theory 
Concurrency theory has been an active field of research in theoretical computer science. 
One of the first proposals was Petri's seminal work on Petri Nets in the early 1960s (Petri , 
1962). In the years since, a wide variety of formalisms have been developed for modeling 
and reasoning about concurrency. 
3.1.1 Trace Theory 
At the end of the 70s, Mazurkiewicz (Mazurkiewicz, 1977) introduced the notion of trace as 
a mathematical object able to maintain the information regarding the independence relation 
between the actions involved. Since then, the theory of traces continued to develop finding 
various applications. In this section, we give the basics of trace theory. We first need to 
introduce the notion of concurrent alphabet, which is simply an alphabet equipped with an 
independence relation between its actions: 
Definition 3.1 (concurrent alphabet). A concurrent alphabet is a pair (:E, II), where: 
• :E is a finite alphabet of actions and 
• II~ :E x :E is a symmetric and irrefiexive binary relation called the independence or 
concurrency relation. 
The complementary relation of the independence relation is called the dependence rela-
tion and it is denoted by~- Hence, by definition,~= (:Ex :E)\ II- Since II is symmetric and 
irrefiexive, we have that ~is a symmetric and reflexive relation. 
We use the information provided by the independence relation so as to identify words 
where adjacent independent properties are permuted. The intuition goes as follows: If two 
properties 0"1 and 0"2 are supposed to be independent (0"1 II 0"2), then if at some point we 
can execute 0"1 followed by 0"2, executing 0"1 should not affect in any way the possibility 
of executing 0"2 , so they may be executed in any order, in particular first 0"2 and then 0"1. 
must be all equivalent. More precisely, we do not want to distinguish two words that differ 
only in the order in which two adjacent independent properties are executed. 
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Definition 3.2 (trace equivalence on finite words). Let ('E , II ) be the concurrent al-
phabet. the trace equivalence rv over 'E* is defined as follows. For two words w, w' E 'E*, 
we have w ~ w' if there exist words u, v E 'E*, and a II a' , such that w = uaa'v and 
1 
w' = ua'av . Let = be the transitive and reflexive closure of the relation= · we say that w 
is trace-equivalent to w'' denoted by w rv w' ' if and only if w = w'. 
Definition 3.3 (limit extension of an equivalence relation). The limit extension 
=lim ~ 'Ew x 'Ew of an equivalence relation =~ 'E* x 'E* is defined as follows: w =lim w' holds 
if and only if 
• for every u E 'E* such that u E Prefix(w) there exist v, v' E 'E* such that v E Prefix(w') 
and uv' = v, and 
• f or every u E 'E* such that u E Prefix( w') there exist v, v' E 'E* such that v E Prefix( w) 
and uv' = v. 
Definition 3.4 (trace equivalence on infinite words) . Let ('E, II ) be the concurrent 
. 1 w 
alphabet. For w, w' E 'Ew , we have w rv w' if and only if w =11 m w'. W e write w = w' if 
there exist decompositions u1 u2 ... 
1 w 
1 
and v 1 v2 ... such that Ui = Vi for every i :2 0. W e have 
w rv w' if and only if w = w'. 
Definition 3.5 (trace-equivalence class). Given a concurrent alphabet ('E , II ) and w, w' E 
'E00 , we denote by [w] the trace-equivalence class of w E 'E00 , which is given by [w] := { w' E 
'E00 I w rv w'}. 
Note that the trace-equivalence relation rv and class [·] are based on t he given concur-
rent alphabet ('E , II ). For simplicity of notation, we use rv and [·] without specifying the 
concurrent alphabet when there is no ambiguity. 
Definition 3.6 (trace-closed language). Given a concurrent alphabet ('E , II), we say that 
L ~ 'E00 is a trace-closed language if it satisfies the following closure property: 
Vw E 'E00 ,w E £ => [w] ~ £ . 
Example Assume we have the alphabet 'E = {pick_partl , pick_part2, assemble} , in which 
pick_partl II pick_part2 holds. Given w1 = pick_partl pick_part2 assemble and w2 = pick_part2 
pick_partl assemble, we have w1 rv w2 . Language £= { w1 , w2} is trace-closed. 
We refer to (Mazurkiewicz, 1977; Mazurkiewicz, 1995; Kwiatkowska, 1989; Peled et al. , 
1998; Stefanescu, 2006) for more definitions and properties in trace theory. 
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3.1.2 Distribution, and Product of Languages 
A sequential task requires one agent to execute a number of tasks in a certain order. Such a 
task, can be represented, for instance, by a regular expression (see Definition 2.2) or an LTL 
formula (see Definition 2.6) . A distributable task allows a number of agents that cooperate 
to execute a number of tasks. We need to distribute the task among the agents and also 
model the behavior of the team of agents while executing the local tasks. In this section, 
we will introduce the notion of distribution of requests over a set of agents , and the notion 
of product of languages to capture the cooperation of the agents. 
(a) Distribution 
Definition 3.7 (distribution of alphabet). Given an alphabet set I;, a collection of 
subsets 
~ = {I;i s;;; I; , i E I}, where UiEI I;i = I; and I is an index set, 
is called a distribution of I;. W e also define the domain of an action u as I a = { i E I I <J E 
I;i } · 
The term 'distribution ' suggests that ~ provides information about how the actions 
(requests) are distributed among the agents. Let I be an index set for the set of agents . 
For each of t he actions (requests), the domain Ia captures the set of agents that are able 
to execute t his requests. For an arbit rary request u, if IIal = 1 (i .e., it belongs to only one 
agent i) , This kind of request is called an independent action . If IIal > 1, this kind of action 
is called a shared or common action. For each agent i , I;i is the set of actions that may be 
executed by that agent. 
The Relation between Distribution and Concurrent Alphabets We have now two 
generalizations of the notion of alphabet of actions: the concurrent alphabet (Definition 3.1) 
and the distribution (Definition 3.7). The names themselves already hint at the difference 
between the two notions. The term 'concurrent' suggests that a concurrent alphabet (I;, II) 
tells which actions can be executed in parallel, or concurrently. The term 'distribution ' sug-
gests that 15 provides more information , namely, how the properties are distributed among 
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the agents. 
Every distribution 6.. gives rise to a natural independence relation II between the prop-
erties that need to be satisfied. For each pair O", 0"1 E ~ we set: 
(}" II 0" 1 {::} Iu n Iu1 = 0. 
The intuition is that two properties are independent if and only if t hey are can be satisfied 
by disjoint sets of agents. With this definition, two independent properties cannot interfere 
in any way and thus they may be satisfied in parallel. Clearly, the relation defined above 
is irrefl.exive and symmetric. We can also define trace-equivalence using the distribution 
Definition 3.8 (trace equivalence). Given a distribution {~i ~ ~ ' i E I} and w, w' E 
~00 ' we say that w is trace-equivalent to w' ' denoted by w rv w' ' if and only if w r I;i = w' r I;i' 
for all i E I (see Section 2.2 for the definition of the projection of a word). 
Example For the alphabet ~ = {pick_partl , pick_part2 , assemble} , we can give a distribu-
tion over two agents i E I , I= {1 , 2} in t he following way: 
6.. = {~1 = {pick_part1,assemble} ,~2 = {pick_part2 , assemble}}. 
If we interpret the set of agents as a team of two workers having various specializations, then 
the above distribution says that worker 1 can pick up part 1 and assemble the machinery, 
while worker 2 is skilled to build pick up part 2 and also do the assembly job. We can 
further generate the independence relation: pick_part1 II pick_part2 . 
(b) Product of Languages 
Given a set of actions (requests) , and a number of agents i E I, the capabilities of the 
agents to service requests are represented by 6.. = {~i ~ ~' i E I}. Assume that we have 
a number of local tasks, each of them is represented by a local language L i ~ ~/. An 
action (request) O" can be executed at a certain point only if all the agents in Ia are able 
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to execute CJ at that point. The execution of CJ affects the agents in ! 17 and leaves the rest 
of the local agents unaffected. We can use product of languages to capture the behavior 
of the team, when each of the agents executes the local task (i.e., generate local languages 
£ i) and synchronize on the shared actions. 
Definition 3.9 (product oflanguages). Given a distribution {L:i ~I:, i E I}, the product 
of a set of languages £ i ~ L:i is denoted by lliEI £ i and defined as 
In other words, product of languages lliEI £ i consists of all possible synchronizations 
on common actions of words of the 'local ' languages £ i. (Note that in the particular case 
where the actions of the local alphabets are pairwise independent, the synchronization on 
common actions becomes the shuffle operation (see the shuffle operation in Section 2.2). 
On the other hand, if the actions of the local alphabets are pairwise dependent, we recover 
the intersection operation.) Using the definition, it is not difficult to prove the following 
proposition: 
Proposition 3.1. Given a distribution {L:i ~ I: , i E I} and a set of languages £ i ~ L:i, 
the product of the languages ll iEI £ i is a trace-closed language. 
Example Let I;= {pick_partl , pick_part2 , assemble} and b.= {I:1 = {pick_partl , assemble} , 
I:2 = {pick_part2, assemble}}. Given w1 = pick_partl assemble and w2 = pick_part2 assemble, 
the product of the languages 
JliE{l ,2} { wi} = { pick_partl pick_part2 assemble, pick_part2 pick_partl assemble} . 
Given a distribution {I:i ~ I:, i E I} and a set of languages £ i ~ L:i, we can use 
synchronous product of t he FSAs Ai , which capture the language £ i (i.e., £(Ai) = £ i), to 
represent the product of the set of languages ll iEI £i. 
Definition 3.10 (Synchronous Product). The synchronous product (SP) of determin-
istic Finite Automata (DFAs) A = (Qi, {qoJ, I:i, Oi, Fi), i E I, denoted by ll iEI Ai , is an 
FSA 
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Local FSAs SP of the Local FSAs 
Figure 3·1: An example of the synchronous product (SP) of the FSAs. 
Note that l::1 = {Cil, CT3, CJ4} and l::2 = {CT2, CT3 , CJ4}. 
Reach((Q, qo, 2::, o, F)), where 
• The transition relation o ~ Q x 2:: x Q is defin ed by q ~ q' if and only if 
- V i E Iu : q[i] ~i q'[i] 
- V i t{. Iu : q[i] = q'[i] 
where q[i] denotes the ith component of q and Iu = {i E I I CJ E I:i}, 
The synchronous product (SP) of the FSAs is deterministic if the FSA Ai is determin-
istic. Sometimes, we simply use 'synchronous product' as a shorter version of the longer 
name 'synchronous product of the FSAs. The synchronous product is a popular model of 
distributed systems and can be found in the literature under different names like: mixed 
product (Duboc, 1986) , product transition systems (Thiagarajan and Henriksen, 1998), 
loosely cooperating systems (Zielonka, 1987; Mukund, 2002) , etc. Most of these models are 
based on transition systems, we extend these results to accommodate the accepting states 
in the FSA. We see that the distribution {I:i E 2::, i E I} is deeply embedded in the above 
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definition. Each local FSA can be seen as a model of a local agent. Each agent owns a local 
alphabet I;i· The local transitions are labeled with actions taken from the local alphabet I;i 
of the agent. Then, the synchronization on a common action (actions owned by more than 
one agent) affects only the agent that owns the this action. The example of a synchronous 
product is illustrated in Figure 3·1. 
The relation between product of the languages and the languages of synchronous 
products The language of a deterministic synchronous product of the FSAs Ai over a 
distribution .6. = {I:i ~I: , i E I} is the product of the languages L(Ai) (over .6.) (Stefanescu, 
2006). In other words, we have L([[ iEI Ai) =[[iEI L(Ai) · 
3.2 Problem Formulation 
Let 
£ = (V, -rc:) (3.1) 
be an environment graph, where V is the set of vertices and -7t:~ V x V is a relation 
modeling the set of edges, e.g. , £ can be the quotient graph of a partitioned environment, 
where V is a set of labels for t he regions in the partition, and -7t: is the corresponding 
adjacency relation. Assume we have a team of robots (moving agents) i E I , whose motions 
are restricted by£, where I is a set of robot labels. 
Let I; be a set of service requests , or actions to be performed at the vertices of £. To 
keep notation to a minimum, we assume for now that the locations of t he service requests 
are defined as a function a : I; --7 V (i.e., different requests can occur at the same vertex 
but vertices do not share requests; there may be no request at some vertices of E). Later 
in the thesis (see Section 3.3.3 and 3.4.4), we discuss how this assumption can be relaxed. 
We model the capacity of the robots to service requests and the cooperation requirements 
among the robots as a distribution .6. = { I:i ~ I:, i E I} of I: (Definition 3. 7). L:i represents 
the set of requests that can be serviced by the robot i. For a given request CY E I: , Ia = 
{ i E I I CY E I:i} is the set of labels of all the agents that can service it. The semantics of 
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this distribution is defined as follows. For an arbitrary request u , if II a I = 1 (i.e., there 
is only one agent that owns it) , the agent can (and should) service the request by itself, 
independent of the other agents. This kind of request is called an independent request. If 
IIal > 1, all the agents i with i E Ia must service the request simultaneously (i. e., they need 
to communicate to service u together). This kind of request is called a shared request. An 
agent is said to service a request u if it visits the vertex a( u). For simplicity of presentation, 
we assume for now that two or more robots sharing a request u can communicate at the 
(only) vertex a(u) where u occurs. Later in the thesis (Section 3.3.3 and 3.4.4) , we discuss 
how we can accommodate arbitrary communication graphs. 
Remark 3.1. The distribution uniquely defin es the cooperation requirements among the 
robots, e. g., if a request is in both ~1 and ~2 , it requires the cooperation between robots 1 and 
2. Imagine a scenario where multiple robots are able to service a request that only requires 
one robot. In this case, the distribution that describes the capability of robots servicing the 
requests is not unique. In this thesis, we only consider a fixed given distribution. We will 
address removing this limitation in future work. 
We model the motion capabilities of each agent i E I on the environment graph £ using 
a transition system Ti (Definition 2.4), defined as follows: 
(3.2) 
where 
• V is the set of states, 
• v0 i E V is the initial state, which represents the initial position of agent i , 
• -+i is the transition relation satisfying -+i ~-+£ UvEV{(v, v)} , 
• II = ~i U { Ei} ( Ei is the empty request) is the set of requests, 
• Fi~ V x II is a relation where (v,Ei) EFi for all v E V and (v,u) EFi, u E ~i , if and 
only if v = a(u). 
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In other words, the motion of robot i is restricted by the transition relation ---+i, which 
captures motion (actuation) constraints in addition to -+t:. The locations of the requests 
in the environment are captured by relation hi. As it will become clear later, each vertex 
satisfying Ei captures that a robot can pass through a vertex without servicing any request. 
Definition 3.11 (motion and service plan). A motion and service (MS) plan for robot 
i, i E I is a word msi E (V U :Ei)00 that satisfies the following conditions: 
2. if msi(k) E :Ei, then msi(k- 1) E V and (msi(k- 1), msi(k)) E hi, for all k > 1, 
3. msi lv is a trajectory of 7i. 
An MS plan for robot i uniquely defines a motion plan mi = msi I v and a service plan 
Si = msi IE;. We say that a service plan Si can be implemented by robot i if there exists an 
MS plan msi such that msi IE; = si. The semantics of an MS plan is as follows. A vertex 
entry msi(k) E V means that vertex msi(k) should be visited. A request entry msi(k) E :Ei, 
means that robot i should service request msi(k) at vertex msi(k- 1) . A shared request 
msi(k) (i.e., IIms;(k) i > 1) triggers a wait-and-leave protocol (shown in Figure 3·2): While 
at vertex msi ( k- 1) , robot i broadcasts request msi ( k) and listens for broadcasts of msi ( k) 
from all other agents j, j E Ims;(k) \ {i}. When they are all received, the request msi(k) is 
serviced and then i moves to the next vertex. 
Remark 3.2. We assume that inter-robot communication is always possible. Note that 
one robot only needs to synchronize (using the wait-and-leave protocol introduced above) 
with other robots that share a request rJ, before servicing this shared request. The loose 
synchronization enables parallel executions of individual agents. 
Given a set of MS plans { msi, i E I} for the robot team, there may exist many possible 
sequences of requests serviced by the team due to parallel executions (we do not assume 
that we know the time it takes for each agent to service requests). 
Definition 3.12 (global behavior of the team). Given a set of MS plans {msi, i E I}, 
we denote 
(3.3) 
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".. 
· ------------------------- ----+ .. 
wait and broadcast 
"Ready to service" 
wait and broadcast 
"Ready to service" 
Figure 3·2: The robots only need to communicate while servicing a request 
that requires cooperation of robots. A shared request triggers the "wait-and-
leave" protocol. When ready to service a shared request a, the robot will 
broadcast an "I am ready to service a" message, and wait until it receives 
the "ready to service" message from all other robots in I a. 
as the set of all possible sequences of requests serviced by the team of robots while they follow 
their individual MS plans. 
For simplicity of notation, we use L~as for L~as ( { msi , i E I}) when there is no ambi-
guity. 
D e finition 3.13 (satisfying set of MS plans). A set of MS plans {msi, i E I} satisfies 
a specification given as an RE <P over :E if and only if L~as # 0 and L~as ~ L q;. 
Remark 3.3. For a set of MS plans, the corresponding L~as could be an empty set by 
the definition of product of languages (since there may not exist a word w E :E* such that 
w r I;i = Si) Vi E I). In practice, this case corresponds to a scenario where one (or more) 
agent waits indefinitely for other agents to service a request a that is shared among these 
agents. For example, if a does not appear in the service plan of one of the agents who own 
a but it appears in the service plans of some other agents, then all those agents will be stuck 
in a "deadlock" state and wait indefinitely. As another example, let s1 = a 1a2, s2 = a 2a 1, 
and :E1 = :E2 = {a1,a2 }. In this case, robots 1 and 2 will wait for each other indefinitely. 
When a deadlock occurs, the set of MS plans is not satisfying. 
We are now ready to formulate the main problem: 
Problem 3.1. Given a team of agents (robots) i, i E I with motion capabilities 7i (Eqn. 
(3.2}} on a graph£ (Eqn. (3.1}}, a set of service requests :E , a function a: :E---+ V showing 
the location of the service requests, a distribution b. = {:Ei ~ :E, i E I} of :E modeling the 
capacity of the robots to service requests and the cooperation requirements among the robots, 
and a task specification</> in the form of an RE or an LTL formula over :E, find a satisfying 
set of MS plans {msi, i E I}. 
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Example 
For better understanding, we use our Robotic Urban-Like Environment (RULE) (see Figure 
3·3) as an example. Modeling RULE using the proposed framework proceeds as follows . 
The set of vertices V of the environment graph £ is the set of labels assigned to the roads, 
intersections, and parking lots. The edges in ~e show how these regions are connected . We 
consider two robots (Khepera III miniature cars) running in the environment , whose motion 
capabilities can be modeled as a t ransition system Ti shown in Figure 3·12, where ~i=~e 
captures how the robot can move among adjacent regions. Note that these transitions 
are, in reality, enabled by low-level control primitives (see Section 3.6). We assume that 
the selection of a control primitive at a region uniquely determines the next region. This 
corresponds to a deterministic (control) transition system , in which each trajectory of 7i 
can be implemented by the robot in the environment by using the sequence of corresponding 
motion primit ives. 
Assume the set of service requests is given as :E = {H1 , H2 , L1, L2, £ 3}, where Li 's 
represent pieces of data that can be collected in parallel by a single robot , while H i's 
represent data fusion and decision making processes, which require the cooperation of the 
two robots. Distribution :E1 = {L1 , H 1, H 2},:E2 = {L2 , L3, H 1, H2} captures the robots ' 
capabilities to collect the data and cooperation requirements for the data fusion. Assume 
t he requests occur at the parking lots as shown in Fig. 3·3. The relation Fi indicates 
the locations of the requests . We want to accomplish the following task: "Fuse the initial 
information carried by two robots (H1), then collect data at P1 (L1) and P2 (L2) in an 
arbitrary order, then fus e the collected data at P5 (H2) , and finally collect data from P 1 
(L 1 ) and P3 (L3 ) in an arbitrary order·" . Such a task translates to the following RE: 
(3.4) 
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Figure 3 ·3: The city for the example. The topology of the city, the requests 
that occur at the parking lots and the road, intersection , and parking lot 
labels. The transition systems Ti capturing the motion capabilities of the 
robots , which are identical, except for the initial state (not shown). 
Outline of our Approaches 
To solve Problem 3. 1, we draw inspiration from the area of distributed formal synthesis to 
develop approaches for Problem 3.1. In general, our approaches can be divided into two 
parts: distributability and implementability. In the distributability part, we check whether 
the global specification, which is a regular expression over the requests, is distributable 
among the robots given their service and cooperation capabilities; if the answer is positive, 
we can generate local (individual) specifications for the agents. In the implementability part , 
we guarantee t hat the local specifications and the synchronizations can be implemented 
given the motion and communication constraints of the robots. 
We first study how to generate a distributed solution to Problem 3.1 by decomposing 
the global specification ¢ into a set of local specifications. We extend results from (Ste-
fanescu, 2006) to obtain a complete algorithm for the synthesis of local specifications from 
global specifications modulo language equivalence and synchronous products (Section 3.3) . 
However, this approach is st ill conservative since we can only generate a solution to Prob-
lem 4.1 for the case when the language satisfying the global specification ¢ is a product 
language (see Definition 3.14). Hence, we propose another solution to Problem 3.1 , which 
is complete if the language satisfying ¢ is trace-closed over the given distribution (see Def-
inition 3.6 for the definition of a trace-closed language). Since trace-closed languages are 
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less restrictive than product languages (i.e., product languages are trace-closed but not 
vice versa) , we reduce the conservativeness of our first approach (Section 3.4). Finally, we 
consider the same synthesis problem with the global specifications given as Linear Temporal 
Logic (LTL) formulas. We extend the approach of checking closure properties of temporal 
logic specifications in (Peled et al. , 1998) to generate distributed control and communication 
strategies for a team of agents while considering their dynamics. Specifically, we show how a 
satisfying distributed execution can be found when the global specification is traced-closed 
(Section 3.5). 
3.3 Synthesis from RE Specifications modulo Language Equivalence 
In this section, we present our first approach to Problem 3.1, which is based on product 
languages. The overall approach is illustrated in Figure 3.3. At the top level, we check 
whether the specification, which is a regular expression over the requests, is distributable 
among the robots given their service and cooperation capabilities; if the answer is positive, 
we generate individual specifications in the form of finite state automata, and interaction 
rules in the form of synchronizations on shared requests. We extend results from (Stefanescu, 
2006) to obtain a complete algorithm for the synthesis of local specifications from global 
specifications modulo language equivalence and synchronous product. At the bottom level, 
we check whether the local specifications and the synchronizations can be implemented 
given the motion and communication constraints of the robots; if the answer is positive, we 
generate robot motion and communication plans, which are then mapped to control and 
communication strategies. We demonstrate the approach introduced in this section in Case 
Studies 1 and 2 shown in Section 3.6.2. 
3.3.1 From Global specifications to Local Specifications 
In most of the existing works, the global specification, denoted as .C(A) , is given as the 
language accepted by an FSA with a set of inputs I:: (see Definition 2.3). Given a distri-
bution {:L:i <;;;; I::, i E I} of the actions over the agents , the question is how to construct 
a set of "local" FSAs with input alphabets :L:i, i E I and all states final, such that when 
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Distributability 
Inputs: RE: ¢, Distribution: {:Ei ~ E , i E I} 
Local Specifications for the Robots 
X 
! 
Construct an provably-correct individual 
CC strategy for each robot 
lmplement.-1.bd1t{ 
Figure 3 ·4: Pictorial representation of our first approach to Problem 3.1 
(RE = Regular Expression) 
they synchronize, they are equivalent with the global specification. There are two types 
of synchronizations currently used in formal analysis and concurrency theory: synchronous 
products and asynchronous automata. The types of equivalences between the systems de--
scribing the interacting agents and the global specification are isomorphism, language equiv-
alence, and bisimulation. From a theoretical point of view, the cases of isomorphism and 
language equivalence are solved (Mukund, 2002). Briefly, for synthesis modulo isomor-
phism, characterizations of distributability of the global specification are given in terms of 
some topological properties of the corresponding FSA, whereas for synthesis modulo Ian-
guage equivalence, characterizations are given in terms of language projections of the global 
specification on the local alphabets. The bisimulation case is still an open question. 
In t his section, we focus on synthesis of synchronous products modulo language equiv-
alence. However, as compared to existing works in the area, we increase the expressivity of 
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the global specification by allowing for an arbitrary set of final states in the FSA (rather 
than assuming that all the states are final). The motivation for our choice is threefold. 
First, even though asynchronous automata are more general than synchronous products 
(i.e., the synthesis problem for asynchronous automata might produce solutions when the 
synchronous approach fails), the local automata produced through asynchronous synthesis 
can be very large (double-exponential in the size of the specification). If they exist , the 
solutions for synchronous product s are at most linear in the size of the specification. More-
over , our experience shows that the increased expressivity of asynchronous automata is not 
particularly relevant to our robotics applications. Second, we focus on synthesis modulo 
language equivalence because the bisimulation case is not solved and the synthesis modulo 
isomorphism has a low rate of positive solutions due to the strong structural conditions 
required. Third , we need arbitrary final states to accommodate the increased expressivity 
of our robotic specifications given as REs. Note that existing works in formal synthesis 
focus on reactive systems, which are supposed to run forever, and therefore there is no need 
for distinguished final states. Specifically, we consider the following problem: 
Problem 3.2. Given a global specification deterministic FSA A = (Q, qo, :E, 6, F) and a 
distribution :E = UiEI :Ei of its set of actions among a set of agents labeled from a set I , 
construct a set of local FSAs Ai = (Qi, qoi, :Ei, 6i, Fi), i E I such that .C(A) = .C(I! iEI Ai)· 
The goal of Problem 3.2 is to construct a set of local FSAs A= (Qi, Q~n, :Ei, ~i, Fi), i E 
I , where :Ei is the distribution of actions defined in Section 3.2, such that their synchronous 
product (Definition 3.16) is behaviorally equivalent with the global specification FSA. To 
solve Problem 3.2, we relate now the languages of synchronous products to the (regular) 
product languages. Formally, the product language is defined as follows: 
Definition 3.14 (product languages). A language .C E :E* is a product language over 
a distribution {:Ei ~ :E, i E I} of :E, if and only if for each i E I, there exists a language 
.Ci ~ :Ei, such that 
An important characterization of the product languages says that they are exactly those 
languages that are equal to the synchronization of their own projections on the local alpha-
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bets (Mukund, 2002): 
Proposition 3.2. (Mukund, 2002) A language L E I;* is a product language over a distri-
bution {L;i S: L;,i E I} ofL; , if and only if £ = {wE I;* I w II:;E £ II:i , Vi E I}. 
One can show that the languages of synchronous products of the FSAs Ai are (regular) 
product languages. This is based on the fact that we can construct Ai such that £(Ai) = 
£ I I:i. The proof is an adaptation of the proof for the classical case (when all states are 
final) (Mukund, 2002). 
Proposition 3.3. Let .0. = {L;i S: I;, i E I} be a distribution and £ be a regular language 
over L;. Then £ is a product language over .0. if and only if there exists a deterministic 
synchronous product SP of FSA s Ai = (Qi, {qln}, L;i, -+i, Fi ) such that£= £(lliEI A i )· 
Proof. " ====?" : Let £ be a product language over a distribution .0. = {L;i S: I; , i E I} . 
According to Definition 3.14 and Definition 3.9, £ =ll iEI £ II:i· Next, for each agent i E I , 
we can construct a local deterministic FSA A i = ( Qi , { qin }, L;i , -+i, Fi) accepting £ I I: i (i. e., 
£(Ai ) = £ II:J· Since £(ll iEI A) =ll iEI £(Ai) , we have£= £(ll iEI A i)· 
"<=" : Given a synchronous product of A i = (Qi, {qfn}, L;i, -+i, Fi), it is easy to see that 
£(ll iEI Ai) is a product language since £(ll iEI A) =lliEI £(Ai)· Since£= £ ( ll iEI A i ), £is 
also a product language. D 
According to Proposition 3.3, Problem 3.2 has a solution if and only if the language 
of the global specification is a product language. Moreover , using the characterization of 
product languages, the solution of the problem is a set of "local" FSAs A i whose languages 
are the projections of the language of the "global" FSA onto the local alphabets L;i, i E I. 
An example is shown in Figure 3.3.1. Our algorithm for solving Problem 3.2 involves the 
following steps: 
1. Compute the projections A of A on L;i, i E I . 
2. Check if £(ll iEI A i ) S: £ (A) (the other inclusion always holds). 
3. If t he above inclusion holds, synthesis Problem 3.2 has a solution. Replace the pro-
jections Ai , i E I by their determinized (and optionally minimized) forms. 
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Global FSAA Synchronous Product A1 II A2 
Local FSA A 1 for Agent 1 
~~~0 
X 
Local FSA A2 for Agent 2 
~~~~0 
Figure 3 ·5: Left: the global FSA A ; middle: the local FSAs; right: the 
synchronous product of t he local FSAs. The global specification is ¢ : 
H1 (L1L2 + L 2LI) H2 (L1L3 + L3LI). 
4. If the inclusion from Step 2) does not hold, the synthesis problem does not have a 
solution. 
To implement the language inclusion test from Step 2) , we use a reduction to the (non-
)reachability problem for 1-safe Petri nets (Heljanko, 1999). Specifically, we use an extension 
of the construction proposed in (Stefanescu, 2006) that can accommodate final states. Fol-
lowing a classic pattern in model checking theory, we reduce the problem of checking the 
inclusion £(ll iEI Ai) S: £ (A) to the problem of checking the emptiness of the intersection, 
i.e., £ (ll iEI A) n -,£(A) = 0. Since the intersection of two languages relies on the product 
construction, this fits well with our framework based on synchronizations on common ac-
tions . The idea is to synchronize the projections and a finite automaton for t he complement , 
describe t he result as a 1-safe Petri net , and test the reachability of certain markings. If 
any of these markings is reachable, we conclude that the intersection is not empty, which 
further implies that the synthesis problem does not have a solution. The reachability for the 
generated 1-safe Petri net is verified using libraries accessible via the Model Checking Kit 1 
(version 1.4). The algorithm to obtain the local specification is summarized in Algorithm 
1 http:/ /www.fmi.uni-stuttgart .de/szs/tools/ mckit 
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3.3.1: 
Algorithm 1 Obtaining the local specifications from the global specification 
Input: A RE ¢ and a distribution ~ 
Output: A set of local specifications given as a set of local FSAs 
1: Convert ¢ to a minimal DFA A= (Q, qo, ~' -+, Fi) 
2: Project A on each of the local alphabets (of the agents) ~i to obtain Ai 
(Qi, qo;, ~i, 8i , Fi) 
3: Obtain an automaton A~ = (Q~ , qo~, ~' 8~, F~ ) to capture --,£(A) 
4: Construct a 1-safe Petri net (N, Mo) and a set of markings MF , given {Ai, i E I} and 
A~ according to the following steps: 
1. The places of the net N are all the states of the automata {Ai , i E I} and ...,A ; 
2. The transitions of N are obtained by the synchronization on common actions of 
the transitions of { Ai , i E I} and -,A ; 
3. The initial marking Mo is obtained placing one token on each of the places corre-
sponding to the initial st ates of the automata {Ai, i E I} and ...,A; 
4. Choose a set of "goal" markings, denoted by lviF , consisting of cartesian product 
of accepting states of the automata (F1 x F2 ... x FIJI x F~) -
5: Test the reachability of MF on (N , Mo) 
6: if MF is not reachable then 
7: return {Ai = (Qi, qo;, ~i, 8i, Fi), i E I} 
8: else 
9: return solution not found 
10: end if 
3.3.2 Synthesis of Individual MS Plans 
To complete the solution to Problem 3.1 , we need to find individual Motion and Service 
(MS) plans for each robot i , i E I (see Definition 3.11 for the definition of an MS plan). 
We present an algorithm inspired by model checking techniques (Clarke et al. , 1999) , which 
takes as input a local FSA A i = (Qi, qoi' ~i, 8i, Fi) (Definition 2.3) , the sets Ia for all CT E ~i 
and the transition system 7i = (V, { voJ , -+i, II , F=i) (Definition 2.4) , and returns an MS plan 
for agent i . 
We first construct a new FSA ~ from A i = ( Qi, qo; , ~i, 8 A;, Fi) by adding action Ei to 
~i and self-transitions (q, Ei, q) to each state q E Qi. For a robot , Ei means that no request 
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is serviced. We denote the set of all these self transitions by OEi. The FSA iL can now be 
defined as : 
(3.5) 
where 
• Qi = Qi is the set of stat es, 
• qoi = qoi is the initial state, 
• ~i = ~i U { Ei} is the set of inputs , 
• 0 A = 0 Ai U OEi is the transition relation, 
' 
• Fi = Fi is the set of accepting states. 
It is important to note that these self-transitions do not affect the semantics of Ai , since 
they mean that if no request is served by robot i , then the state of Ai remains the same. 
Given a word w accepted by ./L, we can obtain a word w = w r:Ei accepted by A i by treating 
Ei as an empty string. Note that input E·i corresponds to t he observation Ei in the transition 
system 7i and the set of inputs ~i of A i is a subset of the observations II of Ti, . 
To restrict the trajectories of a TS 7i with a set of observations II to the language 
accepted by an FSA with a set of actions ~i s;:;: II , we define the following product automaton, 
which is inspired from LTL model checking (Clarke et al ., 1999): 
D efinition 3.15 (Product Automaton between TS and FSA). (Adapted from (Fainekos 
et al., 2006}} The product automaton Pi = Ti 0 Ai between a transition system 7i 
(V,voi, ---+i, II , F=i) and an FSA Ai = (Qi , qoi,~i , O_Ai,Fi) where ~i ~ II , is an FSA 
where 
• Qpi = V x Qi is a set of states, 
• qoP. = ( voi, qoJ is the initial state, 
' 
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• :Epi = ~i is the set of inputs, 
ap. 
• The transition relation Opi ~ Qpi x :Ep i x Qpi is defined as (v,q) ~Pi (v',q') if and 
ap. ~ 
only if there exists a transition v -7i v' in Ti and a transition q ~ Ai q' in A i such 
that ( v, CTpJ El=i , 
• Fpi = V x Fi is the set of accepting (final) states, 
A transition ( v, q) ~pi ( v' , q') of Pi exists if and only if ( v, v') E -7i and request CT occurs 
at vertex v . Transitions with input Ei mean that a robot is moving from one vertex v to ver-
tex v' (v may be equal to v' ) without servicing any request. rpi = (vi(O), i]i(O)) ... (vi(n), i]i(n)) , 
where i]i(j) E Qi , vi(j) E V and j E {1 , ... , n} is a run accepted by the product automaton 
Pi, i E I . An accepted run rpi can be easily found using a backward reachability search 
starting from all states in Fpi and ending at the initial state qoP. We then project rpi 
' 
onto 7i and obtain the run r7i = vi(O)vi(1) ... vi(n) of 7i that satisfies ¢ . Since r7i already 
contains t he vertex entries (i.e. , the sequence of vertices to be visited) , we only need to 
insert t he request entries to obtain the individual MS plan msi for agent i. Specifically, 
we need to add the request entry CT after each vertex entry v appearing in r7i for which 
(v, CT) El=i . The overall algorithm is summarized in Algrithm 3.3.2. 
Algorithm 2 Synthesizing individual MS plans 
Input: ARE ¢, a distribution .6. , and a set of TS 's {Ti , i E I} 
Output: A set of MS plans {msi, i E I} 
1: Run Algorithm 3.3.1 to obtain the local specifications {Ai, i E I} 
2: for all i E I do 
3: Obtain Ai(Definit ion 3.5) 
4: Obtain Pi (Definition 3.15) 
5: Find an accepted run rpi = (vi(O) ,i]i(O)) .. . (vi(n),i]i(n)) of Pi using a backward 
reachability search and the corresponding accepted word Wi = wi(O) . . . wi(n- 1) E 
£(~ ) 
6: Obtain msi = vi(O)wi(O) . . . Vi(n - 1)wi(n- 1)vi (n) fvui:i 
7: end for 
8: return { msi, i E I} 
R e mark 3.4 (Computational Complexity). On the complexity of the computation, if 
the synthesis problem has a solution, the size of the solution (the local FSA s) is linear in 
the size of the global specification. It is easy to show that for a global determ inistic FSA A 
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and a distribution L:i, i E I , the size of the generated P etri net has an upper bound at 
where #u(A) is the number of transitions of A labeled by CT. In practice, this is not problem-
atic because the global specifications are usually not very large. However, the reachability 
problem for 1-safe Petri Nets may be sometimes expensive (PSPACE-complete). 
This ''pure" top-down approach uses Ti only in the computation of MS plans using the 
product automata of Section 3.3.2. This is done locally and thus it incurs no state-space 
exp losion. 
The Deadlock Problem 
If Problem 3.2 returns a positive answer, then we can distribute all accepted words w of 
the global specification into local specifications Wi and assign them to each agents. At a 
first look, one might think that the local FSAs A can be immediately used to generate 
local specifications for each agent by taking any word from .C(Ai) as the local specification 
of agent i and then find a run which is optimal with respect to some costs assigned to 
the environment. Such an approach would not work for one reason: the team can reach a 
deadlock. The situation can occur when an agent i, which shares a request CT with another 
agent j, chooses an accepted word of Ai that does not contain CT. If in Aj, agent j chooses 
a word that contains CT, it will get stuck at a vertex where CT occurs since it needs to 
synchronize with agent i to complete the request but agent i will not execute this request. 
3.3.3 Resolving the Deadlock Problem and Relaxing the Assumptions 
As stated in Section 3.3.2, the approach introduced in Section 3.3.2 might not work be-
cause the team could potentially reach a deadlock. Also, it is based on the following two 
assumptions: 
• Assumption 1: at most one request could occur at a vertex and no two vertices could 
share a request; 
• Assumption 2: the robots could communicate only when at the same vertex of a 
subset of the set of vertices of the environment. 
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These assumptions, which were made to guarantee the completeness and soundness of the 
solution, are clearly restrictive from a practical point of view. Indeed, one can easily imag-
ine that a vertex can have several requests (e.g. , fire and medical emergency in the same 
region) and the same request can occur at several vertices (e.g., fire at two different regions). 
Also , by using wireless or other types of communication devices, the vehicles can possibly 
communicate and therefore cooperate to service requests from different regions in the envi-
ronment. For these reasons, in this section we consider the same deployment problem, but 
relax the two assumptions above. From a theoretical and computational point of view, some 
nontrivial extensions of the definitions and the algorithms are necessary. In particular, we 
show that in order to guarantee the completeness of the solution while at the same time 
accommodating arbitrary communication constraints, an extra parallel composition step is 
required. 
Assumption 1 relaxation: locations of the requests We model the locations of the 
requests as a function a : ~ ---+ 2 v (as opposed to a function taking values in V as before) 
with the following semantics: v E a(O') means that service request 0' occurs at vertex v. If 
a request 0' occurs at different vertices in the environment (i.e., Ia( 0') I > 1) , then we say 
that 0' is serviced if there exists a time instant at which all the robots that own 0' are at 
vertices where 0' occurs (two or more robots are allowed to overlap at a vertex). 
Assumption 2 relaxation: communication constraints We assume that the team 
of robots have identical communication capabilities. The set of communication constraints 
is defined as an undirected graph 
<C = (V,Ec) , (3.6) 
where Ec ~ V x V is a symmetric relation modeling the environment-induced inter robot 
communication constraints. Specifically, (vi, Vj) E Ec if and only if a robot located at vi 
can directly communicate with another robot located at Vj. 
The meaning of servicing a request 0' by the robotic team depends on whether 0' is an 
independent or a shared request. If IIO' I = 1, then the request is serviced if the only robot 
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that owns o- visits one vertex v that satisfies v E a(o-). If IIa-1 > 1, then all the robots i with 
i E Ia- must service the request simultaneously. Therefore, all the robots that own o- should 
be in the same connected component of the communication graph C. to service o- (i.e., they 
need to communicate to service o- together). Depending on the topology of£ and C. , the 
cardinality of Ia- , the motion capabilities of the robots (see below) , and the location(s) of 
o- , there are multiple ways in which o- can be serviced. Choosing a (optimal) solution is one 
of the fundamental problems in this section. 
The definition of the transition systems T;,, i E I (Eqn. (3.2)) remains the same, with 
the exception of the satisfaction relation Fi~ V x II , which is redefined as follows: ( v , Ei) EFi 
for all v E V and (v,o-) EFi, o- E L::i, if and only if v E a(o-). In other words, all requests 
that occur at vertex v become the observations of state v ofT;,. 
With the two relaxed assumptions as described above, Problem 3.1 can be reformulated 
as follows: 
Problem 3.3. Given a team of robots i, i E I with motion capabilities Ti (Eqn. (3.2) with 
Fi adapted as described above), communication constraints C. (Eqn. (3. 6)) on a graph £ 
(Eqn. (3.1)), a set of service requests I:, a function a: I: -t 2v representing the locations 
of the requests, a task specification ¢ in the form of an RE over I: , and a distribution 
b. = {L::i ~ I:, i E I} of I: modeling the capacity of the robots to service requests and the 
cooperation requirements among the robots, find a set of MS plans { msi, i E I} such that 
the corresponding motion of the team satisfies ¢. 
To find the solution to Problem 3.3 and avoid the deadlock problem, we proceed as 
follows: Same as in the previous approach, we first obtain the local specifications from global 
specification (Section 3.3.1). Then, we compute the product automaton Pi of each Ti with 
the corresponding Ai (see Definition 3.15); each Pi will contain all the possible "candidates" 
of satisfying msi. We then consider the communication constraints C. (Eqn. 3.6) in the 
environment and develop an approach to find msi, i E I, such that the corresponding motion 
of the team satisfies the global specification. Specifically, we first construct a reduced version 
Ri of Pi , in which all the transitions corresponding to individual requests are collapsed, and 
replaced by "optimal" paths. The obtained Ri , i E I are then synchronized in such a 
way that the communication constraints are satisfied. An optimal run in this synchronous 
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product is eventually refined to obtain a set of satisfying msi, i E I. 
(a) Reduction of Product Automaton 
A reduced version Ri of Pi needs to be constructed, which will be further used to generate a 
set of MS plans such that the corresponding motion of the team satisfies the communication 
constraints and it is deadlock-free (in the sense described in Section 3.3.2). Next, we 
introduce a reduced version Ri of Pi constructed above, whose accepted runs can always be 
refined to obtain runs accepted by Pi. The main idea behind the reduction is that individual 
requests can (and should) be serviced by a robot on its own; only shared requests require 
communication. Each ~ will be composed of "collapsed" minimal paths (with respect to 
possible costs associated to the t ransitions of 7i) corresponding to individual requests , and 
transitions relating to shared requests , which have to satisfy the communication constraints. 
We will approach this problem through a synchronization process. Mapping each Pi to an 
Ri keeps the synchronous product at a manageable size. 
To construct the reduced automaton ~ for robot i , we keep the initial state of Pi and 
all the states and transitions that are related to shared requests. We say that states qpi, q'pi 
and transition (qpi ,O",q'p) are related to shared requests if (qpi ,O",q'p) E Opi and IIal > 1. 
To preserve the connectivity of Pi in Ri , we check if paths with only independent requests 
exist between remaining states . If more than one such path exists, we can use Dijkstra's 
algorithm to find the shortest path . If such a path exists, we say there is a transition between 
the corresponding states qR; and q~ in ~' and the input of this transition is denoted as 
path( qRi, q~). We denote the set of all states and the set of all transitions related to shared 
requests by Q~. and 8~. · Moreover, we can reduce the number of accepting states and 
' ' 
generate a subset of accepting states denoted as F;, by applying the following two steps: 
' 
(I) for each remaining state which is not an accepting state, we check if there exist accepting 
states that can be reached from this state by paths including only independent requests , 
and (2) if more than one paths exist , we choose the path with the lowest cost and the 
corresponding accepting state and add it to Fi:>i . Formally, the reduced product automaton 
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Ri for robot i, i E I is defined as: 
(3.7) 
where 
• Q o . = { q0P } U F~ U Q~ is the set of states, 
.l"'?, t 'l 'Z 
• qoR = qoP is the initial state, 
l l 
• 'L.Ri = 'L.f Uq,q'EQR {path(q, q')} is the set of inputs, 
l 
• 6R;_ = 8~i Uq ,q'EQRi {(q,path(q ,q'),q')} is the transition relation, 
• FR;. = F~i U (Fpi n Q~J is the set of accepting states. 
(b) Construction of SatisfYing MS plans 
To complete the solution to Problem 3.1, we need to find {msi, i E I} , such that the cor-
responding motion of the team satisfies the global specification and the communication 
constraints <C. Given an msi , robot i services independent requests regardless of the behav-
iors of other robots. To service shared requests, it needs to cooperate with other robots. 
All possible motions of the team with synchronizations on shared requests can be captured 
by the synchronous product (SP) of the reduced automata Ri, i E I. To make sure that 
the motion of the team satisfy <C , we need to take into account these constraints in the SP. 
Finally, we find a run accepted by the SP, map it into a run accepted by Pi , and then use 
it to generate an MS plan for robot i. 
We now describe the above ideas in more details. Given <C (Eqn. 3.6), we introduce the 
concept of communication components for all shared requests. We denote <Ck as the kth 
connected component of graph <C. We can compute all connected components of graph <C in 
linear time using either breadth-first search or depth-first search. For each shared request 
<J , we define <Ck := {v E <Ck I (v , <J) E loc}. Recall that the robots can only communicate 
when they are at the vertices of the same communication components and they need to 
synchronize before servicing <J. 
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To construct a SP of the set of reduced automata Ri, i E I that captures the motion of 
the team and the communication constraints, we use Definition 3.10, to which we impose 
additional communication constraints. Assume that there are n agents in the team and 
therefore I = {1, ... , n }. We define the SP of the reduced automata Ri , i E I with 
communication constraints C as 
(3.8) 
where 
• Q 9 = QR1 x ... x QRn is the set of states, 
• qo9 = ( @R1 , .•• , qoRn) is the initial state, 
• The transition relation 89 C Q9 x I::9 x Q9 is defined by (q9 , O"g, q~) E 89 , if and only 
if 
for all shared requests O"g: q9 [i] ~i q~[i] and ::JC~9 ,v[i] E C~9 , for all i E Iu9 , 
and q9 [i] = q~[i], for all i r:J_ Iu9 , 
for all 0"9 , that are the generated optimized paths: q9 [i] ~i q~[i] if this optimized 
path belongs to the reduced automaton Ri and q9 [i] = q~[i] otherwise. Note that 
q9 [i] denotes the ith component of q9 and v[i] denotes the second component of 
q9 [i] = (qi , Vi)· 
• F9 = FR1 x ... x FRn is the set of accepting states. 
In other words , the communication product P9 captures the synchronization of a team of 
robots , while making sure that the robots can communicate before servicing shared requests. 
The configurations in which robots occupy disconnected vertices in the communication 
graph C before servicing shared requests are excluded. The possible motions of the team 
for all shared requests and optimized paths are modeled by the transition relation .59 . A 
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transition with a shared request in P9 occurs when all robots owning O" 9 synchronously take 
allowed transitions. A transition with input O"g that is an optimized path in Ri only changes 
the state of robot i without affecting other robots. 
We then find an accepted word w9 = w9 (1) ... w9 (m) of P9 and refine it to obtain a 
set of MS plans as follows. We first restore the vertex and service entries by replacing all 
the optimized paths with the sequence of corresponding vertices and independent requests. 
Then, for each shared request w9 (l), 1 ::::; l ::::; m, we insert a sequence of vertices v[i] before 
w 9 (l) , where i E Iwg(l)· We denote the obtained word as W 0 • Finally, we obtain an MS plan 
msi for each robot i simply by deleting all the requests and vertices from w 0 which are not 
related to robot i. Note that msi IE; is equal to w0 IE;, which is accepted by Ai. Since 
.C(IIiEI A) = .C(A), L~sm <::;;; .C(A). Moreover , since Wo IE E L~s\ L~a!!" =I= 0. Hence, the 
motion of the robotic team with the obtained MS plans { msi , i E I} satisfies the global 
specification. 
3.3.4 Discussion 
We present a theoretical and computational framework for automatic synthesis of motion 
and service plans from a specification given as a regular expression over a set of service 
requests occurring at known locations of a partitioned environment. To the best of our 
knowledge, this is the first attempt to use a "pure" top-down, distributed formal synthesis 
technique in robotics. Such a "pure" top-down approach generates a local specification 
for each agent. With the local specification for agent i , the synthesis procedure to gener-
ate the implementable motion and service plan can be done individually for each agent. 
This approach is significantly less expensive than the bottom-up approaches (Karaman and 
Frazzoli, 2011; Kloetzer and Belta, 2010; Quottrup et al. , 2004) in terms of computational 
complexity, since the construction of the parallel composition of the individual motions is 
not necessary and the state-space explosion problem is avoided. 
Our solution to Problem 3.2 is complete and provably correct. However, while the 
solution to Problem 3.1 proposed in Section 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 is provably correct , there is 
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some conservatism inherent in the proposed solution. One of the conservatism is that this 
"pure" top-down approach may run into the deadlock problem as described in Section 3.3.2. 
We resolved the deadlock problem using the approach described in Section 3.3.3. However , 
this approach requires an additional synchronization step and thus is not a "pure" top-
down approach. Potentially, the approach proposed in Section 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 could be a 
good starting point for "pure" top-down and "deadlock-free" methods. We will look into 
these solutions in our future work. The other conservatism is that if our approach does not 
return a solution, this does not necessarily mean that Problem 3.1 does not have a solution. 
Informally, this can be understood as follows: even though the language satisfying the 
global specification is not a product language, one could still find some local specifications 
(i.e., words) whose product satisfies the global specification. To address this conservatism, 
we present a different approach in the next section, which reduces the conservatism by 
enlarging the class of specifications for which a solution exists. 
3.4 Synthesis from RE Specifications modulo '!race-closed Languages 
In this section , we present a different approach to Problem 3.1 , which return a satisfying 
distributed execution when the global specification is a traced-closed language, rather than 
the more restrictive product language as in Section 3.3 (note that all product languages are 
trace-closed languages, but vice versa is not true). Moreover, we attempt to find a solution 
even when the language satisfying ¢ is not trace-closed over the given distribution. 
This approach can be summarized as follows. We first generate "implementable" global 
behaviors of the team, which capture all the service plans that can be implemented by 
the robots (Section 3.4.1). Then, if the language Lq; satisfying the global specification¢ is 
trace-closed, we generate a solution to the problem. Otherwise, we attempt to find a subset 
of L q; that is trace-closed. If we succeed (i.e., the obtained subset is not empty), then we 
use it to generate a solution (Section 3.4.2). We illustrate our approach in Figure 3·6. We 
demonstrate the approach introduced in this section in Case Study 3 and Case Study 4 
shown in Section 3.6.2. 
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Construct local implementable FSA Af 
Construct implementable FSA ll iEI Af 
X . 
Construct an provably-correct individual 
CC strategy for each robot 
Distributability 
Yes 
Figure 3·6: Schematic representation of the second approach to Problem 
3.1. 
3.4.1 Synthesis of Implementable Global Behaviors 
We begin with the conversion of the specification ¢ over ~ to a minimal DFA A = 
( Q, qo , ~, 8, F ). Given the distribution 6. , we assign requests to each agent. Specifically, 
we construct a set of projected FSAs Ai = (Qi,qoi,~i,8Ai,Fi) whose languages are the 
projections of £ (A) onto t he local alphabets ~i , i E J . The projected FSAs are used as a 
starting point to find a solution to Problem 3.1 because of the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.4. If a set of MS plans { msi, i E I} is a solution to Problem 3.1, then its 
corresponding service plans si = msi II:; are accepted words of Ai for all i E J. 
Proof. If {msi, i E I} is a solution to Problem 3.1 , then we have ll iEJSi ~ £(A) and 
ll iEI {si} =I= 0. We can find a word wE ll iEI{si} ~£(A) such t hat [w]t-. = \\ iEI{si}, where 
Si = w IL:i for all i E J. By t he definition of t he projection of A onto a distribution, 
w II:iE L (Ai) and t hus Si E £(Ai)· D 
However , to provide a provably correct solut ion for Problem 3.1 , it is not sufficient to 
simply choose an arbitrary accepted word from t he projected FSAs Ai to be a service plan 
Si· We need to make sure that: 
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Figure 3 ·7: An example of constructing Af from 7i and A i . We first 
generate Ai from A i, and then we obtain Pi as defined in Definition 3.15. 
Af is Pi after Ei-dosure, determinization and minimization. For example, 
word acE £(Ai ) cannot be implemented by 'li, and thus, it is not accepted 
by Af. We use E instead of Ei for simplicity. 
1. the service plan Si can be implemented by robot i, and 
2. all possible sequences of requests serviced by the team satisfy ¢. 
To satisfy the first requirement , we a im to model the implementable global behaviors of the 
team. To achieve this , we first obtain an "implementable local" specification Af for each 
i E I such that the language of Af equals the set of a ll the accepted words of A i that can 
be implemented by the agent i. We address the second requirement in Section 3.4.2. 
We first construct t he product automaton Pi = 7i @ ~ = (Qpi, Qopi, Bpi , bpi , Fp.) as 
defined in Definition 3.15. A run of the product automaton rpi = (vi(O), i]i(O))(vi(1) , i]i(1)) 
... (vi(n), i]i(n)), where (h(j) E Qi , vi(j) E V and j E {1 , ... , n} is a run accepted by the 
product automaton Pi, i E I. The following proposition shows that we can use a run of Pi 
to find a trajectory of 7i satisfying the local specification (a word of Ai) . 
Proposition 3.5. Given any word w.4i E £(~), there exists at least one trajectory of 7i 
satisfying wAi if and only ifwAi E £(Pi). 
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Proof. "~": Given a word wx E £(Pi), then there exists a run rp; of Pi which generates 
wA;. The projection "fTJrpJ i~ a trajectory rT; of Ti satisfying the language of Ai (by 
definition of the product automaton). Hence, there exists a trajectory of Ti , satisfying w A. 
~ ' 
"===?": Given a word wx = w(O)w(1) .. . w(n) accepted by Ai and a trajectory rT; = 
' 
v(O)v(1) ... v(n) of Ti satisfying wA; ' then we have v(j) --+i v(j + 1) and w(j) E Ilv(j) for all 
j E { 0, . .. , n - 1}. Since the transition relation --+i of Ti is a reflexive transition relation, 
there is always a transition stating at every state. Hence, for v(n), we can always find a 
vertex v( n + 1) , such that v( n) --+i v( n + 1). Therefore, given w A;, we can find an accepted 
run rA; = ij(O)ij(1) ... ij(n + 1) of Ai which generates wA;" According to Definition 3.15, 
there must exist a run r P; = ( v(O), ij(O)) ( v(1 ), ij(1)) ... ( v( n + 1) , ij(n + 1)) which is accepted 
by Pi and generate word wA;· Hence we have wA; E £(Pi)· D 
Next , we obtain Af that accepts £(Pi) by removing the environment information stored 
in Pi. To achieve this , we collapse the states of Pi by taking Ei-closure, determinizing, and 
minimizing Pi· The interested readers are referred to (Hopcroft et al., 2007) for more details 
about these standard procedures. An example showing the construction of Af given Ti and 
Ai is illustrated in Figure 3·7. Given a word w E .C(Af) , there exists a word w' E £(Pi ) 
such that w' rL:; = w. Using this fact , the following proposition shows that Af captures the 
largest subset of the language accepted by Ai which can be implemented by the robot i in 
the environment. 
Proposition 3.6. A word si E .C(Ai ), i E I , can be used to generate a MS plan msi for 
robot i, such that msi rL:; = Si, if and only if Si E £(Af). 
Proof. "~": We propose a three-step procedure to construct a MS plan msi given si E 
.C(Af): 1) construct a DFA Af that only accepts Si, 2) construct Af from Af according 
to Eqn. (3.5), and 3) construct the product automaton Pt = Ti ® Af. According to its 
construction, Ai accepts only the words wx E ({Ei} u L:i)* such that wA- rL:; = Si. Since 
' ' Si E .C(Af) , there must exist a trajectory ofT;, satisfying a word wx (Proposition 3.5). 
' 
Therefore, the language of Pt is non-empty. Since .C(Pt) i= 0, we can find an accepted 
run rp; of Pt (this can be achieved by a backward reachability search as described before) 
and the corresponding accepted word Wi = wi(O) ... wi(n). We obtain a trajectory rT; = 
vi(O) ... vi (n) of Ti that satisfies Wi by projecting rp; onto T;. Then, we obtain a word 
w~ = vi(O)wi(O)vi(1)wi(1) . .. vi(n)wi(n) such that a(wi(k)) = vi(k), where k E {1 , ... , n} , 
for all wi(k) =I= Ei· Finally, we obtain msi = w~ rL:;UV· Since msi E (L:i u V)*, msi meets all 
the conditions in Definition 3.11. Therefore , following the procedure outlined above, msi 
can always be generated from a word Si E .C(Af) and msi is a MS plan for the robot i. 
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"====?": If there exists an MS plan msi' such that msi r I:; = Si' then there exists a motion 
plan m i = msi rv that satisfies a word Wi E (~ u Ei)* and Wi fi:;= Si. Hence, according 
to Proposition 3.5, Wi E £(Pi) , where Pi = 7i @ Ai. Since Af accepts all the words in 
£(Pi) fi:;, then we have Si E £(Af), which completes the proof. D 
Note that the proof of Proposition 3.6 provides a procedure that guarantees to generate 
a MS plan msi given a word Si E £(Af), i E I such that Si is the service plan for msi. 
Finally, the implementable global behaviors of the team can be modeled by the syn-
chronous product of the implementable local specifications Af, which is defined as follows: 
Definition 3.16 (synchronous product). The synchronous product (SP) of n FSAs Af = 
(Qf, q~ , ~i , of , piE) , denoted by ll i=1 Af, is an FSA 
Reach((Qe, qoa , ~ ' oe, Fe)), 
where 
• Qe = Q1 x Q2 x ... x Qn is the set of states, 
• qoa = ( qo1 , qo2 , ..• , qon) is the initial state, 
• ~ = U iEI ~i is the set of inputs, 
• The transition relation Oe ~ Qe x ~ x Qe is defined by q !!.:,e q' if and only if 
E 
- V i E Ia : q[i] !!.:,i q'[i] and 
- V i t/:. Ia : q[i] = q'[i], where q[i] denotes the ith component of q. 
• Fe = F1 x F2 x ... x Fn is the set of accepting states. 
3.4.2 Synthesis of Individual MS Plans 
To solve Problem 3.1 , we need to find a satisfying set of MS plans. Specifically, we aim to 
find a set of service plans { Si, i E I} such that ll iEI { si} ~ £(A) and lliEI { si} #- 0. First, 
we make the important observation that a trace-closed specification is sufficient to satisfy 
this requirement and provide a solution to Problem 3.1. Formally, we have: 
Proposition 3. 7. Given a language L and a distribution .6. = {~i ~ ~' i E I} of~' if L 
is a trace-closed language over .6. and w E L , then I liE[ { w r I:J ~ L. 
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Proof. We first prove the following statement: given a distribution .6. = {L:i ~ L:, i E I} of 
L: and a word wE L:*, we have [w]L\ =lliEI {w rr;;}. For all words w' E [w]L\ , according 
to Definition 3.2, w' rr;i= w rr;i , Vi E I . According to Definition 3.9, since w' E L:* and 
w' rr;i = w rr;i ,Vi E I , then w' Ell iE! {w rr;;} . Hence, [w]L'> ~~~iEI {w fr;J. For all words 
w' ElliE! {w fr;J, according to Definition 3.9, w fr;i= w' fr;i. According to Definition 3.2, 
w' "'L'. w, which implies w' E [w]L'> · Hence, ll iEI {w ri:J ~ [w]L'.. Combined with the fact 
that [w]L'. ~~~iEJ {w rr;J, we have [w]L\ =lliEJ {w rr;J. 
According to Definition 3.2, we have [w]L'. ~ L for all wE L. Since [w]L'> =I liEf { w fr;J , 
we have lliEI {w rr;J ~ L for all wE L. Therefore, the proof is complete. 0 
closed over the given distribution since all of its words, 
H1L1L2H2L1L3 , H1L1L2H2L3L1 , 
H1L2L1H2L3L1 , H1L2L1H2L1L3, 
are trace-equivalent. By projecting w = H1L1L2H2L1L3 on the given distribution, we 
obtain w rr:1 = H1L1H2L1 and w rr: 2 = H1L2H2L3, where lliEI { w rr;J satisfies £¢. On 
the other hand, specification H1L1L2H2L1L3 by itself is not trace-closed since its trace-
equivalent word H1L2L1H2L1L3 violates the specification. This is intuitive, since L 1 and 
L2 are independent and can be executed in parallel. We cannot find a distributed solution 
for this specification, since the parallel execution might produce a "wrong" order of serviced 
requests, violating the specification. 
Our approach aims to construct a DFA AG whose language is both trace-closed and 
included in £ (A) . By Proposition 3.7, an arbitrary word accepted by AG can be used to 
generate a set of service plans satisfying the desired requirement by projecting this word onto 
the given distribution .6. . Furthermore, we need to guarantee that the word in £(AG) can be 
implemented by the team of robots. To generate £(AG), we produce the intersection of the 
trace-closed subset of £(A) and the implementable global behaviors of the team £(ll iEJ Af). 
The intersections of regular languages can be produced by taking products of automata2 . 
2 As a particular case of Definition 3.16, in the case when n = 2, E1 = E2 = E , and A 1 and A2 are DFAs, 
the synchronous product 1;=1 Ai is called simply the product of automata A1 and A2, and is denoted by 
A1 x A2 , where L:(A1 x A2) = L:(A1) n L:(A2) (see (Sheng, 1997)). Consequently, we can use products of 
automata to obtain intersections of regular languages. 
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Figure 3·8: The independent diamond property. 
To find Aa, we first check if £(A) is trace-closed. An algorithm that checks this property 
for an arbitrary DFA A is summarized in Algorithm 3. Specifically, we can check if £(A) 
is trace-closed due to the following result from (Stefanescu, 2006): Given a distribution ~ 
of E and a minimal DFA A, £(A) is trace-closed if and only if A satisfies the independent 
diamond (ID) property. The ID property is illustrated in Figure 3·8 and defined as the 
following: 
Definition 3.17 (independent diamond property). Given a distribution ~ = {Ei ~ E, i E 
I} of E and a minimal DFA A= (Q, qo, E, <SA, F), we say that the DFA satisfies the inde-
pendent diamond (ID} property if for any q1 , q2 , q3 E Q and CT , CT 1 E E we have 
(3.9) 
If £(A) is trace-closed, we define Aa = Ax lliEI Af. Otherwise, we define Aa = 
-.(lliEI Bi) x lliEI Af, where Bi = B IL:; and B =I liEf Af x (-.A) . In the second case, Aa 
is constructed to remove words w E £( lliEI Af) that cannot be used to generate desired 
individual service plans for the robots (i.e., lliEI {si = w IL:;} % £(A)). The following 
proposition shows that Aa satisfies the desired requirement in both cases. 
Proposition 3.8. £(Aa) is a trace-closed language over~ and £(Aa) ~£(A). 
Proof. If £(A) is trace-closed, then £(Aa) = £(A) n £(lliEI Af). Hence, £(Aa) ~ £(A). 
Since the language of a synchronous product is a product language which is always trace-
closed, then L(lliEI Af) is trace-closed. Since £(A) is trace-closed and the class of trace-
closed language is closed under intersection, £(Aa) is also trace-closed. 
If £(A) is not trace-closed, then £(Aa) = £(lliEI Bi)n£(lliEI Af). Since £(lliEI Bi) and 
£( ll iEI Af) are both product languages, then they are both trace-closed. Since trace-closed 
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languages are closed under complementation and intersection, .C(Aa) is also a trace-closed 
language. Since .C(B) = .C(IIiEI Af)n.C(A), then .C(IIiEI Af) = .C(B)u(.C(IIiEI Af)n.C(A)). 
Hence, .C(Aa) = .C(II iEI Bi) n (.C(B) U (.C(IIiEI Af) n .C(A))) = (.C(IIiEI Bi) n .C(B)) U 
(.C(IIiEI Bi)n.C(II iEI Af)n.C(A)). Since .C(B) ~ .C(IIiEI Bi) , then .C(II iEI Bi) ~ .C(B). Hence, 
(.C(IIiEI Bi) n .C(B)) ~ (.C(B) n .C(B)) = 0. Since .C(Aa) = .C(II iEI Bi) n .C(IIiEI Af) n .C(A) , 
then .C(Aa) ~ .C(A) , which completes the proof. 0 
Algorithm 3 : Check for trace-closedness 
Input: A minimal DFA A = (Q, qo, I;, -t , F) and a distribution .0. = {I:;i ~ I;, i E I} 
over I; 
Output: Whether or not .C(A) is trace-closed 
1: for all q E Q do 
2: Construct Nq = { q' E Q I ::Jq ~ q' and q #- q'} 
3: for all q' E Nq do 
4: Construct A~, = { () E I; I q ~ q'} 
5: end for 
6: end for 
7: for all q1 E Q, q2 E Nq1 and q3 E Nq2 do 
8: for all () E Ag~ and ()1 E Ag~ do 
9: if I a n I a' = 0 and ~q4 E Nq1 s. t. ()1 E Ag!, () E Agj then 
10: return .C(A) is not trace-closed 
11: end if 
12: end for 
13: end for 
14: return .C(A) is trace-closed 
If .C(Aa) is not empty, then a solution to Problem 3.1 can be found by picking any 
accepted word of Aa. We obtain an accepted word w9 E .C(Aa) by using a backward 
reachability search starting from the set of accepting states and ending at the initial state. 
Once obtained, w9 is projected onto the given distribution .0. to generate a set of MS plans 
using the procedure outlined in the proof of Proposition 3.6. 
The overall approach proposed in this section is summarized in Algorithm 4. In the 
next theorem, we show that the solution obtained by Algorithm 4 is provably correct. 
Theorem 3.1. If .C(Aa) #- 0, then Algorithm 4 returns a solution to Problem 3.1, i.e., , a 
set of MS plans {msi, i E I} such that L~l!f ~ L¢ and LtJ:l!f #- 0. 
Proof. If .C(Aa) #- 0, then we can obtain w9 E .C(Ac). 
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Algorithm 4 : Obtain a satisfying set of MS plans from a global specification ¢ 
Input: A RE ¢ over I;, a distribution .6. = {I;i ~ I;, i E I} of I;, and a set of TS's 
{7i = (V, voi, ---+i, II, F=i) , i E I} 
Output: A set of MS plans { msi, i E I} 
1: Convert¢ to a minimal DFA A and construct {Ai, i E I} 
2: Construct {Ai, i E I} and {Pi= Ai 0 7i, i E I} 
3: Take Ei-closure, determinize, and minimize Pi to obtain {Af, i E I} 
4: Construct the synchronous product lliEJ Af 
5: if .C(II iEI Af) = 0 then 
6: return no solution exists 
7: else 
8: Check if .C(A) is trace-closed using Algorithm 3 
9: if .C(A) is trace-closed then 
10: Construct Ac =Ax lliEI Af 
11 : else 
12: Ac = -,(ll iEJ ((lliEJ Af X (-,A)) r~J) x lliEJ Af 
13: end if 
14: if .C(Ac) = 0 then 
15: return no solution found 
16: else 
17: Find a word Wg E .C(Ac) and obtain a set of local words Si = Wg r~i' i E I 
18: for all i E I do 
19: Construct Af fro:.? Af, where .C(Af) = si 
20: Construct Pt = Af 0 7i 
21: Find an accepted run rps and the corresponding accepted word Wi 
' 
wi(O) .. . wi(n) 
22: Obtain rrr; = !rr;(rpt) = vi(O) ... vi(n + 1) 
23: Obtain msi = vi(O)wi(O) ... vi(n)wi(n) lvu~i 
24: end for 
25: return { msi, i E I} 
26: end if 
27: end if 
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• Since .C(Ac) s;;; .C(II iEI A f) , the word w9 E .C(II iEI Af). Hence, Si E .C(Af) . Steps 17 
to 21 in Algorithm 4 correspond to the procedure described in the proof of Proposi-
tion 3.6. According to Proposition 3.6, a set of MS plans { msi, i E I} can always be 
generated by the set of words { Si , i E I} such that msi f ~i = Si for all i E I. 
• According to the construction of { msi' i E I} ' Si = msi r ~i = Wg r ~i 0 According 
to Proposition 3.8, .C(Ac) is trace-closed and .C(Ac) s;;; .C(A) . Since w 9 E .C(Ac), 
according to Proposit ion 3.7, ll iEI {wg r~J s;;; .C(Aa). Hence, ll iEI {si} s;;; .C(A). Since 
L~as =ll iEI {si}, we have L~as s;;; .C(A) . Since .C(A) = .Cq; , we have L~sm s;;; .Cq; . 
• By construction of {msi, i E I}, Si = Wg r ~i' therefore Wg ElliE! {si}· Hence Lt;!;t!F =1-
0. 
D 
In the rest of this section, we discuss t he completeness of the approach. 
Proposition 3.9. If .C (A) is trace-closed over ~' then Algorithm 4 returns a solution to 
Problem 3.1 if one exists. 
Proof. If .C(A) is trace-closed over ~ ' we have Ac = Ax ll iEI Af. Assume t hat there is a 
solution to Problem 3.1, which means that there is a set of MS plans { msi, i E I} such t hat 
the corresponding set of service plans { Si , i E I} satisfies ll iEI { si} s;;; .C(A) and ll iEI { si} =f. 0. 
According to Proposition 3.4, si E (Ai)· According to Proposition 3.6, Si E (Af). Hence, 
ll iEI {si} s;;; £(11 i E I (Af)). Since Ac = Ax lliEI Af, ll iEI {si} s;;; £(11 i E I(A f)), and 
ll iEI {si} s;;; .C(A) , we have ll iEI {si} s;;; .C (Aa) . Since ll iEI {si} =1- 0, we have L(Ac ) =f. 0. 
According to Theorem 3.1, Algorithm 4 returns a solution to Problem 3.1. The proof is 
complete. D 
If .C (A) is not trace-closed , a complete solution to Problem 3. 1 requires finding a non-
empty trace-closed subset of .C(A) if one exists. Equivalently, we can formulate it as t he 
problem of finding .C(A)b. , given .C(A) and ~ - We show in the next proposition that this 
problem is undecidable. Therefore, if .C(A) is not trace-closed, our approach to Problem 3.1 
is not complete and there exists no general solution to the problem. 
Proposition 3.10. The problem of finding a non-empty trace-closed subset of a regular 
language L is undecidable. 
Proof. We prove the undecidability using a reduction from Post's Correspondence Problem 
(PCP) which is known to be undecidable (Papadimitriou, 1994). 
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Let A and B be two disjoints alphabets. An instance of Post's correspondence problem 
is encoded by two homomorphisms j, g : A* -+ B*. A solution for the instance (f , g) is 
a word w E A + such that f ( w) = g ( w). For technical reasons, we use two letters a and 
b to encode the sets A = {a1, ... , alAI} as {ab , aab, . .. , aiAib} and B = {b1 , ... , biBI } as 
{ aiAI+lb, a1AI+2b, ... , aiAI+IBib }. 
We choose the alphabet :E ={a, b, c}. Also, we choose the following independence over 
:E: a 11 c and b 11 c. 
Consider now the following languages Wt and W 9 (which have been used in the reduction 
given in (Muscholl and Petersen, 1996)): 
Wt = {wf(w)clf(w)l I wE A+} 
and 
Then, it can be proved (following the construction in (Muscholl and Petersen, 1996)) that 
there exist the regular languages L f and L 9 such that their (trace-)closures with respect to 
II are exactly the complements w.r.t . .E of the closures of Wt and W 9 respectively, i.e. , 
[Lt] = .E* \ [Wt] and [L9] = :E* \ [W9 ]. 
Recall that the trace-closure of a language L is denoted by [L] and is defined as [L] ·-
UwEL[wb. 
Now, given an instance (f, g) of the PCP, we choose the regular language 
and we prove that: the PCP instance (f , g) has a solution if and only if our problem of 
finding a non-empty trace-closed sublanguage for L := Lt9 has a solution. 
For the direct implication, suppose that the PCP instance (f, g) has a solution, say w 0 . 
Then, f(wo) = g(wo) . We prove that our problem for L := Lt9 has also a solution. More 
precisely, if we denote uo := wof(wo) cl f (wo) l, then L' := [uo] is a solution, i.e. , L' is a non-
empty trace-closed language such that L' <;;; Ltg· First , L' is a non-empty regular language 
(because L' is finite) that is also trace-closed by construction because [uo] is trace-closed. 
Then, L' <;;; Lt9 because [uo] <;;; [Wt]n[W9] = (:E* \ [Lt])n(:E*\[L9 ]) <;;; (:E* \ Lt)n(:E* \ L9 ) = 
:E* \ (Lt U L 9 ). 
For the inverse implication, if our problem with L := Ltg has a solution, we prove that 
also the PCP instance (f, g) has a solution: Suppose L' is a solution of our problem, i.e. , 
L' is a non-empty trace-closed language such that L' <;;; Lfg· Since L' is non-empty, there 
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exists v E L'. From L' ~ LJ9 , necessarily v E :E* \ (LJ U L 9 ). Because L' is trace-closed, 
[wb ~ L' ~ L19 , so [v] ~ :E* \ (LJ U L 9 ). Because [v] is a trace-closed language, it is easy 
to prove (by contradiction) that [v] ~ :E* \ [LJ U L 9 ]. Furthermore, one can check that 
:E* \ [LJ u L 9 ] = [WJ n W9 ], and so [v] ~ [WJ n W9 ]. This implies Wf n W9 # 0, which is 
equivalent to the PCP instance (f, g) having a solution. D 
3.4.3 Complexity 
In this section, we analyze the computational complexity of the algorithms proposed in 
Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2 given the assumption that a request does not occur in more than 
one vertex. The running time of Algorithm 3 (i.e., checking if a language of a minimal DFA 
A = ( Q, qo, :E , -t, F) is trace-closed) , is bounded above by 0 (I Q I · I :E I). The running time of 
Algorithm 4, depends essentially on the construction of Ac. Furthermore, the construction 
of Ac relies primarily on the construction of Af and lliEI Af, which maps to step 3 and 4 
in Algorithm 4. In the rest of the section, we discuss in more details about the size of Af 
and ll iEI Af, and the running time of step 3 and 4. We denote IAI as the number of states 
in A, if A is an FSA. 
Proposition 3.11. IAfl and I lliEI Afl are bounded above by I -+Ai I and IliEI I -+Ai I, 
respectively. 
Proof. To prove Proposition 3.11, we first prove the following statement: the number of 
states in the DFA, denoted as Af, obtained by taking Ei-closure and determinizing the 
NFA Pi= Ti Q9 Ai is bounded above by the number of transitions I -t Ai I in the DFA Ai. 
The reader is referred to (Hopcroft et al., 2007) for details of the subset construction 
algorithm for Ei-closure and determinization. Via this algorithm, an equivalent DFA is 
constructed from an NFA by generating subsets of the states of the NFA, which then 
become the states of the equivalent DFA. 
We first prove by contradiction that for each subset of Qpi (i.e., a new state in Af) 
constructed during the subset construction algorithm, all states (v, q) in this subset have 
the same second component q E Qi. If this is not the case, then, if there exist two states 
(v,q) and (v,q') in the same subset and q 'I q' , we can reach both (v,q) and (v,q') from 
the initial state given the same sequence of inputs. Thus, by the construction of Pt, we can 
reach q and q' from the initial state of qoi given the same sequence of inputs. However , this 
contradicts with the fact that Ai is a DFA. Therefore, we have that all states (v, q) in each 
subset of Qpi have the same second component q. 
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For each state q E Q i , we denote S{ as the set of states { ( v, q) E Q P; , v E V}. From 
the previous paragraph, we know that all the subsets we constructed during the subset 
construction algorithm are in fact subsets of S{, q E Qi. For each S{ , we denote L.{ as the 
set of requests {a E L.i I (v',q') !!.tpi (v,q),(v',q') E Qpi and (v,q) E sn. 
Now, we show that given q E Qi, the number of subsets of S{ that can be constructed 
during the subset construction algorithm is bounded above by IL-{1 . If (vi, q') !!.tP; (v3, q) 
and (v2,q") !!.tP; (v4,q), where (v3,q) and (v4,q) E S{ andv3 =1- v4; then vi= v2 = v since a 
can occur at only one vertex (i.e., a(a) = v) , and (v ,q') !!.tP; (v4,q) and (v ,q") !!.tP; (v3 ,q) . 
This is trivially true if V3 = v4. Hence , (VI, q') and ( v2, q") with the same input a must 
reach the same set of states Nt'q = {(v,q) E S{ I a(a) = v' , (v' , v) E-ti}· According to 
the construction of Pi, for all transitions (v , q) ~P; (v', q') , we have q = q'. After taking 
Ei -closure of Nt'q, we obtain a subset of S{, denoted as Sf'q = {(v , q) I v E Reach(a)}, 
where R each(a) is the set of vertices that can be reached from the vertex a(a). Since 
( v' , q') !!..t P; ( v, q) only if q' !!..t A; q and v' = a( a), then all states ( v' , q') taking the input 
sequence aE; always reach the same subset Sf'q. For each q, since each subset containing 
a state (note that there can be at most one) which can take input a< always reaches the 
same subset of s;, the number of constructed subsets of s{ is smaller than or equal to IL-{1. 
Finally, since the number of constructed subsets of Qp; is smaller than or equal to 
LqEQ; IL.{I , which is smaller than or equal to I8AJ , the statement is proved. 
Following from the statement that we just proved, the construction of Af (Af is ob-
tained by minimizing Af) and the definition of the synchronous product (see Definition 
3.16) , we see that the number of states in Af and ll iEI A f are bounded above by I8A; I and 
rriEI 18A; I, respectively. D 
Proposition 3.12. The running time to construct Af (step 3 in Algorithm 4) is bounded 
above by 
and the running time to construct lliEI Af (step 4 in Algorithm 4) is bounded above by 
0( (IJ I8A; 1) 2 . IL.I). 
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Proof. To prove t he first part of Proposition 3.12, we first prove that the complexity of 
constructing Af (we use the same notation Af as in the proof of Proposition 3.11) is 
bounded above by O(I8A; I · IVI) . 
As shown in the proof of Proposition 3.11 , the number of constructed subsets of Qp; 
(i.e., the states of Af) is smaller than or equal to I J A ; I· According to the subset construction 
algorithm, the complexity of constructing a new subset that can be reached from a set of 
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states is linear in the number of states in Sf (we use the same definition as in the proof of 
Proposition 3.11). Note that IS{ I = lVI- Therefore, O(lb"A; I·IVI) is the upper-bound of the 
complexity of taking Ei-closure and determinizing the FSA Pi. 
Using the minimization algorithm described in (Hopcroft et al. , 2007), the running time 
of minimizing the DFA Af is linear in n log n, where n = IAf 1- Since we obtain Af by 
constructing Af and then minimizing Af , the first part of Proposition 3.12 is proved. 
To construct the synchronous product of FSAs, we first generate the set of states of 
ll iEJ Af by taking cartesian product of Qf , i E I , where Qf represents the set of states 
of Af. Then we check if there exist transitions between each pair of states of ll iEJ Af. 
Hence, the running time to construct ll iEJ Af is bounded above by O((fliEJ I6A; 1) 2 · I:EI). 
Therefore, the proof is complete. 0 
According to the construction of Ac (see Section 3.4.2) , if £(A) is trace-closed, then 
IAcl (constructed in step 10) is at most IAI ·I ll iEJ Afl. Otherwise, IAc l (constructed in 
step 12) is at most lll iEJ Bil ·lll iEJ Afl. 
Remark 3.5. Note that lAc I is not related to the size of the transition system 'T?, but only 
with A , which is apparent from Proposition 3.11 and the fact that the size of Bi and ll iEJ Bi 
depend only on A and the distribution ~. This fact substantiates the statement made in the 
introduction that we avoid constructing the parallel composition of the individual motions 
(represented by 'T?,) and prevent state-space explosions. 
3.4.4 Relaxing the Simplifying Assumptions 
Similar as in Section 3.3.3, we relax the assumptions and provide a solution to Problem 
3.3. We use <Ck = (Vk , Ek), where k E K , Vk ~ V and Ek ~ E , to denote a connected 
component of an undirected graph (a connected component is a maximal connected sub-
graph of an undirected graph) . K is a set that indexes all connected components of an 
undirected graph. A partition of the set V can be obtained from the collection of subsets 
{Vk, k E K} , where Vk is the set of vertices of <Ck and UkEKVk = V . We say that two 
robots can communicate with each other if they locate in the same connected component. 
According to the semantics of servicing requests as given above, in order to service a shared 
request CJ , all robots that own CJ must be at at vertices where CJ occurs at the same time, 
and be part of the same connected component. 
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We first consider the particular case when for all shared requests IJ , the vertices in the 
set a( IJ) ~ V are connected in the graph C. In this case, all robots that own a shared request 
IJ can always communicate with each other and service IJ simultaneously when they visit 
vertices in a(iJ). Problem 3.3 is then reduced to Problem 3.1 with relaxed assumption for 
the location of the requests, which can be viewed as Problem 3.1 with a modified function 
a and relation l=i of 7i. Note that in the approach outlined in Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2 , 
l=i is only used in the definition of the product automaton Pi (see Definition 3.15). Since 
Definition 3.15 also applies to the modified l=i, the previous approach can be used to solve 
this special case of Problem 3.3 without any changes, and all the results shown in Sections 
3.4.1 and 3.4.2 still hold. 
Next , we show that the general case of Problem 3.3 can be solved by reducing it to the 
special case described above. Specifically, we treat a shared request IJ occurring in different 
CCs as different shared requests by labeling IJ with the connected components Ck. We 
denote IJC k as the relabelling of IJ in the connected component Ck. For the given set of 
requests :L: , the distribution D., the task specification ¢ and communication graph C for 
Problem 3.3, we then construct the following: 
• a set of requests 
:Be = {iJIII(TI = 1} u U !Jck; 
kEK,lT E L; 
llul>l 
• a distribution D,IC = {:L:f ~ :Be, i E I} such that: 
for alliJ E :L: , we have IJ E :L:f if and only if IJ E :L:i, and 
for all!Jc k tt L:, we have IJC k E :L:f if and only if the corresponding request IJ E :L:i 
(i.e., if a robot i owns the shared request IJ , then i also owns IJC k , for all k E K); 
• a set of labels I ; = { i E I IIJ E :L:f } for each request IJ E :Be ; 
• a task specification q;c by replacing all instances of the shared requests IJ m ¢ by 
( IJI[ l + ... + IJCI KI); 
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• a location relation arc ::Ere ---+ 2v such that (1) for all() E :Ere n :E, we have v E arc (()) 
if and only if v E a(()) , and (2) for all ()ck E :Ec\:E, we have v E ac (()ck ) if and only 
if v E Vk and the corresponding request () E :E satisfies v E a(()); 
• transition systems T[- = {V, Voi' ---+i, rrc ' Ff} where rrc = :Ere u { Ei} and Ff~ v X rrc 
is a relation where ( v, Ei) EFf for all v E V and ( v, ()) EFf, () E :Ef, if and only if 
v E arc (()). 
By using the constructed :Ere, T[-, arc, ~ c and </>c as inputs of Problem 3.3, we guarantee 
that for all shared () E :Ere, vertices arc ( ()) ~ V are connected in the graph <C. Hence, the 
new problem is a special case of Problem 3.3, which means we can obtain a set of MS plans 
that satisfies </>c by directly using the approach for Problem 3.1. To find the solution to the 
original problem (i. e., a set of MS plans that satisfies </>), we simply replace all the labeled 
shared requests ()ck with the corresponding shared requests () in the obtained MS plans. 
Remark 3.6. The computational complexity analysis in Section 3.4.3 does not apply to 
our solution for Problem 3. 3. The main challenge in analyzing the complexity of solving 
Problem 3. 3 is to find the upper bound of the size of Af, which now also depends on the 
occurrence of the requests in the environment and the motion capabilities of the robots. In 
the worst case, the size of Af is bounded above by the product of the size of Ai and the size 
ofT;,. A better upper bound might be achieved by considering the special structure of the 
product automaton Pi and will be studied in our future work. 
3.4.5 Discussion 
We develop another theoretical and computational framework for automatic deployment 
of mobile agents from global specifications given as regular expressions over environmental 
requests. This is an improvement of the approach described in the previous section by 
enlarging the class of specifications for which a solution exists. Specifically, we show how 
a satisfying distributed execution can be found when the global specification is a traced-
closed language, rather than the more restrictive product language as in Section 3.3. Also, 
checking if a language is trace-closed is less expensive than checking if a language is a product 
language. We provide a relaxation to the standard approach of distributed synthesis, by 
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proposing a heuristic to find the distributed solution, when the language satisfying the 
global specification is not trace-closed. This approach is also much more computationally 
efficient compared to the bottom-up approaches (Karaman and Frazzoli, 2011; Kloetzer and 
Belta, 2010; Quottrup et al., 2004) (see Section 3.4.3 for complexity analysis) . 
The proposed framework does not accommodate for changes in the environment and 
external events, and it is not robust to agent failures, e.g., loss of communication. We want 
to study how to re-plan when such changes/events occur. For instance, a reactive approach 
(Piterman et al. , 2006) can be used to accommodate "well-behaved" external events, as 
recommended in (Kress-Gazit et al. , 2008). Moreover, we would like to generate optimal 
solutions that take into account the motion and service costs. Finally, we will consider 
extensions of this approach to probabilistic systems, such as Markov Decision Processes. 
These possible directions will be considered in our future work. 
3.5 Synthesis from LTL Specifications modulo Trace-closed Languages 
In this section, we consider the synthesis problem when the global task specification is 
given as a fragment of Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) formulas , denoted by LTL\x , over a 
set of properties~. LTL formulas allow us to specify robotic missions which require infinite 
executions of the team, such as persistent surveillance type of missions. 
Remark 3. 7. Classical LTL allows for an additional temporal operator, which is called 
"next". LTL\ X cannot distinguish between words with different numbers of finitely many 
consecutive repetition of a symbol. For example, CTQCJICJICT2 •• . satisfies exactly the same 
formulas as CTQCJI CT2 • • • • We do not allow the "next" operator because, as shown in some 
related works (Kloetzer and Belta, 2008b; Kloetzer and Belta, 2010}, it is meaningless in 
many robotic applications. 
We model the capabilities of the agents to satisfy properties as a distribution {~i ~ 
~' i E I}, where ~i is the set of properties that can be satisfied by agent i. Within ~i, there 
is an assigned dummy request Ei for each agent; note that Ei is an individual request owned 
only by agent i. We model each agent as a transition system: 
(3.10) 
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where hi : V--+ L:i is an output map and the output hi(v) represents the property (request) 
that is valid (true) at region v E V. Note that we use an output map instead of the 
satisfaction relation since each region can have at most one request. This assumption is 
made for simplicity of the presentation and its relaxation will be considered in our future 
work. An individual property (request) CY is said to be satisfied if and only if the agent 
t hat owns CY reaches state v at which CY is valid (i.e., , hi ( si) = CY). A shared property is 
said to be satisfied if and only if all the agents sharing it enter the states where CY is true 
simultaneously. We assign a dummy request Ei to the regions , where none of the meaningful 
properties are satisfied (i.e., Ei E L:i) . The dummy request ensures that the robot can move 
around in these vertices without servicing any requests. 
Similarly, our approach can be divided into two major parts as shown in Figure 3·9: 
checking distributability and ensuring implementability. Specifically, we (i) check whether 
the global specification can be distributed among the agents while accounting for their capa-
bilities to satisfy properties, and (ii) make sure t hat the individual cc-strategies are feasible 
for the agents. For (i), we make t he connection between distributability of global specifica-
tions and closure properties of temporal logic formulas (Peled et al. , 1998). Specifically, we 
check whether the language satisfying the global specification ¢ is trace-closed; if yes, then 
it is distributable; otherwise, a solution cannot be found (see Section 3.5.1). Therefore, our 
approach is conservative, in the sense that we might not find a solution even if one exists. 
For (ii ), we construct an implementable automaton by adapting automata-based techniques 
(Clarke et al. , 1999; Thiagarajan, 1995) to obtain all the possible sequences of properties 
that could be satisfied by the team, while considering the dynamics and capabilities of 
t he agents (Section 3.5.1 and 3.5.2). Finally, an arbitrary word from the intersection of 
the trace-closed language satisfying ¢ and the language of the implementable automaton 
is selected to synthesize the individual cc-strategies for the agents. We demonstrate the 
approach introduced in this section in the case study shown in Section 3.6.3. 
:Jistnbutability 
No 
Add Synchronization 
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Dist ributable 
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t 
Reduction on TS's 
Construct an provably-correct MS plan for each robot 
F igure 3 ·9: Schematic representation of our approach to Problem 3.1. 
3.5.1 Checking Distributability of the LTL Specification 
We begin with the conversion of the global specification ¢ over L: to a Buchi automaton 
B.p = ( Q , Qin , L:, o, F) (Definition 2. 7) , which accepts exactly the language satisfying ¢ 
(using LTL2BA (Gastin and Oddoux, 2001)). We need to find a local word wi for each 
agent i such that (i) all possible sequences of properties satisfied by the team while each 
agent executes its local word satisfy the global specification (i.e., included in £ (B¢)), and 
(ii) each local word Wi can be implemented by the corresponding agent (which will be 
detailed in the following sub-sections). 
Given the global specification £(B¢) and the distribution {L:i ~ L: , i E I}, we make the 
important observation that a trace-closed language (Definition 3.2) is sufficient to find a set 
of local words satisfying the first condition. Formally, we have: 
Proposition 3 .13. Given a language L C L: 00 and a distribution {L:i ~ L:, i E J }, if L is 
a trace-closed language and w E L, then II i { w I ~;J ~ L . 
Proof. The proof is an infinite extension of the proof of Proposition 3.7. D 
Thus, our approach aims to check whether £(B¢) is trace-closed. If the answer is positive, 
by P roposition 3.13, an arbitrary word from £(B.p) can be used to generate the suitable set 
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C: (u , a) (b,b) (c,c) 
(b ,c) (b,c) 
0 
(c, b) (c, b) 
Figure 3·10: Biichi automaton C (3.11) for the case when 'E = {a ,b,c}, 
'E 1 = {a , b} , and 'E2 = {a,c}. Relation II is given by II= {(b,c), (c, b)} . 
of local words by projecting this word onto 'Ei. The algorithm (adapted from (Peled et al. , 
1998)) to check if £(B¢) is trace-closed can be viewed as a process to construct a Biichi 
automaton .A, such that each word accepted by .A represents a pair of words w and w' , such 
that wE £ (8¢), w' rf. £(B¢), and w rv w' (i. e., w is trace-equivalent tow'). Thus, if .A has 
a non-empty language, £(B¢) is not trace-closed. 
To obtain .A, we first construct a Biichi automaton, denoted by C, to capture all pairs 
of trace-equivalent infinite words over 'E. Given the distribution {'Ei ~ 'E , i E I}, we define 
an independent relation II such that ( O", 0"1) E II , also written as O" II 0"1 , if there does not exist 
'Ei , i E I such that O", 0"1 E 'Ei· Formally, C is defined as 
C = (Qe, {qe0 } , 'Ee , De , Fe) , (3.11) 
where 'Ee =II U{(O",O") I O" E 'E} and Fe= {qe0 }. The transition function De is defined as 
(a) for all O" E 'E , there exists qe0 = De(qe0 , (0",0")), and (b) for all (0" , 0"1) Ell , there exists a 
state qe =I qe0 such that qe = De ( qe0 , ( O", 0"1)) and qe0 = De ( qe , ( 0"1 , O")). In other words, to 
obtain C, we first generate the initial state and then add a new state and the corresponding 
transitions for every member of II· Thus . the number of states is I II I + 1. A simple example 
to illustrate the construction of C is shown in Figure 3·10. 
Next, we construct a Biichi automaton to accommodate words from £(B¢), denoted by 
(3.12) 
where 
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• Q A1 = Q is the set of states, 
• Q~1 = Qin is the set of initial states, 
• I;.A1 ~ I; x I; is the set of inputs, 
• the transition function 0.A1 : Q x I;.A1 ---+ 2Q is defined as q1 E 0.A1 (q , (cr1,cr2)) if and 
only if q1 E O(q , crl) and cr2 E I; , 
• F A 1 = F is the set of accepting states. 
A word W.A 1 accepted by A1 is a sequence (o-1 , crD(o-2 , cr~) .... We use W.A 1 h and W.A1 12 to 
denote the sequence cr1cr2 .. . and cr~cr~ ... , respectively. For each word W.A1 accepted by A1, 
we have W.A 1 11 E £(B¢) and W.A1 12 E I;w . Similarly, we construct another Buchi automaton 
A2 to capture words that do not belong to £(B¢), i.e., for each word W.A2 E £(A2) , W.A2 Il E 
L;w and W.A2 12 rf. £(B¢) always hold. Specifically, we have 
(3.13) 
where 
• Q A 2 = Q is the set of states, 
• Q~2 = Qin is the set of initial states, 
• L;A2 ~ I; x I; is the set of inputs, 
• the transition function 0.A2 : Q x L;A2 ---+ 2Q is defined as q' E 0.A2 (q , (o-1, cr2)) if and 
only if q' E <5(q , cr2) and cr1 E I; , 
• F A 2 = F is the set of accepting states. 
Finally, we produce the Buchi automaton A such that £(A)= £(C) n£(A1) n£(A2) by 
taking the intersections of the Bi.ichi automata. According to (Peled et al., 1998) , £(B¢) is 
trace-closed if and only if £(A) = 0. The construction of the intersection of several Buchi 
automata is given in (Vardi and Wolper , 1994). We summarize this procedure in Alg. 5. 
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Algorithm 5 : Check if .C(B) is trace-closed 
Input: A Buchi automaton B = ( Q , Qin, ~' o, F) (Def. 2. 7) and a distribution {~i C 
~' i E 1} 
Output: Yes or No 
1: Construct C as defined in (Eqn. 3.11) 
2: Construct A1 = (Q, Qin, ~Au 0A1 as defined in (Eqn. 3.12) 
3: Construct A2 = (Q, Qin, ~A2 , 0A2 , F), as defined in (Eqn. 3.13) 
4: Construct A such that .C(A) = .C(C) n £(A1) n £(A2) 
5: if .C(A) = 0 then 
6: return Yes 
7: else 
8: return No 
9: end if 
3.5.2 Synthesis of Individual MS Plans 
To solve Problem 3.1, we need to select a word w satisfying the (trace-closed) global specifi-
cation and also guarantee that Wi = w ri:; is executable for all the agents i E J. Such a word 
can be obtained from the intersection of the global specification, represented by .C(B¢), and 
the implementable global behaviors of the team, which can be modeled by the synchronous 
product of the transition systems, denoted by £(11f=1 7i). This is due to the fact that the 
transition system 7i (Equation (3.10)) captures all the words that can be implemented by 
the robot. Before introducing the method to find .C(B¢) n £(11f=1 7i), we first define the 
synchronous product of n Buchi automaton Bi, and which captures words in llf=1 .C(Bi)· 
Definition 3.18 (Synchronous Product of the Biichi automata). The synchronous 
product ofn Buchi automatonBi = (Qi,Q~n,~i , oi,Fi), denoted by 11~ 1 Bi, is an automaton 
consisting of 
• a set of states Q = Q1 x ... x Qn; 
• a set of initial states Q = Qin X ... x Q~n; 
• a set of inputs ~ = ur=l ~i ; 
• a transition relation c5 ~ Q x ~ x Q defined as ( q1, ... , qn) ~ ( q~, ... , q~) such that 
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otherwise q[i] = q'[i], where Ia = { i E {1, ... , n} I IJ E 'Ei} and q[i] denotes the 
ith component of q, 
• a collection of sets of accepting states, where F?n , n 2 i > 1, is defined by Ftyn 
{q E Q I q[i] E Fi}. 
The synchronous product composes n components and it captures the synchronization 
among the components as well as their parallel executions. The fact that £(Bsyn) captures 
the product of the languages of Bi (i.e., llr=l £(Bi)) is shown in (Thiagarajan, 1995). 
Informally, a word w is accepted by Bsyn if and only if for all i E I , w r I;; is accepted by the 
corresponding component Bi. Therefore, the problem of finding a word accepted by P can 
be reduced to finding a maximal strongly connected component G of P 3 , which satisfies 
both of the following conditions: 
• at least one state in G is reachable from QYJ, 
• there exists a cycle in G, such that for all i E {1, ... ,n} , ScyclenFisyn -1-0, where Scycle 
represents the set of states in this cycle. 
We can use the synchronous product defined in Definition 3.18 to find C(Bq,)n £(11~ 1 T;,). 
More specifically, we proceed as follows: 
1. For all i E {1, ... , n}, we can construct a Bi.ichi automaton 
from the transition system Ti, where QT; = V, Q'¥{ = { voJ, 'ET; = 'Ei and FT; = V. 
The transition function OT; : QT; x 'ET; ---+ 2QT; is defined as v' E OT; ( v, IJ) if and only 
if v ---+i v' and h(v) = IJ. 
3. We construct ll~!l BT; , such that £(11 ~!l BT;) = £(Bq,) n £(11 r=l Ti). 
3 The automaton P can be seen as a directed graph , where the set of nodes is the set Qp and the arcs 
are the transitions between the states. 
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Finally, we can produce the solution to Problem 3.1 by finding an accepting word w in 
L:(ll~~i1 Br;) and projecting w onto :Ei , find the corresponding run ri on 7i satisfying Wi (see 
(Clarke et al. , 1999)), and generating the corresponding MS plan msi for each agent. 
The following theorem shows that the output of Algorithm 6 is indeed the solution to 
Problem 3.1. 
Theorem 3.2. If L:(B¢) is trace-closed, the set of MS plans { msi , E I} obtained by Algo-
rithm 6 satisfies lliEI { si} =/= 0 and lliEI { si} ~ L:(B¢) . 
Proof. Since w E L:(B¢) and L:(B¢) is trace-closed, according to Proposition 3. 13, we have 
ll iEI {si} ~ L:(B¢)· Since w ElliE! {si} , we have lliEI {si} =/= 0. Since w E L:(ll ~~l Br;)) , 
we have w ElliE! L: (T;). According to Definition 3.9, Wi E L:(T;). Hence, there exists a 
trajectory of 7i generating Wi, for all i E I. 0 
Remark 3.8 (Completeness) . In the case that L:(B¢) is trace-closed, our approach is 
complete in the sense that we find a solution to Problem 3.1 if one exists. This follows 
directly from Theorem 3.2. If L:(B¢) is not trace-closed, a complete solution to Problem 3.1 
requires one to find a non-empty trace-closed subset of L:(B¢) if one exists. This problem is 
not considered in this thesis. 
Remark 3.9 (Computational Complexity). From a computational complexity point of 
view, the bottlenecks of the presented approach are the computations relating to ll ~~l Br; , 
because the number of states in 11 ~!11 Br; is bounded above by (I1iEI lVI) · IQI. For most 
robotic applications, the size of the task specification (i.e., IQIJ is usually much smaller 
comparing to the size of the agent model (i.e., IVIJ. Th erefore, if we can reduce the size of 
the transition systems, we can reduce the complexity significantly. This will be addressed in 
Section 3.5. 3. 
3.5.3 Reducing the Computational Complexity 
The transition system 7i captures all the words that can be implemented by the robot. Our 
goal is to obtain a compact transition system to capture the same words as T;. We propose 
two reduction methods based on stutter trace equivalence. We start with providing some 
preliminaries about stutter trace equivalence: 
Definition 3.19 (stutter trace equivalence). The stutter removal operator ( : :Ew --+ 
:Ew maps every word w = a~0 a~1 ... to the word that is obtained from w by replacing 
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Algorithm 6 : Synthesis of { msi, i E I} for a team of agents from a global specification 
Input: A LTL formula ¢ over I;, a distribution {I;i ~ I;, i E I}, and a set of transition 
systems { 7i, i E I} 
Output: A set of cc-strategies {rf, i E I} 
1: Convert¢ to a Biichi automaton B¢ using LTL2BA (Gastin and Oddoux, 2001) 
2: Check if .C(B¢) is trace-closed using Algorithm 5 
3: if .C(B¢) is not trace-closed then 
4: return no solution 
5: else 
6: Construct a synchronous product accepting .C(B¢) n .C(II i=l Ti) 
7: if £(Bcp) n £(11 i=1 Ti) = 0 then 
8: return no solution 
9: else 
10: Obtain w E .C(Bcp) n £(11i=1 Ti) 
11: for all i E I do 
12: Project won I;i to obtain Wi = o-(O)o-(1) ... 
13: Find run ri = vi(O)vi(l) ... on 7i satisfying Wi (Clarke et al., 1999) 
14: Construct msi = vi(O)o-(O)vi(1)o-(1) ... 
15: end for 
16: return { msi , i E I} 
17: end if 
18: end if 
every maximal finite substring of identical characters by a single copy of the character, i.e., 
((w) = o-oo-1 .... Two words w and w' are stutter equivalent if and only if ((w) = ((w'). 
Definition 3.20 (stutter trace equivalence of TS's). Transition systems T and T' 
over I;, are stutter trace equivalent, denoted by 
T ~stu T' , if T :SJ T' and T' :Sl T , 
where :::;1 is defined by: T :::;1 T' if and only if '1/w E .C(T) , :Jw' E .C(T') , such that w and w' 
are stutter equivalent. 
As shown in (Baier and Katoen, 2008), LTL\X formulas cannot distinguish words that 
are stutter equivalent. Thus , word w satisfies the formula if and only if w' satisfies the 
formula. 
(a) Formula-guided reduction 
This method reduce the size of the transition system, using the fact that only words included 
in .C(B¢) II;i n £(7i) need to be preserved because of the following proposition. 
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Proposition 3.14. If a set of MS plans { msi, ·i E I} is a solution to Problem 3.1, then the 
corresponding service plans Si are included in .L(B¢) r~i for all i E I. 
Proof. If a set of MS plans { msi, i E I} is a solution to Problem 3.1, then we have ll iEI{ si} ~ 
.L(B¢) and ll iEI{ Si} =!= (/). We can find a word wl E lliEI{ Si} ~ .L(B¢), such that Si = Wl r~i 
for all i E I . Since Si = wl r~i and Wl r~iE .L(B¢) r~i' we have Si E .L (B¢) r~; · D 
To construct a Biichi automaton, which accepts language .L(B¢) r~i' we replace all the 
actions not included in :Ei with dummy action ro. Formally, we have 
• 8f is defined as 
q' E 8f(q, cr) if and only if q' E 8(q , cr) , and cr E :Ei, and 
q' E 8f(q, ro) if and only if ::lcr E :E\:Ei such that q' E 8(q, cr); 
We denoted eclose( q) as the set of states q can reach through only ro-transitions (in-
cluding state q itself). Inspired from LTL model checking (Clarke et al., 1999) , we define 
a product transition system to capture .L(B¢) r~i n .L(T;,) (i.e., all the words in .L(B¢) r~i 
that can be generated by agent i). 
Definition 3.21. The product Pi = Ti 0 Bf between a transition system 7i = (V, vo;, -+i 
, :Ei, hi) and a Biichi automaton Bf = ( Qi, Q~n, :Ei U { r:o}, 8f , Fi), is a transition system 
where 
• Spi = V x Qi is the set of states; 
• S~ = Voi X Q~n is the set of initial states; 
• Acti = :Ei is the set of actions; 
• -+pi is defined as (s, q) hi(s') pi (s', q') if and only if 
s -+is' , and 
q' E eclose(q"), where q" E 8i(q, hi(s')) ; 
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• :Ei is the set of propositions; 
• hpi is the output map inherited from hi, where hpi ( s, q) = hi ( s). 
Informally, the Biichi automaton Bi restricts the behavior of the transition system 7i by 
permitting only certain acceptable transitions. Therefore , we have L(Bi ) ~ L(Pi) ~ L(T;) . 
We modify the traditional definition of product automata (Baier and Katoen , 2008) to 
accommodate the dummy action w. Note that Pi does not have accepting states. 
To reduce the size of Pi, we proceed with removing all the unreachable and blocking 
states in Pi· Note t hat some of the states in Pi are not related to transitions with meaningful 
inputs (i.e., non-dummy propositions). Hence, we can remove these states and obtain 
a smaller automaton without affecting the correctness and completeness of the solution. 
Formally, we denote the reduction operation on transition system Pi, by R i, as the following: 
(3.14) 
where 
• Sni = {(s, q) E Sni I ::lo- -1- Ei and o- E :Ei such that (s, q) ~Pi (s', q') or (s', q') ~Pi 
( s, q)} is the set of states; 
• SiR_i = S~ is the set of initial states; 
• -+ni ~ Sni x Sni is defined as 
( s , q) -+ni (s', q') if and only if ( s , q) ~Pi ( s', q') and o- -1- Ei, and 
(s,q) -+ni (s',q') if and only if ::l(s, q) ~Pi . .. ~Pi (s',q'); 
• :Ei is the set of propositions; 
• hni : Sni -+ :Ei is the labeling function inherited from Pi, such that hni ( s, q) 
hpi (s , q). 
Proposition 3.15. The new automaton R i is stutter trace equivalent to Pi (i.e., R i ~stu 
Pi) · 
Proof. The proof follows directly from the definition of R i· 0 
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Algorithm 7: Formula-guided reduction 
Input: Transition system 7i = (Si, Sfn, ---+i, :Ei, hi) and Biichi automaton B¢ 
(Q , Qin, :E , 8, F) 
Output: Reduced transition system Ri = (Sn;, SfR:i, Acti, ---+ni , :Ei, hnJ 
1: Construct Bf = (Qi, Q~n, :Ei U { w }, 8f , Fi ) from B¢ 
2: Construct the product Pi= 7i x Bf (Def. 3.21) 
3: Obtain the reduced transition system Ri (Eqn. 3.14) 
4: return ni 
(b) Divergence Stutter Bisimulation Quotienting 
We can also reduce the size of the transition system 7i by stutter bisimulation quotienting. 
The quotienting algorithm uses a partition refinement technique. Roughly speaking, the 
finite state space Sis partitioned in blocks, i.e. , pairwise disjoint sets of states. Starting from 
a straightforward initial partition where , e.g, all equally labeled states form a partition, the 
algorithm successively refines these partitions such that ultimately partitions only contain 
bisimilar states. 
Definition 3.22 (stutter bisimulation). LetT= (S, Sin,---+, :E , h) be a transition system. 
A stutter bisimulation forT is a binary relation lR on S such that for all (s1 , s2 ) E JR: 
(ii) If s~ E Post( sl) with ( s~, s2) E JR, then there exists a finite path fragment s2u 1 ... Uns; 
with n > 0 and (s1 , ui) E JR, i = 1, ... ,nand (s~, s;) E JR. 
(iii) If s; E Post( s2) with ( s1, s;) E JR, then there exists a finite path fragment s 1 v1 ... vns~ 
with n > 0 and (vi, s2) E JR , i = 1, ... , n and (s~, s;) E JR. 
s1, s2 are stutter bisimulation equivalent (stutter-bisimilar, for short), denoted s 1 ~TS s2, if 
there exists a stutter bisimulation lR for TS with ( s1, s2) E JR. 
Condition i) requires equivalent states to have the same proposition. According to 
condition ii) , every outgoing transition s1 ---+ t1 (where s1 is not equivalent to tl) must be 
matched by a path fragment that leads from s2 to t2 such that t1 and t2 are equivalent, and 
all intermediate states in the path fragment are equivalent to s2. For a transition system, 
the coarsest stutter bisimulation for TS is the union of all stutter bisimulations for TS. 
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Definition 3.23 (Divergent Sensitivity). Let T be a transition system and lR an equiv-
alence relation on S. s E S is lR -divergent if there exists an infinite run fragment 1r = 
ss1s2 . .. E Paths(s) such that (s, Sj) E JR, Vj > 0. lR is divergence-sensitive if for any 
(s1, s2) E JR: if s1 is JR-divergent, then s2 is JR-divergent. States s1, s2 in transition system 
T are divergent stutter bisimilar, denoted s1 ~~s s2, if there exists a divergence-sensitive 
stutter bisimulation lR on T such that ( s1, s2) E R 
Definition 3.24 (Divergence-Stutter Bisimular Transition Systems). LetT = ( S, Sin, 
--+, ~ 'h) and T' = (S' , sin',--+',~' h') be transition systems over~- T and T' are divergence-
stutter bisimular, denoted 
T ~div T' , 
if there exists a divergence-stutter bisimulation lR on ( S x S') U ( S x S') such that V s E 
· · I · I · 
sm, ::ls' E sm such that (s, s') E lR and Vs' E sm , ::ls E sm such that (s, s') E R 
Proposition 3.16. (Baier and Katoen, 2008} The transition systems that are divergence-
stutter bisimular are stutter trace equivalent: 
T ~div T' implies T ~stu T' . 
Definition 3.25 (Equivalence Classes, Quotient Space). Let S be a set and lR an 
equivalence on S. For s E S, [s]IR denotes the equivalence class of states under JR., i.e. , 
[s] IR = {s' E S I (s, s') E JR}. No te that for s' E [s] IR we have [s']n = [s]n. The set [s'] IR is 
often referred to as the JR -equivalence class of s. The quotient space of S under JR., denoted 
by S /lR = { [s] IR I s E S}, is the set consisting of alllR-equivalence classes. 
Definition 3.26 (Divergence Stutter Bisimulation Quotient). For transition system 
T = (S , sin , --+,~ ' h) and bisimulation ~div, the divergence-stutter bisimulation quotient 
transition system T / ""div is defined as follows: 
• -+div is defined by 
• hdiv([s]""div) = h(s). 
s ~ s' 1\ s sidiv s' 
[ s l ""div --+ div [ s'] ""div 
d s is ~div-divergent 
an [s] ""div -+div [s]""div ' 
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The algorithm of divergence-stutter bisimulation quotienting is introduced in (Baier and 
Katoen, 2008) , which is summarized in Algorithm 8. 
Selecting the different reduction methods We can apply different reduction methods 
to reduce the size of Ti: 
1. apply divergent stutter bisimulation quotienting to Ti and obtain Til ~div, 
2. apply first the formula-guided reduction to obt ain R i, and then apply divergent stutter 
bisimulation quotienting to obtain Ri/ ~div. 
Since we are not sure which reduction method leads to better reduction, we apply both 
of the methods and choose the smaller transition system between Til ~div and Ri/ ~div . We 
denote the reduced transition system as 
(3.15) 
Generating the MS Plans using Ti We replace Ti with Ti , and construct the syn-
chronous product ll ri l Rt; to capture £(B¢) n £(11 f= 1 T;). We can produce the solution 
to Prob. 4 .1 by finding an accepting word w in £(11ri11 B:r), obtaining t he local word 
Wi = w I~;, constructing a Biichi automaton that captures the stutter closure of wi , and 
genera ting t he corresponding MS plan for each agent . 
3.5.4 A Heuristic to Distribute Non-Trace-closed Specification 
As stated in Section 3.5. 1, the global specification may not be distributable given t he 
distribution of the properties. In addition to check whether t he specification is trace-
closed or not, Algorithm 5 introduced in Section 3.5.1 can also return which parts of the 
distribution cause the un-satisfaction of the trace-closedness. To formally state t his problem, 
we first need to introduce t he independence or concurrency relation between the properties. 
The automaton C (see Eqn. 3.11) accepts an input (0'1, O'D(0'2 , 0'~) .. . , if and only if w 
and w' , where w = 0'10'2 ... and w' = 0'~0'~ . . . , can be decomposed tow = u1u2 .. . and 
1 
w' = v1v2 ... such that U i = Vi or ui = vi , Vi 2: 0. According to the construction of the 
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Algorithm 8 : Computing the divergence-stutter bisimulation quotient 
Input: Transition system T = (S, Sin , ---+ , 1:: , h) 
Output: Quotient transition system Tl~div = (SI~div, S~~,-+div,L:,hdiv) 
1: Find all stutter cycles in T where a stutter cycle is a run sosls2···sn(n 2: 0) , where 
so= Sn and h(si) = h(si+l), V 0:::; i < n 
2: Add a new proposition div to 1:: and add a new state Sdiv to S, where h(sdiv) = div 
3: Collapse each stutter cycle Ck to a single state, denoted by s~ew 
4: Add a transition from s~ew to Sdiv for each state s~ew 
5: Initiate the partition II = nAP , where nAP is the quotient space SIRAP induced by 
RAP = {(s1 , s2) E S x S I h(s1) = h(s2)} (a partition II is a set {B1, ... , Bk} such that 
Bi =I= 0 (0 < i:::; k) , Bi n Bj = 0 (0 < i, j :::; k, and i =I= j), and S = Uo<i9Bi. 
6: Initiate n = 0 
7: while n =I= IIII do 
8: Set n = IIII 
9: for all B E II do 
10: Compute Pre(B) , Post(B) , and Bottom(B) , where Pre(B) is defined as Pre(B) = 
{s E S I :Js' E B , such that s ---+ s'} , Post (B) is defined as Post(B) = {s E S I 
:Js' E B , such that s'---+ s}, and Bottom(B) = {s E B I Post(s) n B = 0} 
11: end for 
12: for all B E II do 
13: if :JC E II , C =I= B such that Pre( C) n B =I= 0 and Bottom(B) \ Pre(C) =I= 0 then 
14: Initiate B1 = Bottom(B) n Pre(C) and B2 = Bottom(B) \ Pre(C) 
15: Initiate temp_B = B \ Bottom (B) 
16: Determine a reversed topological order s1, ... , Sm of the states in temp_B (i.e. , 
i > j whenever there is a transition Si ---+ Sj) 
17: for i = 1 ---+ m do 
18: if Si t/: C then 
19: Compute Post(si) 
20: if Post( Si) n Bl =I= 0 then 
21: B1 = {B1,si} 
22: else 
23: B2 = { B2 , si} 
24: end if 
25: else 
26: B1 = {B1, si} 
27: end if 
28: end for 
29: II= ll\B U {B1, B2} 
30: end if 
31: end for 
32: end while 
33: Compute S I ~div according to II and construct T I ~div according to Definition 3.26 
34: return T I ~d iv 
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Algorithm 9 : Add Synchronization and Modify the Distribution 
Input: A distribution {I:;i <;;; I:;, i E I} and £ (A) 
Output: A new distribution {L; few <;;; I:;, i E I} 
1: if £ (A) # 0 then 
2: Find pairs of actions CY II CY1 such t hat UCYCY1V 1 E £ (B¢) and U CY1CYV 1 ¢:. £ (B¢) 
3: Find 
i = . min II:;jl 
]EluUiu' 
4: if i E Ia' then 
5: Add CY to L;i 
6: else 
7: Add CY 1 to L;i 
8: end if 
9: end if 
10: return {L;few <;;; I:;, i E I} 
automaton A , we have w = u1u2 . . . E £(B¢) and w'· = u1u2 . .. ¢:. £(B¢) · In other words, 
if we find a word accepted by A , we can find at least one pair of independent properties 
(}" II 0"1, such t hat UCYCY1V E £ (B¢), UCY1CYV ¢:. £ (B¢), and UCYCY1V rv UCY1CYV1• In other words, 
the actions CY and CY1, lead to the un-satisfaction of the trace-closedness (i.e., CY and CY1 can 
not be executed in parallel). Hence, we need to let CY and CY1 become not independent (i.e., 
CY ~ CY1). In order to achieve this , we add extra synchronization between t he agents. Note 
t hat given two actions CY and CY1 , and the sets of agents that own CY and CY1, represented by Iu 
and I a', CY and CY1 are independent if and only if Ia n I a' = 0. In other words , to make CY and 
CY 1 dependent. we need to either choose one agent in Ia , and force it to synchronize with 
other agents in I a', before executing action CY1 , or select one agent in I a', and make sure it 
synchronizes with other agents in Ia, before execut ing action CY. Specifically, we choose an 
agent i from I a U Iu', which owns the least number of requests, and require this agent to 
synchronize with others. Note that when CY and CY1 become dependent , the corresponding 
distribution is also modified. Formally, we have 
if i E Iu'' 
otherwise. ' 
Now agent i owns action CY , and it needs to synchronize with other agents when CY needs to 
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be satisfied. Note that agent i is not required to execute action(]'. We make the assumption 
that the robot can synchronize/communicate with others at all regions in the environment. 
Hence, we assume that(]' can be satisfied at all these states of the transition system 7i. The 
service entry(]' in the MS plan such that(]' E L.:iew\L.:i, triggers the "wait-and-leave" protocol 
for request (]'. The algorithm for adding synchronization and modifying the distribution is 
summarized in Alg. 9 and the overall algorithm to generate a solution for Prob. 4.1 is 
summarized in Alg. 10. 
Algorithm 10 : Overall Algorithm for Prob. 4.1 
Input: A team of agents represented by Ti , i E I , a global specification ¢, and a distri-
bution {I.:i <:;;; I:, i E I} 
Output: A satisfying set of individual MS plans {msi, i E I} 
1: Convert <P to a Biichi automaton B¢ using LTL2BA (Gastin and Oddoux, 2001) 
2: Run Alg. 5 to check if £(B¢) is trace-closed 
3: while £(B¢) is not trace-closed do 
4: Run Alg. 9 to obtain the new distribution {I:~ <:;;; I:, i E I} 
5: Run Alg. 5 using the new distribution {I:~ <:;;; I:, i E I} to check if £(B¢) is trace-closed 
6: end while 
7: for all i E I do 
8: Run Alg. 7 to construct R i 
9: Run Alg. 8 to construct T; = R i/ ""div 
10: Construct B:r; 
11: end for 
12: Obtain B:r = B¢ 
l n + l 
13: Construct a synchronous product 11~ 11 Bt (Def. 3.18) to capture £(B¢) n £(11i=1 7;). 
14: if £(11~!11 Bt) = 0 then 
15 : return no solution 
16: else 
17: Obtain wE £(11~il Bt) 
18: for all i E I do 
19: Project won I.:i to obtain W i = (]'(0)(]'(1) . . . 
20: Construct a Biichi automaton Bwi to capture all the words that are stutter equiv-
alent with W i 
21: Find run rf = Vi (O)vi (1) ... on Ti satisfying a word wf = (J'i(O)(J'i (1) ... E £(BwJ 
(Clarke et al. , 1999) 
22: end for 
23: return {msi = vi (O)(J'i(O) vi(1)(J'i (1) ,i E I} 
24: end if 
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3.5.5 Discussion 
We present a theoretical and computational framework to deploy a team of agents from a 
task specification given as an LTL formula over a set of properties. LTL formulas allow us 
to specify robotic missions which require infinite executions of the team, such as persistent 
surveillance type of missions. To check the distributability of the language satisfying the 
LTL formula, we used an algorithm adapted from (Peled et al. , 1998) to check if the language 
is trace-closed. In order to reduce the computational complexity, we proposed two reduction 
methods based on stutter-trace equivalence. Moreover, we proposed a heuristic to generate a 
distributed solution by modifying the dependency relation between the properties (requests) , 
when the language satisfying the global specification is not trace-closed. Specifically, we 
added dependency between two requests by inserting synchronization between the robots 
which need to service these requests. 
Similarly to the approach presented in Section 3.3 and Section 3.4, this framework does 
not accommodate for changes in the environment and external events, and it is not robust to 
agent failures. We want to study how to re-plan when such changes/ events occur. Moreover, 
we would like to achieve some kind of optimality while guaranteeing the correctness. Also, 
we plan to accommodate more realistic models of agents that can capture uncertainty and 
noise in the system, such as Markov Decision Processes (MDP) and Partially Observed 
Markov Decision Processes (POMDP) , and probabilistic specification languages such as 
PLTL. 
3.6 Automatic D eployment in the Robotic Urban-Like Environment 
We implemented the derived algorithms in MATLAB , and used it in conjunction with our 
Robotic Urban-Like Environment to demonstrate runs of a team of robot performing global 
tasks in the environment . 
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3.6.1 Implementation and Experimental Setup 
Our Robotic Urban-Like Environment (RULE) (see Fig. 1·1) is a collection of roads, inter-
sections, and parking lots, which are connected following a simple set of rules (e.g., a road 
connects two (not necessarily different) intersections, the parking lots can only be located 
on the side of (each bound of) a road). Each intersection has traffic lights that are syn-
chronized in the usual way. A desktop computer at 2GHz and with 2GB RAM, is used to 
remotely control the traffic lights through XBee wireless boards. Each parking lot consists 
of several parking spaces, where each parking space can accommodate exactly one car, and 
each parking lot has enough parking spaces to accommodate all the robots at the same 
time. The city is easily reconfigurable through re-taping and re-placement of the wireless 
traffic lights in intersections. 
The robots are Khepera III miniature cars. Each car can sense when entering an in-
tersection from a road, when entering a road from an intersection, when passing in front 
of a parking lot , when it is correctly parked in a parking space, and when a front obstacle 
is dangerously close. In particular, the cars can avoid collisions among themselves, which 
implies that several cars can be in the same region at the same time. Moreover , by ensuring 
all the cars follow the basic traffic rules and setting reasonable time intervals for the traffic 
lights , we make sure that motion deadlocks (i.e., two cars fail to move forward because they 
are blocking each other) do not occur. Each car can distinguish the color of a traffic light 
and different parking spaces in the same parking lot. Each car is programmed with motion 
and communication primitives allowing it to safely drive on a road, turn in an intersection, 
park, and communicate with other cars. All the cars can communicate through Wi-Fi with 
the desktop computer described above, which is used as an interface to the user (i. e., to 
enter the global specification) and to perform all the computation necessary to generate 
the individual control and communication strategies. Once computed, these are sent to 
the cars, which execute the task autonomously by interacting with the environment and by 
communicating with each other, if necessary. We assume that the communication protocol 
is deadlock-free. 
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Figure 3·11: The city for the case studies in Section 3.6.2. The topology of 
the city, the requests that occur at the parking lots and the road, intersection, 
and parking lot labels. 
3.6.2 Deploy a Team of Robots from RE Specification 
Case Study 1: In this case study, we use the "pure" top-down approach introduced in 
Section 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 to deploy the robots in RULE. 
Modeling RULE using the framework described in Section 3.2 proceeds as follows. The 
set of vertices V of the environment graph £ is the set of labels assigned to the roads, 
intersections, and parking lots (see Fig. 3·11left). The edges in---+£ show how these regions 
are connected. We assume that inter-robot communication is possible only when the robots 
are in the same parking lot. The motion capabilities of the (identical) robots are captured 
by a transition system Ti (Eqn. (3.2)) illustrated in Fig. 3·12. Note that , in reality, each 
vertex of Ti has associated a set of motion primitives, and each transition is triggered by a 
Boolean combination of interrupts. For example, at vertex R 51, only one motion primitive 
follow_road is available, which allows the robot to drive on the road. There is only one 
possible transition from R51 to h , which is triggered by aLint AND green_light, where 
at_int is an interrupt generated when the robot reaches the end of a road at an intersection , 
~ 
t 
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Figure 3 ·12: The transition systems 7i capturing the motion capabilities 
of the robots in the environment shown in Figure 3·11 , which are identical, 
except for the initial state (not shown). The satisfaction relation is omitted. 
and green_light is an interrupt generated at the green color of the traffic light. As another 
example, there are three motion primitives available at h: turn_righLint, turn_lefLint, 
and go_straighLint, which allow the robot to turn right , left , or go straight through an 
intersection. The transitions from h to R 6r, R 5r, R 31, and R1r are all triggered by the 
same interrupt on_road, which is generated when the robot is back on a road leaving an 
intersection. 
It is important to note that , by selecting a motion primitive available at a vertex, t he 
robot can correctly execute a run of 7i, given that it is init ialized on a road. Indeed , only 
one motion primitive (follow_road) is available on a road, and at an intersection, the choice 
of a mot ion primitive uniquely determines the next vertex given the road t hat the robot 
entered the intersection from. For example, by selecting turn_righLint at h , the robot goes 
to R1r given that it came from R 3r· This justifies our assumption from Section 3.2 t hat 
runs of 7i can be executed by the robots. In other words , MS plans defined in Section 3.2 
can be immediately implemented by a robot. It is easy to see that , under some reasonable 
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liveness assumptions about environmental events (e .g. , the traffic lights will eventually turn 
green) , such a transition system captures the motion of each robot correctly. 
Assume t hat two robots (cars) , labeled as C1 and C2 , are available for deployment in 
t he city with the topology from F ig. 3· 11. Assume t he set of service requests is 
where L i, i = 1, 2, 3 are "light" requests, which require only one robot, and therefore should 
be serviced in parallel, while Hi . i = 1, 2 are "heavy", and require the cooperation of the 
two robots. Assume that C1 can service L1 and C2 can service L2 and L3, i.e., the set of 
requests is distributed as 
between the two agents. Assume the requests occur at the parking lots as given by t he 
assignment function 
Consider the following specification: "First service H1 , then both L 1 and L2 in an 
arbitrary order, then H2, and fin ally both L1 and L3 in an arbitrary order." The specification 
translates to the following RE formula: 
(3.16) 
By applying the method described in Section 3.3.1, we find that this global specification 
is distributable modulo language equivalence and synchronous product. The local task 
specifications for car C1 and C2 are H 1L1H 2L1 and H1L2H 2L 3, respectively. The two FSAs 
corresponding to t he local specifications for the two agents are shown in Fig. 3·13, together 
with their synchronous product and the global FSA corresponding to theRE in Eqn. (3 .16) 
(note that , for t his particular example, the synchronous product of the synthesized local 
Global FSAA 
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Local FSA A 1 for Agent I 
~~~~0 
Local FSA A2 for Agent 2 
~~~~0 
Synchronous Product A1 II A2 
X 
A~ent I Agent 2 1 
-""-"- - >-----.: -
~ 
H 1 ! LK ~.~ L1~ L2 2, 2 
H2 
3, 3 
Figure 3 ·13: The FSAs generated in Case Study 1. 
FSAs is isomorphic with the global FSA, which implies language equivalence) . We apply 
the method from Section 3.3.2 to generate the MS plans for C1 and C2. By assuming that 
C1 and C2 start in R21 and Rll respectively, the two MS plans are 
R2lhR4rhRsrP4HlRsri4R5lhR6rP1Ll 
R6ri4RslP5H2RslhRsri4R5lhR6rP1Ll 
R11I 1R31hR4rhRsrP4H1 Rsri4R5li 1 
R3lhR3rP2L2R3rilR5ri4RslP5H2RslhRsri4R6lP3L3 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
The above MS plans are then mapped to control and communication strategies (defined 
in Section 3.2) through the use of motion primitives and interrupts as described above. 
Snapshots from a movie of the actual deployment are shown in Fig. 3.6.2. On the involved 
computation, the transition system Ti (shown in Figure 3·12) has 27 vertices and 42 tran-
sitions . The algorithms are implemented in Matlab. Checking the distributability of the 
global specification and the construction of the local FSAs took 0.01 sec and 0.005 sec, 
respectively, on a desktop computer at 2GHz and with 1GB RAM. The generation of the 
two MSs took 0.24 sec and 0.23 sec, respectively. 
Case Study 2: In this case study, we use the approach introduced in Section 3.3.3 to 
deploy the robots in RULE. 
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(5) (6) 
Figure 3 ·14: Six snapshots from the deployment in case study 1. The MCs 
given in Eqns. (3.17) and (3.18). The labels for the roads, intersections , 
and parking spaces are given in Fig. 3·11. (1): the position of the cars 
immediately after the initial time, when C1 is on road R 21 and C2 is on 
road Rll; (2) the two cars visit parking lot P4 simultaneously to service the 
"heavy" request H1; (3) C1 is in P1, and therefore the "light" request £1 is 
serviced; (4) C2 is in P2 , and therefore request £2 is serviced; (5) the two 
cars are in parking lot P5 to service the "heavy" request H2; (6) eventually 
C1 stops in P1 and C2 stops in P3 , which means that £1 and £3 are serviced. 
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RULE modeling is the same as in Case Study 1. In this case study, we also need to 
model t he communication constraints. We assume that communication is only possible 
when both robots are at P1, P2 , and P5, or when one of t he robots is at P1 and the other 
one at P2. In other words, the edges of the communication graph Care given by 
We can t hen calculate me= 2, C1 = {P1, P2} and C2 = {P5}. 
Consider t he following specification: "Request H2 needs to be eventually serviced. B efore 
doing so, one of the two services are required: either L 2 and L1 followed by L3, or L2, 
followed by either L3 and then L1, or H1. " The specification translates to the following RE 
formula: 
(3. 19) 
As before, by applying the procedure introduced in Section 3.3.3, we find that t his global 
specification is distributable modulo language equivalence and synchronous product. The 
local task specifications for car C1 and C2 are (H1 +L1)H2 and L2(H1 +L3)H2 , respectively. 
Two accepting MS plans are 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
On the same machine mentioned above, checking the distributability of the global spec-
ification and the construction of the local FSAs took 0.005 sec and 0.007 sec, respectively. 
The product automata P1 and P2 (Section 3.3.3) have 81 states and 108 states, respectively, 
and the reduced automata R1 and R2 have both 9 states. The communication product P9 
(Section 3.3.3) of R1 and R2 has 42 states and 97 transitions. The generation of t he MS plans 
took 3. 12 sec. The video of the actual deployment of the robots is accompanying our paper 
(Chen et al. , 2010a) and it is also available at http://hyness . bu . edu/RULE_media.html. 
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Case Study 3: In this case study, we demonstrate the derived algorithms introduced in 
Section 3.4. 
Assume that two robots are available for deployment in the city with the topology from 
Fig. 3·11. Assume the set of service requests is given as 
where Li 's represent pieces of data that can be collected in parallel by a single robot, while 
Hi 's represent data fusion and decision making processes, which require the cooperation of 
the two robots. Distribution 
captures the robots' capabilities to collect the data and cooperation requirements for the 
data fusion. Assume the requests occur at different parking lots. The relation Fi as shown 
in Figure 3 ·15 indicates the locations of the requests. 
We want to accomplish the following task: "Fuse the initial information carried by two 
robots (H1), then collect data at P1 (L1) and P2 (L2) in an arbitrary order, then fuse the 
collected data at P5 (H2), and finally collect data from P1 (L1) and P3 (L3) in an arbitrary 
order". Such a task translates to the following RE: 
(3 .22) 
Returning to the proposed example, we first construct Af and A~, and then the syn-
chronous product Af II Af Since RULE is fully connected, all the words accepted by Ai 
can be implemented. The constructed FSAs are shown in Fig. 3·16. By applying Alg. 3, 
we verify that L¢ is trace-closed since its corresponding minimal DFA A shown in Fig. 3·16 
satisfies the ID property. Thus, we have Ac =A x (Af II A~). We choose 
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14 
F igure 3·15: The transit ion systems 1i for case study 3 
The corresponding service plans for t he two robots are 
respectively. The language satisfying ¢ (Eqn. 3.22) is trace-closed over the given distribu-
tion since all of its words, 
H1L1L 2H2L1L3, H1L1L 2H 2L3L 1, 
H1L2L1H2L 3L1 , H1L2L1H2L1L3, 
are t race-equivalent . By projecting w = H1L1L2H 2L1L3 on the given distribution , we 
obtain w rr: 1 = H 1L1H2L1 and w rr:2 = H1L2H 2L3, where ll iEI {w rr:J satisfies T;p. 
Using Algorit hm 4, we generate the MS plans for robot 1 and robot 2. By assuming 
that robot 1 and robot 2 start in R 2z and Ru respectively, the two MS plans are 
R 2zl 2R 4rhRar P4H1Rari 4R 5ziiR6r P1L l 
R 6r i 4R azP5H 2R azhRarl 4R 5zhR6r P1L1 
RllllR3zhR4rhRar P4HIRari 4R 5lll 
R 3zhR3r P2L 2R 3rl1R5ri 4R azP5H2R azhRar l 4R6lP3L 3 
(3.23) 
(3.24) 
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A Af II A~ 
Robot 2: 
~ 
Hl L2 H2 L3 
Figure 3·16: The FSAs generated in Case Study 1. 
Snapshots from a movie of the actual deployment are shown in Figure 3 ·17. The movie 
of the deployment in the RULE platform is accompanying our paper (Chen et al., 2012b) 
and is also available at http: I /hyness. bu. edu/RULE_media . html. 
Case Study 4: We present another case study for the method introduced in Section 3.4. 
Assume that we have two robots and the transition systems are the same as in the 
Consider the following specification: "First service £4 and then L5 or first service H 1 , then 
both L1 and L2 in an arbitrary order, then H 2, and finally both L1 and L3 in an arbitrary 
order." Formally, this specification translates to the following RE over 'E: 
(3.25) 
In this example, .L(A) is not a trace-closed language. Therefore, the FSA Ac is obtained 
as described in Section 3.4.2. We choosew9 = H1L1L2H2L1L3 E .L(Aa). The corresponding 
FSAs generated by Algorithm 4 are shown in Fig. 3·18. Finally, we generate the MS plans 
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(5) (6) 
Figure 3·17: Six snapshots from the deployment corresponding to t he MSs 
given in Eqns. (3.23) and (3.24). Agents 1 and 2 are denoted by A1 and A 2, 
respectively. The labels for the roads, intersections , and parking spaces are 
given in Fig. 3·11. (1) the position of the agents immediately after the initial 
time, when A1 is on road R21 and A2 is on road R11 ; (2) the two agents visit 
parking lot P4 simultaneously to service the "heavy" request H1 ; (3) A 1 is 
in P 1, and therefore the "light" request L1 is serviced ; ( 4) A2 is in P2, and 
therefore request L2 is serviced; (5) the two agents are in parking lot P 5 to 
service the "heavy" request H 2; (6) eventually A1 stops in P1 and A 2 stops 
in P3 , which means that L1 and L3 are serviced . 
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for robots 1 and 2 by assuming that robots 1 and 2 start in R21 and R11, respectively. Since 
the service plans and the initial positions of the robots are equal to those in Case Study 3, 
we obtain the same MS plans as t he ones in Case Study 3. 
A Af II A~ Ac 
Robot 1: 
0-0--0-0-0 
Hl Ll H2 L1 
Robot2: 
~ 
Hl L2 H2 L3 
Figure 3·18: The FSAs generated in Case Study 4 
3.6.3 Deploy a Team of Robots from LTL Specification 
The topology of the environment is shown in Figure 3·19 and we model the motion of each 
robot in the platform using a transition system, as shown in Fig. 3·20. We distinguish one 
bound of a road from the other since the parking lots can only be located on one side of 
each road. For example, we use R1r and R11 to denote the two bounds of road R 1 . As 
stated before, each state of 1i is associated with a set of motion primitives. 
Assume that service requests , denoted by H1, H2 , L1, L2 and £3 , occur at parking lots 
P 1 , P2, P4, P5 and P3, respectively. Again, "H" stands for "heavy" requests requiring the 
efforts of multiple cars while "L" represents "light" requests that only need one car to 
service. Specifically, H1 is shared by all three cars and H2 is shared between car 1 and 
2. As we can see in Fig. 3·19, the number of parking spaces of a parking lot equals the 
number of cars needed to service the request that occurs at this parking lot. For example, 
P 1 where H 1 occurs has three parking spaces. Besides the set of requests, we also consider 
some regions to be unsafe. In this example, we assume that intersection h is unsafe for all 
robots before request H1 is serviced. We use the output map hi of 1i (see Fig. 3·20) to 
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Figure 3·19: The topology of the Robotic Urban-Like Environment 
(RULE) and the road, intersection, and parking lot labels. 
capture the locations of requests and unsafe regions. A "dummy request" Ei is assigned to 
all the other regions. We use a special semantics for Ei: a robot does not service any request 
when visiting a region where Ei occurs . 
We model the capabilities of the cars to service requests while considering unsafe re-
gions as a distribution: :E1 = {Hl,H2,Ll,Jj,El},:E2 = {H1,H2,L2,I§,E2} and :E3 = 
{H1 ,L3,I~,E3}. Note that we treat the unsafe region has an independent property as-
signed to each car since it does not require the cooperation of the cars. We aim to find a 
satisfying set of individual cc-strategies for each robot to satisfy the global specification ¢ , 
which is the conjunction of the following LTL formulas over the set of properties 
1. Request H2 is serviced infinitely often. 
2. First service request H1, then service request L1 and L2 regardless of the order or 
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II 14 
12 13 
Figure 3 ·20: Transition system 1i for robot 1. The states represents the 
vertices in the environmental graph (Fig. 3·19), vo1 shows that robot 1 starts 
at R1ri --+1 captures the connectivity between the vertices; h1 captures the 
locations of the unsafe regions and the requests. The dummy request E1 
is assigned to all t he vertices t hat have no property and is omitted in this 
figure. 
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<> Case Study I 
Size of the Synchmous Product 
40000 
34,295 
35000 -----·--
30000 
25000 
20000 
15000 
10000 
5000 -----
0 
Without Reduction Ruduction Method I Reduction Method 2 
Figure 3 ·21: Size of the synchronous product for this case study. As we 
can see in this figure , method 2 leads to the best reduction. 
request £3. 
3. Do not visit intersection h until H1 is serviced. 
By applying Algorithm 10, we first learn that the langu age satisfying ¢ is trace-closed. 
Then, we choose a word w E £ (!3¢) n £(lliEI Ti) and project w on the local alphabets :Ei, 
i E {1 , 2, 3} to obtain the local words, which lead to the following MS plans (note that the 
dummy actions Ei are omitted in the MS plans): 
ms1 R1rhR2rhR1rP1H1R1rhR3rhR4ri4R5rP2H2P2H2 . .. , 
ms2 R5ri4R1rP1H1R1rhR2rhR5zi4R5rP2H2P2H2 . .. , 
ms3 R2rhR1rP1H1R1rhR1zP3L3. 
The language satisfying the global specification ¢ includes only infinite words. Hence, 
both cars 1 and 2 have infinite MS p lans, since H2 needs to be serviced infinitely many 
times. Note that car 3 has a finite MS plan. The synchronization is only triggered when 
the cars are about to service shared requests, i.e., when at P1 and P2. Besides these 
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synchronization moments, the cars follow their cc-strategies and execute their individual 
tasks in parallel, which speed up the process of accomplishing the global task. Snapshots 
from a movie of the actual deployment are shown in Fig. 3·22. The movie of the deployment 
in the RULE platform is accompanying our paper (Chen et al. , 2011) and is also available 
at http: I /hyness. bu. edu/CDC2011. 
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(5) (6) 
Figure 3·22: Six snapshots from the deployment corresponding to the given 
cc-strategies . The labels for the roads, intersections, and parking spaces are 
given in Fig. 3· 19. (1) the position of the cars immediately after the initial 
time, when robots 1, 2 and 3 are on roads R1r, R5r and R2r, respectively; (2) 
robot 2 is waiting for t he other two robots to enter parking lot P 1 at which 
the heavy request H1 occurs; (3) both robots 2 and 3 are at P1 waiting for 
robot 1; ( 4) all three robots are at P1 simultaneously, and therefore request 
H1 is serviced; (5) robot 3 services the light request £ 3 at P3 and finishes 
its task; (6) eventually robots 1 and 2 stop at P2 and service H 2 together 
infinitely many t imes. 
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Chapter 4 
Synthesis for Uncertain Environments 
In this chapter, we first consider the control synthesis problem for a robot moving in an 
uncertain environment (Section 4.1). We bring together automata learning methods from 
the field of theoretical linguistics and techniques from temporal logic games and probabilistic 
model checking, to develop a provably-correct control strategy for robots moving in an 
environment with unknown dynamics . The robots are required to achieve a surveillance 
mission, in which a certain optimizing request needs to be serviced repeatedly, while the 
expected time in between consecutive services of this request is minimized and additional 
temporal logic constraints are satisfied. We define a fragment of Linear Temporal Logic 
(LTL) to describe such a mission. 
In Section 4.2, we look at the problem of controlling a team of robots in uncertain envi-
ronments. To this end, we apply approximate dynamic programming to our computational 
framework , which leads to significant reduction of computational time. 
In Section 4.3 , we introduce our software package Robot Optimal Planner with ENviron-
mental-learning (ROPEN) and use it in conjunction with our Robotic InDoor-like Environ-
ment (RIDE) to demonstrate runs of a robot performing missions in the environment. The 
Robotic InDoor-like Environment (RIDE) consists of Unmanned Ground Vehicles (UGVs) , 
a cooperating Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV), and a partitioned environment whose re-
gions are controlled by barriers with stochastic behavior. We also show case our approximate 
dynamic programming method by deploying a robotic team in the RIDE simulator. 
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4.1 Synthesis based on Automata Learning of Environmental Dynamics 
We develop a technique to automatically generate a control policy for a robot moving in 
an environment that includes elements with unknown, randomly changing behavior. The 
robot is required to achieve a surveillance mission, in which a certain request needs to be 
serviced repeatedly, while the expected time in between consecutive services is minimized 
and additional temporal logic constraints are satisfied. We define a fragment of Linear 
Temporal Logic (LTL) to describe such a mission and formulate the problem as a temporal 
logic game. Our approach is based on two main ideas. First , we extend results in automata 
learning to detect patterns of the unknown behavior of the elements in the environment. 
Second, we employ an automata-theoretic method to generate the control policy. We show 
that the obtained control policy converges to an optimal one when the partially unknown 
behavior patterns are fully learned. 
In Section 4.1.1, we formulate the problem and summarize the technical approach. We 
propose an algorithm to learn environmental models in Section 4.1.2. In Section 4.1.3 , we 
define the fragment of LTL employed to specify the surveillance tasks. In Section 4.1.4, 
we introduce an automata-theoretic method to generate an optimal control policy for the 
robot , by incorporating the environmental models. We present a case study demonstrating 
our framework in Section 4.3.2. 
4.1.1 Models and Problem Formulation 
(a) Environment, Door, and Robot Model 
We consider a robot moving in an environment consisting of both static and stochastically 
changing elements. To keep the discussion focused, we consider an indoor-like environment 
as the one illustrated in Figure 4·1 consisting of rooms (static) and doors (changing and 
stochastic). Two adjacent rooms in the environment may be separated by a door , which 
can be open or closed. 
Definition 4.1 (Environment Model). The environment is modeled as a tuple: 
£ = (V,---+c:,II,Lc:,I,Fv), (4.1) 
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where 
• V is a set of labels for the r-egions in the partitioned environment; 
• ---+t:~ V x V is the adjacency relation of the regions; 
• II is a set of atomic propositions; 
• Lt: : V ---+ 2rr is a labeling function over the set of r-egions, where L£( v) repr-esents the 
set of atomic propositions that hold true in region v E V ; 
• I is a set of labels for the doors; 
• Fv : V x V ---+ I U { 0} is a partial function , wher-e Fv is defined for all ( v, v') E---+ £; 
Fv(v, v') = i, i E I, represents that the adjacent moms v and v' are separated by door 
di, whereas Fv ( v, v') = 0 means that there exists no door in between v and v'. 
The environment consists of both static and stochastically changing elements. The static 
elements are the topology of the environment and the service requests occurring at different 
locations in the environment. An atomic proposition a E II can be used to represent 
a service request occurring in the environment (e.g, v E V needs to be monitored) , or a 
property of a location (e.g, v is unsafe). The stochastically changing elements are the doors, 
which behave independently from the robot. The status of each door di , i E I (i.e., open 
or closed) evolves according to a finite discrete time Markov chain. Formally, we have 
Definition 4.2 (Door Model). Each door di, i E I is modeled as a discrete-time labeled 
Markov chain 
where 
• sdi is a set of states; 
• &di: sdi ---+ [0 , 1] is an initial distribution with LqESd &di(q) = 1; 
' 
• pdi : Sdi X Sdi ---+ [0, 1] is a transition probability function such that 
Vq Esdi' L Pdi (q,q') = 1; 
q'ESdi 
• :Edi = { o, c} is an output alphabet; and 
(4.2) 
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R4 
Pickup d1 
R1 R2 R5 
Pickup RBI R9 
R3 R6 Base R7 
Figure 4·1: A partitioned environment with door and region labels, where 
V = {Rl, ... , R9}. Regions Rl and R2, and R3 and R8 are separated by 
doors d1 and d2 , respectively. The colored regions are labeled with different 
propositions, e.g, "delivery" is possible in both R4 and R6. 
• Ld; : Sd; --+ :Ed; is a labeling function. 
The paths of Markov chain Md; are defined as infinite state sequences rd; = sos1 .. . , 
such that /,d;(so) > 0, Sn E sdi and pd;( sn, Sn+d > 0, Vn 2: 0. A path rdi = sosl 0 0 0 
generates an output word od; = Ld; (so) Ld; ( s1) .... In this thesis, the time is assumed to be 
discretized to steps of duration Dot . Thus, there is a sequence of time instances 11' :=to, t1, ... 
associated with each run r d;, where to is equal to 0 and tn denotes the time at which state 
qn is reached (i.e., tn+l = tn +Dot and Dot is a positive value representing the time duration 
between two transitions). We assume that the transition takes zero time, i.e., door di is in 
state qn during time interval [tn, tn+l), for all n 2': 0. The language of the door model Md;, 
denoted by .C.(Md;), is defined as the set of all infinite words generated by all paths of Md;· 
An example of a door model is given in Figure 4·2. 
Remark 4.1. We assume that the door models Mdo i E I, are unknown to the robot. 
We assume that the robot can observe the status of each door at each time instance t E N 
and memorize the status history of each door. In practice, this assumption might not be 
reasonable because of visibility constraints. In the experimental setup from S ection 4.3, a 
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0.7 @-(c)~ 
07 ~ ::) ~~ 0.3 @-01 
~C\_____ ::) 
~~ 0 
Figure 4·2: An example of a door model Md;. The state symbols are 
omitted and only the labels are shown at the states. The probabilities of 
the transitions are shown on top of the corresponding arrows, and they 
are omitted when the probabilities are 1. The incoming arrows and the 
corresponding probabilities show the initia l distribution. 
UAV that cooperates with the ground robot hovers on top of the environment and records 
the door behaviors. 
The observed time behavior of door di can be represented as a function 
(4.3) 
where Obsi(n) represents the status of door di (i.e., open o or closed c) at time tn E N. 
The status history of door di at time tn is Obsi(O)Obsi(l) . .. Obsi(n), which is a prefix of 
an infinite word in .C(MdJ· 
Definition 4.3 (Robot Model). The motion capability of the robot in the environment is 
represented by a finite set of motion primitives U. With slight abuse of notation, a function 
U(v) is defined, where v E V and U(v) E U, to represent the available motion primitives at 
region v. A function M: V xU---+ Vis defined such that M(v,u) = v', where (v,v') E-+t:, 
represents that the robot can move to region v' by applying the motion primitive u E U ( v) 
at region v. 
Remark 4.2. For simplicity of presentation, we consider a deterministic robot motion 
model. However, our approach also works for a probabilistic robot model, in which a motion 
primitive u E U ( v) enables several transitions with known probabilities. For this case, the 
construction from Section 4.1.4 also res'ults in a Markov Decision Process (MDP ). The rest 
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of the method introduced in this thesis can be applied directly. In addition, the environment 
could be generalized to allow multiple doors between two regions. It is not hard to remodel 
the game transition system to accommodate this. 
We assume that the execution time of each motion primitive is also flt and that the 
robot motion starts at time to. Thus, the doors and the robot transitions between adjacent 
regions are synchronized. To capture the interaction between the robot and the doors , we 
define a game transition system, denoted by Ta. There are two players in the game: the 
robot (player) and the doors (adversary). The set of states of Ta is partitioned in two sets: 
robot set V , at which the robot takes control, and door set Sv , at which the doors decide 
the next transition. Each door di , which separates regions v and v', is represented by two 
states (one for each region), denoted by s'di and s'd:. Thus, 
Definition 4.4 (Game Transition System). We model the interaction between the robot 
and the doors in the environment as a game transition system 
Ta = (Sa, s$', ~a , 6a , II, La), ( 4.4) 
where 
• Sa = V U Sv is a finite set of states; 
• s$' E V is an initial state; 
• ~a = U U { o, c} is a finite set of inputs; 
• 6a : Sa x ~a ---+ Sa is a transition function, such that for v, v' E V and u E U ( v), we 
have 
- v' = 6a(v,u) , if and only if M(v,u) = v' and Fv(v,v') = 0, and 
qd,i = 6a(v , u), v = 6a (qd,i, c) and v' = 6a(qd,i , o), if and only if M(v , u) = v' and 
di = Fv(v, v'); 
• II is the set of atomic propositions inherited from Definition 4.1; 
• La is a labeling function defined over the states in V, such that La ( v) = L£( v). 
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The initial state s'2 captures the initial position of the robot at time t 0 . Assume that 
the robot is at robot state v E Vat time tn and the robot chooses control u E U(v), where 
M(v , u) = v'. If v and v' are not separated by a door , the robot starts moving towards v' 
and will reach v' attn +Llt . In the game transition system, this is captured by the transition 
function: 6e(v, u) = v'. If door di separates v and v', the robot stays at vat tn + Llt if door 
i is closed, and moves to v' otherwise . In the game transition system, we use 6e(v, u) = qf 
to represent that the robot plans to go through door di , and 6e(qf, o) = v', 6e(qf, c)= v to 
capture that the door status (i.e., open or closed) decides the next location of the robot. 
An example of a game transition system Te is shown in Figure 4·3. 
Delivery~ 
0 south~) north 
Base 
Figure 4·3: The game transition system Te modeling the robot 
motion in the environment shown in Figure 4·1. We have U 
{east, west , south , north , wait}. The robot and door states are represented 
by circles and squares, respectively. By applying control wait (omitted in 
this figure), the robot can stay in the same region. 
An input word of Te is defined as an infinite sequence we = o-oo-1 . .. E ~a- A run of Te 
produced by the input word we is an infinite sequence re = sos1 ... with the property that 
qo is the initial state and Sn+l = 6e(sn , o-n) , for all k 2: 0. A robot run, denoted by Trob , can 
be obtained by deleting all the door states from re. A robot run rrob = vavl ... generates 
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d1 e--c--.--c--.--c--+--o--.--o--.--c--.--c--.--o--.--o--
d2 e--c--.--o c 0 c--.--c c 0 o-
vo = R3 v1 = R3 v2 = R8 v3 = R8 V4 = R3 V5 = Rl V6 = Rl V7 = Rl vs = R2 
(f ast) (east) (west) (west) (north) (wa it) (wait) (east) (east) l J I~ J J J J ~ Robot 
to 11 12 13 14 ts 16 17 Ia 
Figure 4·4: Examples of door behaviors and a robot path for Tc shown in 
Figure 4·3. The control at a given time is shown in parenthesis. The robot 
initiates at R3 and decides to go east. Since door d2 is closed at to, the robot 
is forced to stay at R3 at t1. The door opens at t1 . The robot reaches R8 at 
t2 (it takes one time interval to go from one region to another). 
a robot output word Orob = Lc(vo) Lc(vl) .. .. Note that the run rrob is also associated with 
1!' =to, t1, . . . , where tn denotes the time when the robot reaches Vn· Figure 4·4 illustrates 
the relationship between door behaviors, a robot run , and the time sequence 1!'. 
(b) Mission Specification 
We consider robot missions requiring infinite executions, such as surveillance, persistent 
monitoring, and pickup-delivery missions. Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) (Baier and Katoen , 
2008) offers a formal framework for describing such missions. The semantics of LTL formulae 
are given over infinite words over 211 , such as the robot output words Orob· As an example, 
let us consider a pickup-delivery mission for a robot, whose model is shown in Figure 4·3. 
The specification "Pick up packages infinitely often. Each pickup should be immediately 
followed by a delivery." translates to formula 
cp = GF P ick up 1\ G(P icku p =? X Delivery). 
The robot mission we considered consists of a set of tasks, and a set of temporal and 
logic constraints on how these tasks need to be serviced . We use a Boolean combina tion of 
atomic propositions in II to represent a task and we say that a task is serviced if the robot 
visits a region at which the task is satisfied from a region where the task is not satisfied. 
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In addition, we define an "optimizing" task, denoted by 1r , which is required to be serviced 
infinitely often. We specify the robot mission using an LTL formula of the form 
¢ := GF1r 1\ <p, (4.5) 
where GF1r ensures that the optimizing task 1r will be serviced infinitely often and <p rep-
resents a special LTL formula which will be introduced in detailed later in Section 4.1.3. 
In short , <p is limited to a fragment of LTL in order to guarantee an optimal solution to 
our problem. Formula <p can be used to specify the other sub-tasks of the mission and the 
constraints that must be satisfied (i. e., safety, ordering, etc). 
(c) Problem Formulation 
Our goal is to control the robot to accomplish a mission given as the LTL formula ¢ 
(Equation (4.5)), while also minimizing the time in between two consecutive services of the 
optimizing task 1r. 
Definition 4.5 (Robot Control Policy). A history dependent control policy is defin ed 
as an infinite sequence C = (f.-lo, f.-l l, ... ) where f.-ln : Vn X fl iEI(:Ed;)n --+ U. 
Given the sequence of the regions visited by the robot VQVI ... Vn E v n up to time tn 
and the status history of door di , Obsi(O)Obsi (l) ... Obsi(n) E (~d;)n, Vi E I , the policy 
f.-ln returns the control to be applied at time tn. Note that given C and the initial position 
of the robot , the resultant robot run and the corresponding robot output word are not 
unique due to the stochasticity in the door models (see Definition 4.2) . The probabilities 
that the produced output words satisfy an LTL formula is well defined since the robot 
behaviors can be modeled as a Markov Decision Process (MDP) (Klein and Baier, 2006) 
(see Section 4.1.4). Now we are ready to formulate the problem: 
Problem 4.1. GIVEN a game transition system Ta (Def. 4-. 2) , an LTL formula¢ (Equa-
tion (4.5)), and the set of observed statuses of all doors {Obsi, i E I} (Equation (4-. 3)), 
FIND a robot control policy C, such that {i) the robot output words produced by C (Def. 4.5) 
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satisfy¢ with probability 1, and (ii) 
J(s~) = lim sup E ( 2:::;:=0 1f7r ( m + 1) - 1f1r ( m)), 
N-+oo N + 1 
(4.6) 
is minimized, where E(-) denotes the expectation operator and 1f7r(m) stands for the time 
instance when 1r is serviced for the m-th time by the robot. 
The cost in Equation ( 4.6) is motivated by persistent surveillance missions, where we 
seek to optimize the long-term behavior of the robot. We restrict our attention to policies 
that produce robot output words satisfying ¢ with probability 1 because the optimality 
problem is well posed (see (Ding et al., 2011c)) only when there exists at least one such set 
of policies. 
(d) Summary of the Approach 
We propose a two-step approach to Problem 4.1. Inspired by methods in automata learning 
(Garcia et al., 1990; Heinz , 2010), in the first step, (i.e. , learning) , we learn the door models 
based on the observed statuses of the doors (see Section 4.1.2). We show that, under some 
reasonable assumptions, the learned door models eventually converge to the one that not 
only contains all the behaviors already observed, but also predicts all admissible further 
behaviors. 
In the second step , (i.e., control synthesis), we synthesize a control policy for the robot 
to achieve a persistent surveillance mission, by incorporating the learned door models (see 
Section 4.1.4). Specifically, we construct a Markov Decision Process (MDP) to capture the 
behaviors of the robot when it interacts with the doors in the environment. We show that 
Problem 4.1 reduces to finding an optimal policy enforcing the satisfaction of an LTL formula 
on this MDP (Section 4.1.4). Even though the latter problem was recently considered 
in (Ding et al. , 2011c) , the resulting algorithm does not guarantee to return an optimal 
solution. To tackle this problem, we designated a carefully tailored fragment of LTL, named 
surveillance fragment of LTL, to specify the robotic missions (Section 4.1.3). We show that 
this fragment is rich enough to specify the a large spectrum of requirements. Moreover, we 
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+ 
Robot Po,;tioo l.__ ____ r----__;'--S-yn_t_he_s_is..., 
- I Control Strategy I 
Automata 
Learning 
Environment 
Deployment 
·---------------------------------· 
Figure 4 ·5: Schematic representation of our approach (LTL = Linear Tem-
poral Logic, MDP =Markov Decision Process, DRA =Deterministic Rabin 
Automaton) . The green arrow shows the learning procedure, while the blue 
arrows represent t he control synthesis procedure. Once new door models are 
learned, the control policy is recomputed. 
show that an optimal solut ion can be found by using the method introduced in (Ding et al. , 
2011c) when the robot mission is specified in the defined fragment. 
The overall on-line algorithm combines the learning procedure and the control synthesis 
procedure (Section 4. 1.4). We show that given our mission specification, automata learning 
can be incorporated into the cont rol synthesis procedure to improve the long-term perfor-
mance of the robot (i.e ., minimizing the time in between servicing the optimizing task 7r). 
We illustrate the approach in Figure 4·5 . 
Remark 4.3. The proposed method can be generalized to other problems. However, for the 
simplicity and clarity of the presentation, we limit our attention to this specific problem of a 
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robot moving in a partitioned environment separated by doors. Essentially, the environment 
is as general as a graph whose connectivity may change over time (i.e., edges can be added 
or removed by the adversaries according to some unknown Markovian behaviors). The goal 
is to control an agent to traverse through this graph and perform a task given as an LTL 
specification while guaranteeing the optimality of the solution. The interaction between the 
agent and the environment can be seen as a game, and thus the motion capability of the 
agent is captured as a game model with either deterministic or probabilistic transitions (as 
mentioned in Remark. 4.2, we only consider the deterministic case). This formulation can 
be applied to other applications, such as a partitioned environment with moving obstacles, 
an urban-like environment with traffic lights, etc. The modeling may vary depending on 
different problems, however, the general idea of solving this type of problems remains the 
same. 
4.1.2 Learning the Environmental Models 
In this section, we focus on learning a door model Mdi from a finite prefix of the door's 
observed statuses Obsi , i.e., from a so-called positive sample1 of the language generated by 
Mdi. Although it is well-known that , in general, a language cannot be learned only from its 
positive samples, there are several subclasses of languages that can (Heinz, 2010). We focus 
on a specific subclass of w-regular languages that 1) are rich enough to represent interesting 
door behaviors, and 2) can be learned from positive samples. 
In this section, we first provide some notation, and introduce the definition of the special 
subclass, called k-local w-regular languages, which is an extension of stricly k-local regular 
languages (Heinz, 2010; Rawal et al., 2011). Second, we provide an algorithm for learning 
a door model (i.e., Markov chain defined in Equation ( 4.2)) from a positive sample (i.e., 
from a prefix of an infinite word generated by MdJ assuming that the generated language 
is within the defined subclass. At last , we show that if the learning algorithm is performed 
repeatedly at each time tn E N, the learned door model eventually converges to the one 
that not only can generate all the behaviors already observed, but also predicts what other 
further possible behaviors based on the current observations. 
1 A positive sample of a language L is a finite prefix of a word in L, whereas a negative sample is a finite 
prefix, such that any infinite word with this prefix is not in L. 
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(a) Notation and Definitions 
Definition 4.6 (Factors of a String (Language)). A finit e stringy E ~* is a factor of 
an infinite string wE ~w if and only if :lx E ~*, w' E ~w such that w = xyw'. If IYI = k, 
then y is a k-factor ofw. The function Fk(w) = {y I y is a k-factor ofw} maps a word w 
to the set of k-factors within it. The domain of Fk can be generalized to languages £ ~ s w 
in the usual way: Fk(£) = UwELFk(w). 
Example: oo is a 2-factor of (ooc)w and F2((ooc)w) = {oo, oc, co}. 
Definition 4. 7 (Strictly k-Local w-Regular Language). An w-regular language £ ~ L:w 
is strictly k-local if and only if there exists a finite set of allowed k-factors 5 ~ Fk (~w) 
such that£= {wE ~w I Fk(w) ~ 5} . 
We denote by £ (5) the strictly k-locallanguage defined by the set of allowed k-factors 
5 . Note that a strictly k-locallanguage £(5) can also be viewed as a language of all words 
that does not contain a forbidd en k-factor from 5 = ~k \ 5, e.g, language £= {(oc) w, (co)w} 
is a strictly 2-locallanguage defined by a set of allowed factors 5 = { oc, co}, or, equivalently, 
by a set of forbidden factors 5 = { oo, cc}. 
Given k and a set of allowed k-factors 5 , the strictly k-local language £(5) can be 
learned. The algorithm is a slight modification of the algorithm for learning strictly k-local 
languages of finite words presented in (Garcia et al. , 1990) and will be presented later in 
this section. 
(b) Door Language 
We assume that the language £(Md;) of door di , Vi E J , is a strictly k-local w-regular 
language, where k is known (this assumption will be formally introduced in Assumption 4.1) . 
Although this assumption does not allow t he door to behave arbitrarily, it still allows it to 
capture many rich patterns, regularities , and rules in the door behavior. 
Example: The rule saying that the door must open at least once in 10 t ime units (i. e. , c10 
is a forbidden factor) can be represented as a strictly 10-locallanguage. The rule that the 
door cannot stay open more than 5 consecutive time units (i.e., o6 is a forbidden factor) , or 
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that the door has to open regularly at every other time instant and close also at every other 
time instant (i.e., the set of allowed factors is { oc, co}), can be captured as a strictly 6-local 
and 2-locallanguage, respectively. The Markov chain depicted in Figure 4·2 represents that 
the door stays open exactly twice or three times after each close. The language is strictly 
4-local defined by a set of allowed factors S = { oooc, ooco, ocoo, cooo, cooc }. 
Assuming that .C(Md;) is strictly k-local, we aim to learn a Markov chain M~;, such 
that .C(M~;) converges to .C(MdJ· We also need to learn the correct probabilities in the 
transition probability function of M~;· Given a Markov chain M = (S, t-, P, ~, L) , we define 
a probability function pMt : ~+ x ~ --r [0, 1] as follows: 
P r(x, so ... Sn-1) · P(sn-1, sn), 
sa ... snEg(xu) 
where g(xO") = {so ... Sn I L(qo)L(qi) ... L(qn) = xO"} is the set of all runs that generate 
word XO" , and 
where g(x) = {s~ ... s~_ 1 I L(so)L(s1) .. . L(sn-1) = x} is the set of all runs that generate 
word x. In other words, pMt(x, O") is the probability that a prefix x of an output word 
of M is followed by symbol O". For inst ance, for Markov chain M illustrated in Fig 4·2, 
pMt(oooc, o) = 1, and pMt(ooocoo, o) = 0.6. 
Definition 4.8 (Stochastic Strictly k-Local Language). Given a set of allowed se-
quences S ~ Fk(~w) and a function P : S x ~ --r [0, 1], a stochastic strictly k-local 
language .C(S,P) is a language {wE ~w I Fk(w) ~ S} generated by a Markov chain 
M = (S,t-,P,~,L), such that pMt(y ,O") = P(z,O"), \:fy = xz, where z E Sand x E ~*. 
Intuitively, for a stochastic strictly k-local language, the probability that a prefix of a 
string from £ is followed by a symbol O" E ~ depends only on the last k-factor of this prefix. 
Example: The language generated by M in Figure 4·2 is a stochastic 4-local language, 
with PNl (cooocoo, o) = P(ocoo, o) = 0.6, and pMt(ooocooocoo, o) = P(ocoo, o) = 0.6. 
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Assumption 4.1. We assume that the language £(MdJ of door di is a stochastic strictly 
k-local (k is known) language £(5, P). 
By limiting our attention to stochastic strictly k-local languages, we assume that the 
behaviors of each door are required to follow some unknown local patterns and the length 
of these patterns is k. This assumption allows us to obtain each door model by learning all 
its local patterns and the transition probabilities between these patterns. 
(c) Markov Chain Learning 
Given k, alphabet I: , set of allowed factors 5 ~ Fk(I:w), P : 5 x I: ---+ [0 , 1], and initial 
k-factor Yinit E 5, a Markov chain M = (S, L, P, I:, L) can be learned using Algorithm 11. 
The language of the obtained Markov chain M is the stochastic strictly k-local w-regular 
language, and is equal to the language of words initiating with Yinit , denoted by £(5 , P, Yinit)· 
Algorithm 11 is adapted from an algorithm introduced in (Garcia et al., 1990) to deal with w-
regular languages instead of regular languages and also to learn the probability distribution 
function P. 
Algorithm 11 : Learning stochastic strictly k-locallanguage 
Input: k 2: 2, alphabet 1:, set of allowed factors 5 ~ Fk(I:w), P: 5 x I:---+ [0, 1], Yinit E 5 
Output: M = (S, L, P, I:, L ), such that £(M) = £(5, P, Yinit) 
1: if ::lyE 5 such that P(y, c) = 0 and P(y, o) = 0 then 
2: return M = NULL 
3: else 
4: I nit= {al . .. a i I a1 ... a i ... ak = Yinit} 
5: S={syiyEJnitU5} 
6: L(sa-1 ) = 1 
7: for all a1 ... a i, a1 ... awi+l E I nit do 
8: L(sa-1 ... o-J = ai 
9: P(sa-1 .•• a-; , sa-1 ... a-;a-;+1 ) = 1 
10: end for 
11: for all a1 ... a k, a2 ... akak+l E 5 do 
12: L(sa-1 ... a-k) = ak 
13: P(sa-1 ... a-k , Sa-2 .. . o-ko-k+l) = P(a1 ... ak, ak+ l) 
14: end for 
15: M = (S,L,P,I:,L) 
16: end if 
Assume that the language of door di is a stochastic strictly k-locallanguage ( k is known) 
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and at any time tn the status history Obsi(O) ... Obsi(n) is given. Based on this information, 
we can learn an approximation of the door model M'di at time tn, where n 2: k, using 
Algorithm 11 . The input for the algorithm is computed as follows. The set S'di is the set of 
all k-factors that appear in Obsi(O) ... Obsi(n), and the probability function P'di is obtained 
via frequency analysis. Formally, we have 
Yinit ,di Obsi(O) ... Obsi(k- 1), 
{y I y is a k-factor of Obsi(O)Obsi(l) . .. }, 
Nync Nyno 
pn ( o) = Nn + Nn ' di y, Nn + Nn ' yc yo yc yo 
where N;:c and N;:0 are the number of occurrences of (k+ 1)-factors yc, and yo in Obsi(O) ... 
Obsi(n) , respectively. If there exists a k-factor y such that neither yo nor yc is a (k +I)-
factor present in Obsi(O) ... Obsi(n) then we set P'd/Y, c) = P'di (y, o) = 0. In this case, the 
transition probability Pin M can not be generated and therefore we set M = NULL. 
Remark 4.4. When the robot observes each door, the door "exhibits " only one of all the 
possible initial k-factors. Thus, we are not interested in learning £(MdJ , but the subset 
of .C(MdJ that initiates with the initial k-factor Yinit,di that the door exhibited. Therefore, 
we only need to learn the "exhibited" door model, denoted by M~;nit, which captures all the 
words from £(MdJ initiating with the initial k-factor Yinit E S. For instance, in Figure 4·2, 
the door may start with performing of any factor from S. Assume that the door started 
with oooc. Then the "exhibited" door model we would like to learn is obtained from Mdi by 
removing the remaining initial branches. 
Note that when n > k , Algorithm 11 does not have to be executed completely. In fact , 
we can compute M'd by updating the previously computed door approximation Mnd~ 1 . 
' ' 
This is done by iterative executions of Algorithm 12. 
Definition 4.9 (Markov Chain Equivalence). Markov chains M = (S, &, P, ~ ' L) and 
M' = (S', &1 , P', ~' L') are equivalent, denoted by M ~ M' , if and only if they both generate 
a stochastic strictly k-locallanguage £(5, P) , such that pMt(y ,O") = PM~(y,O") = P(z,O"), 
\fy = x z , where z E S and x E ~*. 
Theorem 4.1. Given Assumption 4.1, when time tn -+ oo, the door model approximation 
M'Ji is almost surely equivalent to M~;nit. 
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Algorithm 12 : Iterative computation of M d'; 
Input: Mnd -- 1 (sn - 1 ,n- 1 pn-1 L: Ln- 1) s n- 1 pn-1 Ob (O) Ob ( ) d; '"d; ' d; ' ' d; ' d; ' d; ' Si · · · Si n ' 
Newsn- 1 c L;k d; -
Output: Mdn = (Sdn , ~nd · , pdn , L: , Lnd ) , s dn , p nd·' NewS'd ~ L;k 
'1 1. 1. 1. '1 'l. t 'l. 
1: M n = M n -1. pn = pn-1. s n = s n- 1. NewSn = Newsn-1 
d; d; 'd; d; ' d; d; ' d; d; 
2: yr- 1 = Obsi(n- k - 1) ... Obsi (n - 1), yf = Obsi(n- k) ... Obsi(n) 
3 : if yn d s n- 1 then 
t 'F d; 
4: s n = s n-1 u {yn} d; d; t 
5: Pd'; (yf, o-) = 0, 'Vo- E L: 
6: end if 
7: for all o- E L: do 
8: update Pd'i (yr- 1, a-) 
9: NewSn = NewSn u {yn- 1} d; d; t 
10: end for 
11: if ~o- E L: such that Pd'; (y:J> o-) = 0 then 
12: for all y = o-1 .. . o-k E NewS'd; do 
13: s;.1; = s~i- 1 u {qy} 
14: Ld'; (sy) = o-k 
15: for all o- E L: do 
16: P:J;(sy , Sa2 . . J7ka) = Pd'i (y , o-) 
17: end for 
18: end for 
19: NewS'd; = 0 
20: end if 
21: re turn Mnd , s nd·, p nd · , NewS'd 
t t t l. 
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Proof. Let L:(M~~nit) = L:(S, P, Yinit)· The proof follows directly from the following two 
facts. First , when tn ---+ oo, the probability that s;J; = S, and p ·~L = P is equal to 1. Second, 
given k 2': 2, alphabet :E , set of allowed factors S ~ Fk(:Ew), P : S x :E---+ [0 , 1], Yinit E S, 
Algorithm 11 returns Markov chain M'di = (S, ~, P, :E, L), such that L:(M'dJ = L:(S , P, Yinit)· 
Since Algorithm 11 is a slight modification of the algorithm for learning strictly k-local 
language of finite words introduced in (Garcia et al., 1990) , its correctness can be proven 
analogously as the correctness of the mentioned algorithm, which has been proven in (Garcia 
et al., 1990). The correctness of the iterative updates (Algorithm 12) follows directly. D 
Complexity If M~i- 1 is not computed yet, Algorithm 11 is used to generate M'di, oth-
erwise, we use Algorithm 12 to update M'di. The worst case complexity of Algorithm 11 
is O(k2 + ISI 2 · k) , i.e., the sum of the number of iterations of the loop 7-10 and the num-
ber of iterations of the loop 11-14. Note that S ~ :Ek and thus lSI grows exponentially 
with k. On the other hand, Algorithm 12 for the iterative computation of the door model 
approximation M'd at time tn, scales linearly with ISnd-1 1 and I:EI. 
t t 
4.1.3 Surveillance Fragment of LTL 
In this section, we define a surveillance fragment of LTL that allows us to 1) find an 
optimal solution to Problem 4.1 and 2) express high-level missions that require infinite 
executions of the robot, such as surveillance, persistent monitoring, and pickup-delivery 
missions. Specifically, the robot needs to 
• repeatedly service a set of repetitive tasks, denoted by Orep· For instance, assume that 
regions R1 and R3 in Figure 4·1 are pickup regions. A repetitive task Pickup E Orep 
means that the robot needs to repeatedly visit a pickup region , i.e., one of the regions 
Rl , and R3. Furthermore, some requirements on servicing repetitive tasks might be 
given, including 
service of tasks in Orep in a certain order. For instance, the robot might need to 
first visit a pickup region and then a delivery region without revisiting a pickup 
region in between. 
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how many times a repetitive task needs to be serviced between two successive 
services of the optimizing task (e .g, pickup and delivery tasks need to be both 
serviced at least twice before the robot returns to an optimizing task region). 
• obey safety requirements, i.e., properties of the type "nothing bad ever happens" (e.g, 
the robot keeps avoiding certain regions) , and 
• satisfy request-response properties of the form "an event triggers another one" (e.g, 
whenever a certain region is visited, then another region needs to be visited after 
that). 
We say that the robot completes a task cycle each time it accomplishes all the tasks 
in Orep, while satisfying the additional requirements (i. e., following the demanded order, 
obeying quantitative requirements, satisfying the safety properties and responding to each 
request) and returns to the regions where the optimizing task is satisfied. 
To capture that the robot needs to service all repetitive tasks in Orep during each task 
cycle, we employ the following LTL formula 
'1/Jrep (4.7) 
The term 1\rpE O.rep GF cp enforces infinitely many services of all repetitive tasks and the term 
/\ rpEO.rep G ( 1r =? 1rU ( •1rUcp)) ensures that once the robot stops servicing the optimizing task 
1r , it cannot redo it before servicing all the tasks in Orep· 
Remark 4.5. In general, there is no assumption imposed on cp and 1r. However, note that 
their choices may affect the conditions under which '1/Jrep can be satisfied. For instance, if 
1r = Pickup V ·Pickup, then 1r is true in every single state of the system and in order to 
satisfy 'l/Jrep 1 the robot needs to follow a path along, where each cp E Orep holds true in every 
state. 
The rest of the requirements are formalized as follows. 
1. Mutual order requirements: Given two repetitive tasks 'Pl, 'P2 E Orep , we specify two 
different types of their mutual orderings: 
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(a) "during each task cycle, task 'Pl has to be serviced at least once before task cp2", 
which is expressed as 
(4.8) 
(b) "during each task cycle, task 'P2 cannot be serviced after task 'Pl has been ser-
viced" , which is represented as 
(4.9) 
2. Quantitative requirements: Given a repetitive task cp E Drep , we can specify the 
maximal and minimal execution times of cp during a task cycle. Specifically, 
(a) to capture that cp is required to be serviced at most x times during a task cycle, 
we define 
'1/J~ax = G(cp => cpU(-,cpU'I/J~x)) , where 
'1/J<l = 7r and '1/J<x = (cpU (-,cpU '1/J<x-d), Vx > 1. 
- -
(4.10) 
Intuitively, this formula says that whenever cp is serviced, at most x additional 
services of cp are admitted before visiting the optimizing task 1r. 
(b) to express that task cp needs to be serviced at least x (for x 2: 2) times during a 
task cycle, we define 
(4.11) 
Intuitively, this formula states that whenever the optimizing task 1r is serviced, 
a service of task cp follows such that the next visit to 1r does not happen after 
at most x - 1 additional visits to cp (i.e., it means it happens after at least x 
additional visits to cp). 
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3. Safety requirements: To specify that the robot cannot visit certain regions, we define 
'1/Jsafe = G --,~, (4.12) 
where ~ is a Boolean combination of atomic propositions. G-.~ guarantees that the 
robot always avoids the regions where ~ is satisfied. 
4. Request-response requirements: Given two arbitrary (not necessarily repetitive) tasks 
6 and 6, we define two types of request-response properties, namely 
(a) "service of task 6 triggers service of 6, while ensuring that once the task 6 is 
serviced, the response 6 happens within the same task cycle", which is expressed 
as 
'1/Jieact = G(6 '* (•1T U 6)), and ( 4.13) 
(b) "service of task 6 triggers service of 6 within the same task cycle, while ensuring 
that once the request 6 is serviced, it is not serviced again before the response 
6 happens", which is expressed as 
(4.14) 
Altogether, the additional requirements are captured as a combination of formulas 
defined in Equation (4.8)-(4. 14). Formally, an LTL formula '1/Jadd is built according to 
the following rules: 
'1/Jadd 1\ '1/Jadd I '1/Jadd V '1/Jadd I E, (4.15) 
where x E .N and E denotes the empty formula. 
Definition 4.10 (Surveillance fragment of LTL). A formula¢ in the surveillance fragment 
of LTL is defined as 
¢ := GF?T 1\ '1/Jrep 1\ '1/Jadd, 
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where 1r is the optimizing proposition and '1/Jrep, '1/Jadd are given by (4. 7) and (4.15), respec-
tively. 
Example: Consider a robot moving in an environment whose regions are labeled with 
propositions 
{Recharge, Sitel , Site2 , Pickup, Delivery, Base}. 
The optimizing task is going to Base. The primary goal of the robot is to periodically survey 
regions labeled with Sitel and Site2 (in this particular order), and then bring collected data 
back to the Base. At the same time, it is required to recharge in a Recharge region exactly 
once in each task cycle. The robot may pickup a package during a task cycle if the pickup 
region is on its way. Once it picks up a package it needs to deliver it before going back to 
Base. This mission can be expressed in our fragment as follows: 
1r = Base, f2rep = {Recharge, Sitel , Site2} 
cp = GF(Base) 1\ (\ GF(cp) 1\ (\ G(Base =?Base U (•Base U cp)) 1\ 
~Enrep ~Enrep 
G(Base =?Base U (-.Site2 U Sitel)) 1\ G(Site2 =? Site2 U (•Sitel U Base)) 1\ 
G(Recharge =? Recharge U (•Recharge U Base)) 1\ 
G(Pickup =?(Pickup U ((-.Pickup 1\ -.Base) U Delivery)). 
4.1.4 Synthesis of Control Policy 
Given the door model approximation M'J; = (S:J; , ~d;, P:Z , :E'J; , L'J) determined at time tn , 
we aim to find a control policy C such that 1) all runs of the robot under C satisfy the LTL 
formula¢, and 2) J(s~) (Equation (4.6)) is minimized. 
(a) Markov Decision Process Construction 
Given M'J; , i E I , we can construct a Markov Decision Process (MDP) to capture the 
motion of the robot when it is influenced by the doors in the environment. The MDP can 
be seen as a product of t he game transition system Tc and M'J; , i E I and it is defined as 
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follows: 
(4.16) 
• SD c v X sdn X 0 0 0 X sdn is the finite set of states; 
- 1 III 
in ( in in in ) S · h · · ·a1 h n ( in) _ \-1" I· 
• sD = sa,sd1 , ..• ,sd1r 1 E DIS t e 1mti state, were "di sdi -1 , v~ E , 
• U D is the set of controls (i. e., motion primitives) and we define the function 
U D ( v, sdll ... , sd111 ) = U ( v) to represent the available actions at state ( v, sdll ... , sd1r 1); 
• PD: SD x UD x SD---+ [0, 1] is the transition probability function such that 
PD(( v, Sdll 0 0 0 'Sdiii ), u, (v', s~l' 0 0 0 ' s~III )) = rriEJ PJ: (sdi' s~J , if and only if 
1. 8a(v,u) = v' , or 
3. 8a(v, u) = s~, 8a(s~ , df) = v', L~ (sdJ = df, 
' ' ' 
and PD(( v , sd1 , • •• , sd1r 1 ), u, ( v', s~1 , •• • , s~1 r 1 )) = 0, otherwise; 
• II is the set of atomic propositions; 
• LD : SD ---+ 2rr is the labeling function inherited from the game transition system Ta , 
such that LD(v, sdll · .. , sd1r 1) = La(v). 
(b) LTL Control Synthesis with Optimization 
Given the MDP MD, we use an automata-theoretical approach similar to that in (Ding 
et al. , 2011c) to generate the desired control policy. Our approach proceeds with converting 
the LTL formula <P to a deterministic Rabin Automaton (DRA) A= (Q, qin , I:, 8A, {(B1 , G 1 ), 
... , (Em, Gm)}) (see Definition 2.8) , which accepts all and only the words satisfying <P 
(Gradel et al. , 2002). We then obtain an MDP as the product of the MDP MD and the 
DRAA to capture all paths of MD satisfying¢. 
Definition 4.11 (Product MDP). The product MDP MD x A between MD= (SD , sYJ , 
UD, PD , II, LD) and A= (Q, qin , 2rr, 8A, {(B1 , G1), ... , (Em, Gm)}) is a tuple 
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where 
• Sp = Sv x Q is the set of states; 
• sJ] = ( sYJ, qin) is the initial state; 
• Up is the set of motion primitives inherited from Mv and we define Up( s, q) = U D ( s); 
• Pp gives the transition probabilities: 
1 1 {Pv(s,u,s1) Pp((s, q) , u, (s , q )) = 
0 
if q1 = OA(q, Lv(s)) 
otherwise; 
• Sp'lr = Sv1r x Q, where Sv1r = {s E Sv I n: E Lv(s)}, is the set of states in Sp for 
which proposition 7r is satisfied; and 
• Fp = {(Bp1, Gpl), ... , (Bpm, Gpm)} where Bpi = Sv x Bi, Gpi = Sv x Gi, Vl < 
i :::; m. 
Some states of Sp may be unreachable and therefore have no control available. After 
removing those states, P is a valid MDP. There is one-to-one correspondence between a 
path rp = (so, qo)(sl, q1) ... on P and a path rv = sos1 ... on Mv. Moreover, the time 
units spent along these paths are the same2. Note that the path rv = sos1 ... on Mv can 
be mapped to a robot run rc = vavl ... on the game transition system, where Vn is the 
first element in qn, '<in 2: 0. Therefore, there is also a one-to-one correspondence between 
the path rp and the robot run rc. The product MDP is constructed so that , given a path 
on P , the corresponding run on Tc generates a word satisfying ¢ if and only if there exists 
(Bp, Gp) such that the set Gp is visited infinitely often and Bp finitely often. A similar 
one-to-one correspondence exists for policies: 
Definition 4.12 (Inducing a control policy C from P). An MDP policy {ryf,ry'f, ... } 
on P , where tJ'f: ( ( Sn, qn)) E Up ( ( Sn, qn)) , induces a control policy C = {tJo, /Jl, ... } by setting 
2 This is due to the assumption that applying each motion primitive takes exactly one time unit. 
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where (sn, qn) represents the state of the product MDP P at time tn. 
An induced policy can be implemented on Ta by simply keeping track of its current 
state on P. Note that a stationary policy on P induces a history dependent control policy 
for the robot. Because of the one-to-one correspondence between paths of P and runs of 
Ta , a run of Ta will visit states where the optimizing proposition 1r is satisfied when its 
corresponding path of P visits states in SP1r· Therefore, the cost function on Ta defined in 
Equation ( 4.6) under the induced control policy C is equal to the expected time in between 
visiting states in Sp1f under { rlf, r/f, ... }. We use C(rp , M) to denote the number of visits 
to set Sp1f up to time t!Vf. Therefore, C(rp, M) is equal to how many times the robot visits 
regions where 1r is satisfied. 
Note that C(rp, M) is not equal to the number of services of 1r, since staying in the 
same region does not count as servicing task 1r. Therefore, we modify the game transition 
system (TS) Ta , such that C(rp, M) is equal to the number of entries to states labeled 
with 1r , which is equal to the number of services of 1r. The game TS Ta is modified by 
dividing a state where 1r is satisfied into two states. We denote the new game TS as 
Ta = (SC.,s;ip,'Ea,<Sa,II,L~). Specifically, given v1f E Sa where 1r E La(v), we divide v7r 
into v! and v;, where 
• if :3v E V such that v = 6a(v1r , O") 
l 'i:/ ( 1 ) - 2 d 'i:l ( 2 ) - 2. ese, ua v1f,O" -v an ua v1f,O" -v, 
• if :3di such that 6a(v1f, O") = s~; and <5a(s~; , o) = v, we have <5~(v!, O") = <SC.(v;, O") = 
v" 'i:l ( v" ) _ 2 d sdi, ua sdi ,c - v1f, an 
if 1r tf. La(v) , <Sa(s~;, o) = v, 
else <5' (sv" o) = v2 · 
' G di' ' 
'i:l ( 1 "t) - 2 d 'i:l ( 2 "t) - 2 . • ua v1f, wa~ - v1f an ua v1f, waz - v1f, 
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• ifv1r = oa(v , a) and 1r t/:- La(v), v;_ = o~(v,a); 
• s~n = s(] if 1r t/:- La(s2]'), and s~n = s2]'1 if 1r E La(s2J'); 
Note that here we use v and sd; to represent elements in V and Qv, respectively. We 
use the modified TS T~ instead of Tc to construct the MDP MD and then the product 
MDP P as described earlier in this section. During the construction of P , we consider 1r1 
the same as 1r when obtaining the transition probabilities. On the other hand, we treat 
1r1 differently from 1r when constructing SP1r. By adding 1r1 , we make sure that staying in 
q?r will not increase the value of C ( rp, M) (defined in Equation ( 4.1 7)), and consequently, 
C(rp, M) can be used to capture the approximate number of services of 1r completed by 
the robot. 
We denote the average time per cycle (ATPC) function on P from initial state s!p under 
{ 7Jb , TJf, ... } as the following: 
J(s!f}) = limsupE(c( tM )) . 
t 1.,r---+oo rp, M 
( 4.17) 
Note that the limit superior of the expected average time between two consecutive services 
of the optimizing task 1r (see Equation (4.6)) can be replaced with the above ATPC cost. 
Therefore, when the door models are fully learned, J(s!p) under {7Jb,7Jf, ... } is equal to 
J(s2J') under the induced policy C, otherwise, J(s!p) only approximates J(s2J'). 
For each pair of states ( Bp, Gp) in P , we can obtain a set of accepting maximal end 
components (AMEC): 
Definition 4.13 (Accepting Maximal End Components). Given a pair (Bp, Gp ), an 
end component <C is a communicating MDP 
such that 
• Sc ~ Sp is the set of states; 
• Uc ~ Up is the set of controls, and Uc(q) ~ Up(q) for all q E Sc ; 
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• Pc(s , u, s') = Pp(s , u, s'), where s, s' ESc and u E Uc(s), is the transition probability 
function; 
• Gc = Sc n Gp is the set of good states; 
• Sc -rr = Sc n Sp-rr is the set of goal states; 
An accepting maximal end component (AMEC) zs the largest end component such that 
Gc =1- 0 and Sc n Bp = 0. 
An algorithm to obtain all AMECs for a product MDP was provided in (Baier and 
Katoen, 2008). Note that, an AMEC always contains at least one state in Gp and no state 
in Bp. Moreover, it is "absorbing" in the sense that the state does not leave an AMEC 
once entered. From probabilistic model checking, a MDP policy { 7Jo , 7JI , .. . } almost surely 
satisfies ¢ if and only if, there exists an AMEC <C such that the probability of reaching Sc 
from initial state sfi under the corresponding product MDP policy { 7Jb, 7Jf, ... } is 1. If 
such a product MDP policy { 7Jb, 7Jf, ... } exists for an AMEC <C , we call <C reachable . In 
(Ding et al. , 2011b), such a policy was found by dynamic programming or solving a linear 
program. For states inside <C, since <C itself is a communicating MDP, a policy (not unique) 
can be easily constructed such t hat a state in Gc is infinitely often visited, satisfying the 
LTL specification. 
For a product MDP policy designed to satisfy an LTL formula, the system behavior 
outside an AMEC is transient, while the behavior inside an AMEC is long-term. We aim to 
find a product MDP policy, which optimizes the long-term behavior of the product MDP 
with respect to the ATPC cost function , while enforcing the satisfaction constraint . 
We use a control synthesis algorithm, which is a modification of the one proposed in 
(Ding et al ., 2011c), to obtain a stationary policy 7Jc on P , such that 7Jc satisfies¢ and the 
cost in Equation ( 4.17) is minimized. To generate a solution, (Ding et al., 2011c) requires 
that there exists at least one MDP policy on M that satisfies¢ almost surely. The following 
proposition ensures this condition. 
Proposition 4.1. Under the assumption that each door is not allowed to be closed for 
infinite time, there exists a MDP policy on M satisfying ¢ almost surely if there exists a 
robot run of Ta satisfying ¢. 
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Proof. If there exists a robot run rrob = vov1 ... of Tc satisfying¢, we can obtain the input 
word we = O"QO"l •.• of Tc generating rrob· After deleting all symbols in :Ev , we obtain an 
infinite sequence of controls u0u 1 .. .. Then we can find a history dependent robot control 
policy by applying Uk at region Vk , for all k 2: 0. If the door is closed, the robot is forced to 
stay in region vk . Since the door will eventually open, all the runs generated by the control 
policy is in the form of v~0 v~1 ••• where nk is a positive finite integer. 
Since we do not allow the "next" operator in our fragment of LTL, ¢ cannot distinguish 
words that are stutter equivalent. Thus a ll runs v~0 v~1 ••• a lso satisfy the formula since 
v0v 1 ... satisfy ¢. Since there exist a one-to-one correspondence between the robot policy 
and the MDP policy on M, we can find an MDP policy on M satisfying¢ almost surely. 
Thus, the proof is complete. D 
The interested readers are referred to (Ding et al., 2011c) for the detailed algorithm 
for control synthesis. In summary, the control synthesis procedure consists of the following 
steps: 
1. Convert formula¢ to a DRAA and obtain the product MDP P; 
2. Obtain the set of reachable AMECs; 
3. For each obtained AMEC C: 
(a) Find a stationary policy 7J~c* (s) defined for s E Sp \ Sc , that reaches Sc with 
probability 1; 
(b) Find a stationary policy 7Joc ( s) , defined for s E Sc minimizing Equation ( 4.1 7) 
for MDP C and set Sp1f while satisfying the LTL constraint; define 7Jp to be: 
if s rf. Sc 
if s ESc 
4. We choose the optimal policy 7Jc*, where C* is the AMEC attaining the minimum 
ATPC cost J(sip). 
Note that 77c is not guaranteed to satisfy ¢ almost surely, even though it is a control 
policy on AMEC. As stated in (Ding et al. , 2011c), the above algorithm can return an 
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optimal policy if fie happens to satisfies <P almost surely, for each C. Otherwise, it can not 
guarantee optimality. We show in the following proposition that fie is guaranteed to satisfy 
tjJ almost surely when the specification <P is given using the surveillance fragment of LTL 
(see Definition 4.10). 
Proposition 4.2. Given the task specification <P in the form of Equation (4.5), fie satisfies 
<P almost surely for each C. 
Proof. Since fie is a stationary MDP policy obtained for each C, which is an AMEC of 
P =MD x A (note that we use T(; instead of Ta to obtain MD), fie satisfies almost surely 
tjJ := f\ G(7r => 7rU( '7rU <p)) 1\ '1/Jadd· 
cpE!"lrep 
This is due to the fact that ¢is a safety kind of formula (Baier and Katoen, 2008), and it 
is never violated in an AMEC. 
Given a product MDP policy fie satisfying the Bellman 's equation of optimality for the 
ATPC problem (see Proprosition IV.ll in (Ding et al., 2011c)), then by definition, it visits 
Sp1r infinite often. Therefore, GF7r is satisfied almost surely. Since TS T(; is constructed in 
such a way that there is no self loop on the states in Sp7r, the system is required to leave the 
states in Sp7r after visiting them. Therefore, since /\cpE!"lrep G(7r => 7r U(--,7r U<p) is satisfied 
in the AMEC, fie will drive the system to satisfy all <p E Orep before revisiting states in 
SP1r· Since the system will visit states in Sp7r infinitely many times with probability 1, each 
<p E Orep will be satisfied infinitely many times. Therefore, /\ cpE!"lrep GF<p is satisfied almost 
surely. Thus, fie satisfies <P almost surely. 0 
Proposition 4.3. Given <Pin the form of Equation (4.5) , we can use the algorithm proposed 
in (Ding et al., 201 1c) to find an optimal policy for MD, which satisfies <P almost surely 
and minimizes the expected cost in between visiting states in S D satisfying 71". 
Proof. The proof follows Proposition 4.2 and the fact that the algorithm is guaranteed to 
return such a policy if the returned fie satisfies <P almost surely, for each C (see (Ding et al., 
2011c)). D 
Complexity The computational complexity of steps 1 and 2 is bounded above by 0( n · 
jSpj) , where Sp is the set of states in P and n denotes the number of transitions in P with 
non-zero probabilities (Courcoubetis and Yannakakis, 1995). Using the algorithm proposed 
in (Chatterjee and Benzinger, 2011) , an upper bound O(n·min(jSpj~, vn)) can be achieved. 
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On the other hand, in the worst case scenario (the number of states of an AMEC is equal 
to ISPI) , the computational time for step 3 is of order 0(1Spl 3 · m) , where m the number 
of the (B, G) pairs in the product MDP P (Definition 4.11). 
(c) Combining Learning and Control Synthesis 
Since the door models are learned iteratively, we propose an iterative procedure that, when-
ever a more precise approximation of M~i is learned , recomputes the product MDP and 
the control policy. Eventually, M~i converge to the true door models, and as a result the 
computed control policy ensures that the robot satisfies <P and the long-term performance 
of the robot is optimized. The main algorithm is described in Algorithm 13. 
Assumption 4.2. Let J*(sfj) be the cost of the optimal solution to Problem 4.1. If there 
exists a control policy satisfying <P and visiting a state v E V , then there exist a control 
policy starting from v and satisfying </J, such that J(v) = J*(s'i]) . 
Remark 4.6. After the door models are fully learned, we can compute the optimal solution 
to Problem 4.1 (if one exists) using the method described in Section 4.1.4. During the 
construction of the optimal control policy, we compute the AMEC C* attaining the minimum 
ATPC cost J(sYJ). W e can check whether Assumption 4.2 holds, by computing if the AMEC 
can be reached given the current location v of the robot {i.e. , J*(vn) = J*(s'i]) ifC* can be 
reached}. 
If Assumption 4.2 does not hold, then the control strategy is a sub-optimal solution to 
Problem 4 .1. Also, the obtained control policy is the best solution from the current location v. 
I t is due to the possibility that the robot might reach a region where an optimal solution {with 
respect to the initial robot location) cannot be found when the door model approximations 
are not precise enough. 
Theorem 4.2. Given Assumption 4.2, Algorithm 13 returns a solution to Problem 4.1 if 
one exists. 
Proof. The proof follows Theorem 4.1, Proprosition 4.1, and Proprosition 4.2. We use a 
sequence t~tf ... to denote the sequence of time ticks at which the door models are updated. 
In addition, we define a sequence of regions v~vf .. . , where v~ represents the location of 
the robot at t~, n 2: 0. We first prove by induction that Algorithm 13 generates a control 
policy C~ starting from region v~ at each time t~, n 2': 0, such that C~ satisfies </J. 
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Algorithm 13 Generating control policy based on learning 
Input: k 2: 2, Tc , and cjJ 
Output: robot control policy C = {J.Lo, J.ll , ... } 
1: Yinit ,di = Obsi(O) ... Obs(k- 1), Yi E I 
2: convert cjJ to A using e.g, ltl2dstar (see (Klein, 2012)) 
3: vcur = s2, S? = 0, rJc =NULL, M~i =NULL, n = 1 
4: while true do 
5: if n 2: k then 
6: yr = Obsi(n - k) ... Obsi(n) 
7: if M~i- 1 = NULL then 
8: compute M'di using Algorithm 11 
9: else 
10: 
11: 
12: 
13: 
14: 
15: 
16: 
17: 
18: 
19: 
20: 
21: 
22: 
23: 
24: 
25: 
compute M'di using Algorithm 12 
end if 
if M'di =I- NULL then 
construct M and P 
in _ (( in) Sp - Vcur, syr, ... , Sy~ 1 , q 
find an optimal policy 7Jc on P (see (Ding et al. , 2011c)) 
end if 
end if 
cur _ (( in) sp - Vcur, syr, ... , sy~ 1 , q 
if there exists 7Jc ( sp-r) then 
apply J.ln = rJc(sp-r ) 
update Vcur according to J.ln 
else 
apply control J.ln = wait 
end if 
n= n + 1 
26: end while 
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Basis: If there exists a solution to Problem 4.1, there exists a robot run of Ta satisfying 
¢. We can find a control policy satisfying ¢ for the robot from the initial position s::J at 
time t0 (i.e., when the approximate door models are first learned). 
Inductive step: Assume that we generate the control policy, denoted by c;::_1 , satis-
fying ¢ at t~- 1. Define v1r = { v I L£( v) = 7r}. If v~ t/:. v1r' we can find a control policy 
which drives the robot to one of the regions in V1r without violating ¢ (since we could use 
C~_ 1 ). Given the fragment of LTL defined in Equation 4.5, if there exists a control policy 
C satisfying ¢ from s::J, there there also exists a control policy C' satisfying ¢ for each 
region v, where 1r is satisfied and v can be reached following C. Therefore, we can always 
find a control policy C~ satisfying ¢ starting from current location v~ (see steps 13-16 in 
Algorithm 13). 
By stitching C~ together, Algorithm 13 generates a control policy for the robot that 
satisfies ¢. Next, we need to show that Algorithm 13 returns a control policy such that 
J(s::J) is minimized. According to Theorem 4.1, the learned models converge to the real 
ones when tn ---+ oo. Assume that when time tn ---+ oo, the door models converge to the real 
ones. Therefore, we can find a control policy satisfying ¢ starting from current location of 
the robot , denoted by Vn, which minimized the time in between two consecutive services of 
1r when the robot starts from region Vn , denoted by J(vn)· This is achieved by using the 
control synthesis approach modified from (Ding et al., 2011c) (see Section 4.1.4). Given 
Assumption 4.2 , J(vn) is equal to J(s::J). Therefore, Algorithm 13 will return a control 
policy such that J(sf]) is minimized. The proof is complete. D 
4.1.5 Discussion 
We have developed a method to automatically generate a control policy for a robot required 
to achieve an optimal surveillance mission. We define a fragment of Linear Temporal Logic 
to describe such a mission. By learning the unknown, randomly changing behavior of the 
elements in the environment, we generate iteratively more accurate models of the environ-
ment. We employ an automata-theoretic method to compute the control policy. We show 
that the obtained control policy converges to an optimal one when the unknown behaviors 
are fully learned. 
We make the assumption that the length of the local patterns (i.e., k defined in Section 
4.1.2) is known. If we do not know the exact length, we need to choose a value k that is 
large enough. For inst ance, if the robot knows that the doors can not be closed 20 times 
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in a row, then we can set k = 20, even though the real length of the local patterns might 
be smaller than 20. Also, we could relax this assumption, by changing the requirement for 
optimality. In this case, we might not guarantee to learn the real Markov chain but a good 
approximation instead, which could be used to generate a sub-optimal control policy. 
As the complexity oflearning the Markov chain is exponential with respect to the length 
of the local patterns (i.e. , k), in the future, we would like to explore options of decreasing 
this complexity through the use of a partially observable Markov chain as the learned door 
model approximation. However, this involves solving LTL control synthesis problem for 
partially observable Markov decision processes (POMDP) , which is another challenging 
problem. Therefore, the solution needs to compromise between the learning and the control 
synthesis part. Moreover, we are interested in extending the proposed method to other 
subclasses of w-regular languages. Also, instead of having assuming that the robot can 
always observe the door status, we want to consider the case in which the robot needs to 
get close to the doors to observe their states. 
4.2 Synthesis for Multi-Agents in Stochastic Environments 
In this section, we consider the problem of generating control policies for a team of robots 
moving in an environment containing elements with probabilistic behaviors. We mainly 
focus on the control synthesis problem for multi-agent systems3 . Similar to the robot mission 
described in Section 4.1, the team is required to achieve an optimal surveillance mission. By 
modeling the robots as Game Transition Systems and the environmental elements as Markov 
Chains, the problem reduces to finding an optimal control policy satisfying a temporal logic 
specification on a Markov Decision Process. The existing approaches for this problem are 
computationally intensive and therefore not feasible for a large environment or a large 
number of robots. To address this issue, we propose an approximate dynamic programming 
framework. Specifically, we choose a set of basis functions based on the Krylov space method 
(Saad, 2003) to approximate the optimal cost, and then the best approximation is achieved 
3 We can apply the automata-learning method described in Section 4.1 to learn the environmental dy-
namics here, but it is not the main concern in this section. 
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by minimizing the least- square error (Gordon, 1995; Bertsekas, 2007). We develop an 
approximate policy iteration algorithm to implement our framework. 
In Section 4.2.1 , we extend the problem formulation to accommodate multi-agents and 
summarize the technical approach. We use the parallel composition of the game transi-
tion systems modeling the robots and the Markov chains capturing the door behaviors in 
the form of a weighted and labeled Markov Decision Process (MDP) . We show that Prob-
lem 4.2 reduces to finding an optimal policy enforcing the satisfaction of an LTL formula 
on this MDP (Section 4.2.2). The proposed approximate dynamic programming framework 
is introduced in Section 4.2.3. 
4.2.1 Models and Problem Formulation 
(a) Environment, Door, and Robot Models 
We consider a team of robots moving in a stochastic environment similar as the one defined 
in Definition 4.1. Each door i E I is modeled as a discrete-time labeled Markov chain 
(4.18) 
(see Definition 4.2) , where 
• sd; is a set of states; 
• '-d; : Sd; -t [0, 1] is an initial distribution with l:sESd '-d; ( S) = 1; 
' 
• Pd; : sd; X Sd; -t [0, 1] is a transition probability function such that 
\fs E sd;, L Pi(s, s') = 1; 
s'ESd; 
• ~d; = { o, c} is a status set, where o and c stand for open and closed, respectively; 
We assume that the time is uniformly discretized and we use t to denote the tth time 
instance. We assume that the time domain is N and initially, t = 0. For the sake of 
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simplicity, we assume that the door models (i.e., Markov chains) take a transition every 
time instance. The runs of Ci are defined as infinite state sequences ri = s? s} ... E S':Ji, 
such that Ldi(s?) > 0, s~ E Sdi and Pi(sf, s;+1) > 0, Vt 2: 0. A run s?s} ... generates an 
output word Ldi ( s?)Ldi ( s}) ... E 'L,';ji. An output word of Ci is also referred to as a behavior 
of door i E I. 
We consider a team of robots moving in environment £, whose motions are restricted 
by the doors I. The robots are assumed to have a negligible size. We denote R as an index 
set for the robots. To capture the interaction between the robots and the doors , we model 
each robot k E R as a game transition system (see Equation 4.19 below) , denoted by 7k, 
k E R. There are two players in the game: the robot (player) and the doors (adversary). 
The set of states of 7k is partitioned in two sets: robot set V , at which the robot takes 
control, and door set Sv, at which the doors decide the next transitions. Each door i E I , 
which separates rooms v and v', is represented by two states (one for each room) , denoted 
by si and sy'. Thus , Sv = UiEI{sy,sy' I di = Fv(v,v'), v,v' E V}. 
Definition 4.14 (Robot Model). We model each robot k E R as a game transition system 
(4.19) 
where 
• Sk = V u Sv is a finite set of states; 
• vtn E V is an initial state; 
• -+k~ Sk x Sk is a transition relation where '1/(v, v') E-+t:, we have (v, v') E-+k if and 
only if Fv(v, v') = 0, and (v, si), (sy, v), (sY, v') E-+k if and only if Fv(v, v') = i; 
• Ih ~ II is a set of atomic propositions; 
• Lk : V -+ 2Ih is a labeling function over the states of the robot; 
• gk :-+k-+ N4 is a weight function that assigns a non-negative integer to each transition. 
Note that comparing to the game transition system defined in Definition 4.4 , here we 
omit the set of inputs for simplicity of the presentation. A transition (s, s') E-+k is also 
4 In general, a weight function assigns real numbers to the transitions. Since 91c is used to capture the 
travel time of the robot and the time is discretized, we use natural numbers. 
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denoted by s -+k s'. At a robot state v E V, the robot chooses its next location v' , where 
(v, v') E-+£. If v and v' are not separated by a door , the robot starts moving towards v' 
and will reach v' after a certain period of time. Thus, we have (v,v') E-+k , and 9k((v,v')) 
captures the travel time for the robot to go from v to v'. For robot k, 'Ilk E R , staying at the 
same location is assumed to take one time interval , i.e., V(v, v) E-+k, 9k(v , v) = 1. If door i 
separates v and v' , the robot stays at v if door i is closed, and moves to v' otherwise. We use 
( v, si) E-+ k to represent that the robot plans to go through door i, and ( si, v), ( sY, v') E-+k 
to capture that the door decides the next location of the robot. In addition , we have 
gk((v,si)) = 0, gk((sy, v)) = 1 (i.e., the robot is forced to stay at v for one time interval); 
9k((sY, v')) EN captures the travel time between v and v'. We assume that to move from v 
to v' , which are separated by door i, each robot first takes one time interval to go through 
the door , and then travels 9k ( ( si, v')) - 1 time intervals to reach v'. By specifying different 
Ilk ~ II, we can assign different atomic propositions to robot k. For example, a service 
request is contained in Il k means that robot k, k E R , is capable of servicing the request. 
An example ofT,. is shown in Figure 4·6. 
Figure 4·6: An example of a game transition system T,. , k E R. The robot 
and door states are represented by circles and squares, respectively. 
A run ofT,. is an infinite sequence q~q~ ... E Q'k such that q~ = v%n and qk -+k q~+l, 
\In 2: 0. By removing all the door states from the run of 7k , we can obtain an infinite 
path of the robot, denoted by J!Dk = v~v~ ... E vw. A path of the robot J!Dk = v~v~ ... 
generates an output word of the robot, denoted by Ok = Lk(v~)Lk(v~) .. . , and an infinite 
sequence of time instances 'JI'k := 1I'~ 1I'1;; ... such that Lk(v'k) is satisfied at time 'li''k. Fig. 4·7 
illustrates the relationship between a door behavior, a robot path, and the corresponding 
time instances. 
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1 I , I 
Door 1 :--c~o~c~o~o__,;.....c~c........._o~o-
o l : 2 · ' 3 ' 1 4 I ' 
vk = v1 v!c = v1 vk : v2 vk : v1 ~k = ~1 I 
~v2) t (v2~ t (v1) 1cv2) ! (vV · ·· · 
Robotk ~ II . ~~~ II . II 
'JrO '']['1 ; J 2 1']['3 '']['4 : ']['5k (k 1 k I 1 k 1 k ik I 
.. : 
0 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Figure 4·7: An example of a door behavior, a robot path, and a time 
instance sequence, given Tk shown in Figure 4·6. A symbol in parentheses 
indicates the next location of the robot at the corresponding time. The robot 
initiates at VI· Since the door is closed at t = 0, the robot stays at v2 at 
t = 1. Next, t he robot decides to move to v2 and the door is open at t = 1. 
The robot reaches V2 at t = 3 (it takes two time intervals to go from VI to 
V2) . 
Definition 4.15 (Team Output Word (Behavior)) . Given a set of robot paths {IP'k , k E R} , 
and the corresponding event time sequences {'II'k , k E R}, a time sequence for the team, 
denoted by 
is obtained by taking the union UkER 'JI'k and ordering this set in an ascending order. The 
team output word {behavior) produced by {IP'k, k E R} is defined as ({])team= o0oi .. . , where 
on E Uk E'R.IIk {n 2: 0) is the union of all propositions satisfied at 'JI'n. 
(b) Task Specification 
We consider robot missions requiring infinite executions, such as surveillance, persistent 
monitoring, and pickup-delivery tasks. As an example, let us consider a persistent moni-
toring task for one robot, whose model is shown in Fig. 4·6. The specification "monitor 
infinitely many times, and come back to base every t ime after monitoring" translates to 
formula 
<P = GF Monitor 1\ G(Monitor::::} X Base). 
In addit ion , we define a special task, called "optimizing" task, which is required to 
be executed infinitely often. We want to minimize the time in between two consecutive 
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executions of this task. Specifically, our specification is an LTL formula of the form 
¢ := 'P 1\ GF~, ( 4.20) 
where 'P can be any LTL formula over II = UkERIIk, and ~ is a boolean combination of 
atomic propositions in II. We use ~ to capture the optimizing task and ¢ to specify other 
missions or rules that must be obeyed. Given a team output word ((])team = o0 o1 ... , we say 
the optimizing task ~ is executed by the team at time 1rn, n 2: 0, if on satisfies ~ · 
(c) Problem Formulation 
Our goal is to control the robots to accomplish a mission in the form of Equation (4.20) , 
and also minimize the time in between two consecutive executions of the optimizing task ~ · 
Definition 4.16 (Robot Control Policy). A history dependent control policy for robot k E R 
is defined as an infinite sequence 7rk = {f.l~, f-LL ... } , where 
I-lk: II V * X II sdi---+ {v E vI (v;:,v) E-tc}. 
k ER iEI 
At time 'lfk, given the sequence of the rooms v?vf ... vf visited by robot l, Vl E R (n 
may vary for different robots) , and the current state of door i , ViE I , the policy I-lk returns 
the next target location v E V , where (vk , v) E-+£ , for robot k. Given the initial locations of 
the robots { vtn , k E R} , the control policies { 7rk, k E R}, and the behaviors of the doors, we 
can produce a set of robot paths {lPk = v~v~ . .. , k E R} , where at v;: , the next room v~+l 
is determined by both control f-lk and the status of the doors at time 'Il'k. Note that given 
{ v}:, k E R} and { 7rk , k E R} , the resultant robot paths {lP k> k E R} and the corresponding 
t eam behavior ((])team are not unique due to the stochasticity in the behaviors of the doors. 
The probability that the set of team behaviors satisfying an LTL formula is well defined 
since the team behaviors can be modeled as an Markov Decision Process (MDP) (Klein and 
Baier , 2006) (the construction of this MDP is described in Section 4.2.2). Now we are ready 
to formulate the problem: 
Problem 4.2. Given a partitioned environment £ (Equation (4.1)), a team of robots 
modeled as game transition systems 0c, k E R (Equation (4.19}) , a set of doors modeled as 
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Markov Chains Mdi' i E I {Equation {4.18}), and a specification in the form of an LTL 
formula¢ (Equation {4.20}), Synthesize a set of robot control policies {7Tk, k E R} for 
the team, such that the team behaviors (Definition 4.15} generated by {7Tk , k E R} satisfy¢ 
with probability 1, and 
J( { vin, k E R} ) =lim sup E((1I'feam(n + 1) -1I'feam(n)) ( 4.21) 
n--+oo 
is minimized, where E(-) denotes the expectation operator and 'JI'feam ( n) stands for the time 
instance when the optimizing task 7jJ is executed for the nth time. 
Remark 4. 7. We restrict our attention to sets of policies, which produce team behaviors 
satisfying ¢ with probability 1, because the optimality problem is well posed (see {Ding et al. , 
2011 c)) only when there exists at least one such set of policies. 
Our approach to Problem 4.2 proceeds as follows. We first define the parallel composi-
tion of the game transition systems modeling the robots and the Markov chains capturing 
the door behaviors in the form of a weighted and labeled Markov Decision Process (MDP). 
We show that Problem 4.2 reduces to finding an optimal policy enforcing the satisfaction 
of an LTL formula on this MDP. Even though the latter problem was recently solved in 
(Ding et al., 2011c), the resulting algorithm cannot be readily applied to our multi-agent 
problem due to the large size of the obtained MDP. To deal with this issue, we propose an 
approximate dynamic programming framework. 
Remark 4.8. We assume that the robots can deterministically choose their transitions. 
This assumption, which is made for simplicity of presentation, can be easily relaxed by 
allowing nondeterminism and probabilities in their transitions. The resulting model of the 
team would be a similar MDP. 
4.2.2 MDP Construction and Problem Re-formulation 
We start by equipping each robot k E R with a clock, which keeps track of the amount of 
time that the robot has been traveling between robot states in the game transition system 
~. The values of these clocks are non-negative integers and can be reset to zero. We initiate 
all the clocks at zeros. Given two robot states ( v, v') such that v -+k v', robot k can transit 
from v to v' only when the current clock value plus 1 is equal to the travel time of this 
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transition. After taking the transition, the clock will be reset to 0. When the clock value 
is smaller t han the required travel t ime, the robot is in an intermediate state, which means 
that the robot has left v and is moving towards its target location v'. Thus, for each robot , 
we insert a new state denoted by v-+v', \f(v, v' ) E-+£ , such that t he travel time between v 
and v' is greater than 1, to represent the intermediate state between v and v'. 
In addition, the MDP captures how the doors affect the motion of the robotic team. If 
robot k is at v and plans to move to v' , where 3i E I such that v -+k sf -+k v' (i.e., v 
and v' are separated by a door), the next state of robot k is decided by t he current status 
of door i. If door i is open , the robot starts moving from state v to v' , and similarly, if 
gk(s f , v') > 1, the robot transits to the intermediate state v-+v'. If the door is closed, the 
robot stays at the same state. 
Therefore, the MDP can be seen as a special product of the game t ransition systems 7k 
with the set of clocks and the Markov Chains M di. Formally, it is defined as follows: 
Mg = ( Sg,~,g , Ug,Pg,IT,Lg,gg) , where ( 4.22) 
(i) Sg c ITk ER {V u vkid} X rriE I sdi X NIRI is a set of states, where vkid denotes the set 
of intermediate states; for a more int uitive notation, we use (str, std, elk) to represent 
a state in Sg, where 
str = (v1 , . .. , VJRI) is the states of t he robots , 
std = ( s1, ... , SJJI) is the states of the doors, and 
elk= (elk1 , .. . , elkp<.J) is t he clock values, one for each robot; 
(ii) 1,g is an initial distribution such that 
if and only if 
L,g(str , std, elk) = IJ 1,di (std[i]), 
i EI 
t _ ( in in ) d 
- s r - v1 , ... , v iRI , an 
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- elk= (O,O, ... ,O),and 
otherwise tg(str , std, elk) = 0; 
(iii) Ug ~ n kER. {V u { ck}} is a set of controls , where Ek is a dummy control \fk E R ; 
(iv) Pg : Sg x Ug x Sg-+ [0, 1] is a transition probability 
function such that 
Pg((str, std, elk), (u1 , ... , ulnl), ( st~, st~, elk') )= IT Pdi(std[i], st~ [i]), 
iEI 
if and only if \fk E R , one of the following conditions holds: 
1. str [k] = v, st~[k] = v' , uk = v' , elkk = 0, elk~= 1, and, 
a) Fv(v,v' ) = 0, 9k(v ,v') = 1, or 
b) Fv ( v, v' ) = i , Ldi (std[i]) = o, 9k( sf, o) = 1 
2. str [k] = st~ [k] = v , Uk = v, elkk = 0, elk~ 
Ldi (std[i]) = c 
0, :Jv' ,i, s .t. Fv (v,v') 
3. str [k] = v, st~ [k] = v--+v', Uk = v' , elkk = 0, elk~= 1, and 
a) Fv(v,v') = 0, 9k(v ,v' ) > 1, or 
b) Fv(v,v') = i , Ldi(std[i]) = o, 9k(sf,v') > 1 
4. str[k] = st~[k] = v--+v' , Uk = Ek , 1 ~ elkk < 9k(v , v') -1, and elk~= elkk + 1 
5. str[k] = v--+v', st~ [k] = v' , Uk = Ek, elk'k = 0, and 
a) Fv( v, v') = 0, 9k( v, v') = elkk + 1, or 
b) Fv(v,v' ) = i, 9k(q[,v') = elkk + 1 
and Pg((str, std, elk), (u1, . . . , u ln l), ( st~, st~, elk') ) = 0 otherwise; 
(v) II= UkER.IIk is a set of atomic propositions; 
i, 
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(vii) gg : Sg x Ug -t 1 is the trivial weight function that assign 1 to all transitions with 
probability larger than 0. 
At an intermediate state v--+v' , only a dummy control Ek is enabled. An example of 
constructing the MDP is illustrated in Figure 4·8. The weight function gg assigns 1 to all 
transitions since the states of the MDP evolve every time step (i.e., this is because the 
states of the MCs evolve every time step). 
Remark 4.9. The number of states ISCJI of Mg is bounded above by 
II (lVI + L (gk(s, s')- 1)) x II ISd; I· 
kER (s ,s')E--tk iE/ 
9k(s,s') > l 
The size of Me can be reduced by removing states with only dummy actions ( E1, E2, . .. , EIRI) 
as inputs, and then adjusting the relative transitions accordingly. This direction will be 
considered in our future work. 
We define a control function f,LQ : Sg -t Ug, Vsg E Sg. An infinite sequence of con-
trol functions {1-lg, f,l~ , ... } is called an MD P policy. If f,l~ = f,LQ, Vt ~ 0, we call it a 
stationary MDP policy and we denote it simply as /-lQ. Given an initial state, an infinite 
sequence sgs~ ... on M generated under {1-lg, f,l~, ... } is called a path on M if &Q ( sg) > 0, 
and Pg(s~, 1-ln(s~), s~+l) > 0, Vt ~ 0. A path sgs~ ... on M generates an output word 
Lg(s8)Lg(s~) ... E rrw on M. A path on M satisfies an LTL formula if and only if its 
corresponding output word satisfies the LTL formula. Given a path sgs~ . .. of Mg with 
s~ = (st~, st~ , clkt) , we can obtain a path !Pk = v£vl ... of robot k E R , by removing all the 
intermediate states from st~[k]st~[k] .... In addition, given sgs~ .. . , the corresponding set 
of paths {!Pk, k E R} , the team output word Oteam, and time sequence 'll'team, it holds that 
Definition 4.17 (Inducing a policy from Mg). A policy {1-lg , f,l~ , . . . } on Mg induces a 
control policy {f-l2, I-lL ... } for each robot k E R , by setting 
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Pickup '- I Delivery 
VI "' lnor 1 v2 
Ti : 
~ 
Base 
12 : 
1l 
{Base, P ickup } {Base, Pickup} {Base, Delive ry} {Base, Delivery} 
Figure 4 ·8: Example of an MDP for the case of two robots moving in a sim-
ple environment with one door. At the init ial state ( (VI , vi) , 8I , (0, 0)) , when 
control (v2 , v2) is taken, both robots stay at VI in the next states, because the 
status of door i is c (i.e., door i "closed") at state 8I· If input (vi, v3 ) is cho-
sen at the initial state, the system can transit to state ( (VI, VI -+v3 ), 8 3 , ( 0, 1)) 
with probability 0.6 since PI(8I , 83) = 0.6, 9I(VI,VI) = clki + 1 = 1, and 
92(vi,v3) = 3 > clk2 + 1. At state ((vi , VI -+v3 ) , s3, (0 , 1)) , robot 1 can move 
towards v2 since the status of door is oat state s3. Since 91(v1, v2) > 1, t he 
next state of robot 1 is VI -+v2 in state ( ( v ;-+v2 , V I -+v3 ) , 8I, (0, 2)). 
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Note that st~'k and clkl''k can be decided by keeping track of the motion of the robots. 
Therefore, our optimal control synthesis problem reduces to the problem of finding a control 
policy {p,g ,p,b , ... } on Mg , such that a) {p,g,p,b, ... } satisfies the LTL formula¢ with 
probability 1, and b) the expected time in between visiting states in Sg satisfying 'lj; is 
minimized when t -+ oo (i.e., optimize the long-term behavior of the robotic team). To 
formalize this , we let M¢ denote the set of policies satisfying the LTL formula ¢ with 
probability 1, and s'lj; denote the set of states where '1/J (i.e.' the optimizing task) holds true. 
We say that each visit of the MDP path to the set S1/J completes a cycle. Given an MDP 
sample path sgsb . . . , we use C(sg , ... , s~) to denote the number of cycles completed at 
stage N + 1. Then, we are interested in finding an optimal policy in M¢ to minimize the 
average cost per cycle (ACPC) given the initial distribution. Formally, we have: 
Problem 4.3. Find a policy {p,g , p,b, .. . } EM¢ on Mg that minimizes 
J ( ) - l" E { L:;';=Ogg(s;J, 1-Lg(sg)) } 1f ~g - 1m sup 0 1 N , N -H:xJ C(s9 s9 ... s9 ) ( 4.23) 
where E { ·} denotes the expectation operator. 
4.2.3 Approximate Dynamic Programming Approach 
In this section, we first summarize the existing approach for Problem 4.3. More details 
can be found in (Ding et al., 201lb; Ding et al., 201lc; Baier and Katoen, 2008) and 
references therein. Then, we propose our approximate dynamic programming framework to 
solve Problem 4.3. By approximating the optimal solution to Problem 4.3 , we reduce the 
computational complexity. 
(a) Existing Approach to Problem 4.3 
The existing approach to Problem 4.3 can be divided into two parts: 
1. LTL synthesis part , in which M¢ is computed, 
2. optimizing part, in which a policy in M¢ minimizing Equation ( 4.23) is found. 
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The LTL synthesis part proceeds with constructing a product MDP Mp = Mg x A¢, 
where A¢ is a Deterministic Rabin Automaton accepting all and only words satisfying ¢ 
(Baier and Katoen , 2008). Then, a set of accepting maximum end components (AMECs) of 
Mp is computed . These AMECs are sub-MDPs of Mp that are communicating. In other 
words, t hese AMECs are absorbing in the sense that the system does not leave an AMEC 
once entered. As stated in (Baier and Katoen , 2008) , a stationary policy on Mp that can 
reach an AMEC given the initial distribution with probability 1 induces a policy on M that 
satisfies the LTL formula ¢ with probability 1. 
In the optimizing part , a stationary policy minimizing the ACPC cost defined in ( 4.23) 
is computed for each obtained AMEC. Note that the optimization is performed on the 
AMECs instead of the product MDP Mp. This is because given a policy in M¢, the states 
of Mp outside an AMEC are transient , while the states inside an AMEC are long-term. 
Since we only aim to optimize the long-term behavior of the system (i.e., when N -too), 
we only need to solve the optimization problem within each (reachable) AMEC. 
Remark 4.10 (complexity of the existing approach). The computational complexity 
of the LTL synthesis part is bounded above by O(ii · ISpl ) , where Sp is the state of Mp 
and ii denotes the number of transitions in Mp with non-zero probabilities (Courcoubetis 
and Yannakakis, 1995). Using the algorithm proposed in (Chatterjee and Henzinger, 2011) , 
a lower upper bound O(ii · min(ISPI 1, vn)) can be achieved. On the other hand, in the 
worst case scenario (the number of states of an AMEC is equal to ISPI), the computational 
time fo r the optimizing step is of order O(ISpl3 ). As we can see, the optimizing step is 
the computational bottle-neck for solving Problem 4. 3. Th erefore, we focus on solving the 
A CPC optimization problem in a more computationally effi cient way. 
As stated in (Ding et al. , 2011c) , t here always exist optimal stationary policies for 
Problem 4.3 . Thus, we limit our attention to only stationary policies. Formally, the ACPC 
optimization problem is defined as follows : 
Problem 4.4. Given a communicating MDP, denoted by M = (S, &,U, P,II , L , g) and the 
optimizing task 1./J, find a stationary policy JL , that minimizes the cost from Equation ( 4.23) . 
A stationary policy JL on M induces a finite-state Markov chain where its set of states 
is Q and the transition probability from st ates to s' is P(s , JL(s) , s'). We use PJ.L to denote 
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the transition probability matrix: 
Pf.!(s, s') := P(s, J-L(s), s'). (4.24) 
We use gf.! to denote the cost per stage vector: 
gf.!(s) := g(s, J-L(s)). ( 4.25) 
One can verify that Pf.! is a stochastic matrix, i.e., Pf.! 2: 0, and Pf-!1 = 1, where 1 denotes an 
all-ones column vector with length lSI. A stationary policy J-L is said to be proper if, under J-L , 
all initial states have positive probabilities to reach the set S1/J in a finite number of stages. 
It is shown in (Ding et al. , 2011c) that Problem 4.4 can be converted to the traditional 
average cost per stage (ACPS) problem (see (Bertsekas, 2007)) . To achieve this, another 
MDP is constructed such that solving the ACPS problem in the new MDP is equivalent to 
finding a solution to Problem 4.4. To obtain the new MDP, we need to first denote two 
lSI x lSI matrices: 
Pf.!(s , s') = { Pf.!(s, s') if s' E S1/J ( 4.26) 0 otherwise 
J3f.!(s,s') = { Pf.!(s , s') if s' tt. s'lj; ( 4.27) 0 otherwise 
The matrix (I - P f.!) is shown to be non-singular for any proper policy (i.e., (I- P f..!) - 1 is 
well defined). Given P f.! and J3 f.! ' we obtain the transition probability matrix, denoted by 
Pf.!, and the cost per stage vector, denoted by gf.!, of the new MDP. Formally, we have 
The matrix Pf.! is also a stochastic matrix. Given the new MDP with Pf.! and gf.!, Equa-
tion ( 4.23) in Problem 4.4 is proven to be equal to the average cost per stage (ACPS) for 
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the new MDP 
( 4 .28) 
As shown in (Ding et al., 2011c), JJ.L(~) does not depend on the initial states. Thus, we have 
Jf.l-(s) = )..J.L , Vq E Q, where )..J.L is a scalar. In addition, a relative cost vector 
is defined to quantify the total deviation from the average cost. 
(b) Dynamic Programming (DP) Approach to Problem 4.4 
As shown in Proposition IV.10 of (Bertsekas, 2007), for any policy J.L, the average cost )..f.l-
associated with the relative cost vector hJ.L satisfies the Bellman's equation 
( 4.29) 
which is a system of I Bilinear equations with lSI + 1 unknowns. The solution to ( 4.29) is 
unique up to a constant shift for t he relative cost vector (Bertsekas, 2007). The solution to 
( 4.29) can be made unique by eliminating one degree of freedom, such as adding one more 
linear equation for hJ.L: 
( 4.30) 
The unique solution to ( 4.29) and ( 4.30) can be obtained by Gauss-Jordan elimination 
method, or by a matrix inversion: 
(4.31) 
We denote J.L* as the stationary policy J.L* minimizing (4.23) over all policies on M. Let 
)..*and h* denote the average cost and relative cost vector corresponding to the policy J.L* , 
respectively. The average-relative cost pair(>..*, h*) satisfies 
( 4.32) 
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One of the traditional methods to find the optimal policy J..t* uses the policy iteration 
algorithm (PIA) (Bertsekas, 2007). For large state spaces, PIA is computationally intensive. 
At each iteration of PIA, the computational complexity is of order 0(1813). If the transi-
tion matrix PJ.L is a sparse matrix, i.e., the number of non-zero entries of PJ.L is much less 
than the number of total entries of PJ.L, less computations for matrix inversion and matrix 
multiplication can be achieved; for each iteration of PIA, the computational time is of order 
0(181 2). 
(c) Approximate DP Approach to Problem 4.4 
Instead of searching for an optimal solution to Problem 4.4, we employ the function approx-
imation method (see (Gordon, 1995)) , which allows us to compute a sub-optimal solution 
to Problem 4.4 via a computationally appealing algorithm. Specifically, we use a set of 
basis functions to approximate the optimal solution to Problem 4.4 (Section 4.2.3). This 
points to a trade-off between optimality and complexity. In Section 4.2.3, we discuss how 
to choose a set of appropriate basis functions automatically. In Section 4.2.3, we introduce 
a method to select a set of optimal parameters, one for each basis function, to achieve 
best approximation. Finally, we summarize our solution in an approximate policy iteration 
algorithm in Section 4.2.3. 
1. Linear Parametric Function Approximation We employ the function approxi-
mation method to approximate the solution to the Bellman's equation (4.29). According to 
Proposition IV.10 of (Ding et al. , 2011c) , the Bellman's equation (4.29) can be represented 
in the following equivalent form 
( 4.33) 
Together with Equation ( 4.30) , Equation ( 4.33) can be expressed compactly as 
( 4.34) 
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where 
( 4.35) 
Due to the equivalence between Equation ( 4.34) and Equations ( 4.33) and ( 4.30), the solu-
tion to ( 4.34) is unique and can be obtained via matrix inversion. The high computational 
complexity mainly comes from the high dimensionality of relative cost vector hw To reduce 
the dimensionality of the problem, we aim to find a lower dimensional approximation for 
hJ.L , and a scalar >. E lR to approximate >-w Formally, we approximate hJ.L using a linear 
parametric form: 
m 
h(r) = L rk¢k ( 4.36) 
k=1 
where rk is a tunable parameter , ¢k is called a basis function (can be viewed as a vector 
of dimension lSI), and m is a user-defined number to trade-off between optimality and 
computational complexity. For a given policy J.L , we define a basis matrix 
<I>Jl. := [¢1 I r/>2 I · · · I ¢ml· 
Then h(r) can be expressed compactly as a linear combination h(r) = <I>J.Lr, where r 
[r1, . .. , rmJT- We make the following standard assumption for the basis functions: 
Assumption 4.3. The basis functions { r/>1, ... , ¢m} together with the unit vector 1 are 
linearly independent. 
2. Automatic generation of basis functions We employ the Krylov subspace method 
to automatically generate basis functions (Saad, 2003) . Informally speaking, we would like 
the selected basis functions to capture the dominant nonlinearities of the relative cost vector 
hw The key idea to find an expansion form of hJ.L and then choose the basis functions from 
the dominated expansion terms. 
For any finite-state Markov chain, the limiting matrix P; := limN-+oo J.r "Lf:=01 P~ is 
well-defined. Moreover, it is easy to check that P; = P;PJ.L = PJ.LP; = P;P; , and the 
matrix (I- PJ.L + P;) is non-singular (Bremaud, 1999). Given M, the limiting matrix 
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P; has identical rows, i.e., P; = lpr (this is due to the fact that M is communicating 
(Bremaud, 1999)). Consequently, we can represent Equation (4.33) equivalently as the 
following: 
Since (I- PM+ P;) is non-singular, hM can be rewritten as: 
Now we are ready to obtain an expansion form of hM: 
00 
hM = L:(PM- P;)k(gM + (prhM- AM)1 +AMP M1) 
k=O 
~fa ( P! - ~";'= ~ ~ P!) (g" + A"l + A"p") 
where AM is a scalar and PM is a vector defined as 
( 4.37) 
The expansion form of hM implies that hM can be approximated by the basis functions of 
the form: P~gM, P~l = 1, P~pM, k 2: 0. Thus, a candidate set of basis functions is taken as 
( 4.38) 
In general, the vectors in the set BM are not independent to each other. We usually choose 
an integer m large enough, such that we can obtain m independent basis functions by 
eliminating the dependencies of vectors in the set lffiw 
3. Selection of optimal parameters Given a set of basis functions chosen from BM 
(Equation (4.38)) , we approximate hM with h(r) = ~Mr (Equation (4.36)) , and AM with a 
scalar A E JR, respectively. We denote 
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The goal is to find the optimal parameter vector r* E JRm and the optimal real scalar ). * E lR 
such that x(r*, .X*) best approximates xJ.L, which is defined in (4.35). 
We use the least-square method to approximate t he solution of the Bellman's equa-
tion ( 4.34) (Gordon, 1995), which leads to solving the following least-square approximation 
problem: 
( 4.39) 
1 
where 11 ·11 denotes Euclidean norm on JRIQI+l of the form ll xll = (I:l~l1+1(xi) 2 ) 2 , x E ]RIQI+1 . 
Under Assumption 4.3, the solution to ( 4.39) is unique and can be expressed as 
( 4.40) 
Therefore, the optimal approximation of hJ.L with respect to least-square errors is h *, where 
h * = <I> J.L r*. The optimal approximation to the average cost ).J.L is ). *. 
4. Approximate dynamic programming algorithm We propose an approximate pol-
icy iteration algorithm (APIA) (summarized in Algorithm 14) to compute the sub-optimal 
solut ion to Problem 4.4. 
Algorithm 14 : Approximate Policy Iteration Algorithm 
Input: M = (Q, (, U, P, II , L , g), 1r, and m 
Output: Sub-opt imal policy J..L* 
1: Init ialize a proper policy J..L0 
2: Set k = 0 
3: r e peat 
4: Construct basis matrix <I> 1-'' through t he set JBI-', ( 4.38) 
5: Compute r'k and A.'k using ( 4.40) 
6: Compute h'k = (<I>I-' , )r'k 
7: Find /-Lk+l t hrough 
8: Set k +-- k + 1 
9: until J..Lk+ l = J..Lk 
/-Lk+l E argmin[gl-' + Pl-'hk + >-.(P 1-' 1] 
1-' 
10: return I-Lk as the sub-optimal policy J..L* 
Remark 4.11 (Sub-optimality). In general, APIA only guarantees to terminate with a 
sub-optimal policy. The approximation accuracy decides the sub-optimality of the solution. 
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For each iteration of Alg. 14, if hp.k = h'k and >.p.k = >.'k, VJ-Lk (k 2:: 0), then the sub-
optimal policy J-L* returned by Algorithm 14 is in fact an optimal policy to Problem 4.4. 
More rigorous results on convergence, performance, and known issues of the APIA can be 
found in (Bertsekas, 2007) and references therein. 
Remark 4.12 (Complexity). During each iteration of Algorithm 14, the computational 
complexity is of order O(miSI 2 ) , where m is the number of selected basis function. In most 
cases, we have m «lSI. Given the special structure of M (since M is an AMEC of Mp, 
Pp. is often a sparse matrix), we need less computations for matrix to vector multiplications 
(see step 3 and 4 in Algorithm 14). Specifically, for each iteration of Algorithm 14, the 
computational complexity is of order O(mn + m2 ISI), where n denotes the number of non-
zero entries of Pw 
4.2.4 Discussion 
We present a method to automatically generate control policies for a team of robots in a 
stochastic environment to complete an optimal surveillance mission. 
For simplicity of presentation, we assumed that the changing environment elements 
were Markov chains, and the robots could deterministically move in the environment. The 
method can be easily extended to accommodate weighted Markov chains capturing the 
transition times of the environmental elements and Markov Decision Processes for nonde-
terministic and probabilistic robot models. 
4.3 Automatic Deployment in the Robotic InDoor-like Environment 
We implemented the algorithmic framework developed in this section in MATLAB as the 
software package Robot Optimal Planner with ENvironmental-learning (ROPEN) , and used 
it in conjunction with our Robotic InDoor-like Environment to demonstrate runs of a robot 
performing missions in the environment. 
4.3.1 Implementation and Experimental Setup 
Our software package ROPEN is available at our website http: I /hyness. bu. edu/Software. 
html. ROPEN contains a mission editor which allows the user to input the robot mission in 
a more convenient way. The user interface of the mission editor is illustrated in Figure 4·9. 
Mission Editor 
Steo t . Delone EtNJf'OIIIT1CN'II and Tasks 
S~te4. a. Oif ... CII'Oeot~• 
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e n n Define Request-Response Requirem~nts 
- Defino a New Reauest -Resoonse Reouirement B«v.oon Tasks------~ 
pick_~P _.!.~ ----
Add Aeouorement 
- Defined Aeouest·Resoonse Reouirements------· 
jpickup lrigQenl delivery 
J Remove Aeouiremeol I 
Figure 4·9: Using the ROPEN mission editor, the user can define the tasks 
(e.g, optimizing tasks, repetitive tasks, and etc) and specify the requirements 
(e.g, quantitative requirements, safety requirements, and etc). These tasks 
and requirements will then be converted to a formula in the form of the 
surveillance fragment of LTL (defined in Section 4.1.3). A sample video to 
demonstrate how to use t his mission editor is also available at the ROPEN 
website. 
ROPEN utilizes the ltl2dstar tool (Klein, 2012) to generate the Deterministic Rabin Au-
tomaton from the LTL formula. In addition, ROPEN includes a simulator (implemented in 
Objective-C), which can be used to demonstrate runs of the robot. A typical usage of our 
software tool comprises the following steps: 
1. The user defines the game transition system Ta and the door models Mdi in an M-file; 
2. The user defines the robot mission using the ROPEN mission editor. Then, the 
application generates the corresponding LTL formula in a text file; 
3. ROPEN imports the M-files and the text file and then executes Algorithm 13 online 
to generate the control policy. The robot operates in the environment according to 
the generated control policy. 
Our Robotic InDoor-like Environment is a 5' x 6' surface with a collection of labeled 
regions and autonomous doors (i.e., barriers) , as illustrated in Figure 4·10. The barriers 
are built on the Arduino Uno platform (Arduino, 2012). A desktop computer is used to 
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remotely control the barriers through XBee wireless boards. The environment layout is 
easily reconfigurable through re-taping and replacing the barriers. Modeling the test-bed 
using the framework described in Section 4.1.1 proceeds as follows. The set of regions V of 
the environment graph £ is the set of labels assigned to the regions. The edges in ---+ £ show 
how these regions are connected. We assume that there is a set of tasks that need to be 
executed by the robot. These tasks are located at different regions in the environment and 
are captured by the set of propositions II. 
The ground robot is a Khepera III miniature car shown in Figure 4·10 , which can traverse 
through different regions in the environment and sense when entering a new region. The 
robot can not go through a closed barrier. The robot can communicate through Wi-Fi 
with the desktop computer, which performs all the computation necessary to generate the 
control strategies. Once computed, these are sent to the robot, which executes the task 
autonomously by interacting with t he environment. The motion capabilities of the robot 
are captured by a game transition system Tc (Equation ( 4.4)), which is shown in Figure 4·3. 
Note that , in reality, the robot is programed with a lower-level state machine, in which a 
state consists of the region label and the robot direction, and a transition maps to a sequence 
of motion primitives. For example, a state {Rl, N} in the state machine means that the 
robot is in region Rl facing north. In order to reach the next state {R2, E} , the robot need 
to execute a sequence of motion primitives: turn_right follow_line . Given the initial position 
of the robot, we can map a run of Tc to a run of the state machine, by keeping track of the 
current position and direction of the robot. 
Our experimental setup also includes a quad-rotor shown in Figure 4·10, which is a 
Parrot Ar.Drone (Parrot, 2012) that runs our custom autopilot program. It can hover 
above the test-bed and observe the barriers. Specifically, the autopilot program uses images 
captured by the quad-rotor's vertical camera to keep it hovering on top of the barriers. These 
images are also sent to the desktop computer via Wi-Fi, which runs an image processing 
program to identify the statuses of the barriers. 
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(a) Region and door layout 
(b) Robot crossing from one region 
to another as a barrier opens 
(c) Quad-rotor hovering 
above the environment 
Figure 4·10: Experimental setup consisting of a partitioned environment 
with barriers, a ground robot , a quad-rotor , and a desktop computer (omit-
ted in the figure). 
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The desktop computer controls the barriers according to the door models and also 
(independently) runs ROPEN. The latter receives data from the quad-rotor , updates the 
learned door models, recomputes the robot control policy if necessary, and then sends a 
command to the ground robot. After the robot finishes executing the command, it sends 
an acknowledgement back to the computer. 
4.3.2 Deploy one Robot with Environmental Learning in RIDE 
In this section we present a case study for the method described in Section 4.1. We deploy 
one robot with environmental learning in RIDE. Note that the door models are unknown 
to the robot. The model for door d1 is shown in Figure 4·2. The language of door d2 is a 
strictly-local language with set of allowed factors S = { oc, co}, P ( oc, o) = 1 and P (co , c) = 1 
(Definition 4.8) . The goal of the robot is to continuously perform a pickup-delivery task, 
and return to the base once in a while. The robot is required to pick up items at one 
of the states marked by pickup (see Figure 4·1), and drop them off at one of the states 
marked by delivery . The robot is required to finish the pickup-delivery task before going 
back to the base. This task can be written as the following formula , which is in the form of 
Equation ( 4.5): 
¢ = GF(Base) 1\ GF(Pickup) 1\ 
G(Base ---+ Base U ((•Base) U Pickup))) 1\ 
G(Pickup ---+ ((•Base) U Delivery)), 
where GF(Base) and GF(Pickup) enforce the robot to repeatedly pick up items and return 
to base. G(Base---+ Base U ((•Base) U Pickup))) and G(Pickup ---+ ((• Base) U Delivery)) 
ensure that the items are picked up and delivered in each task cycle. The optimizing task 
is going back to Base, and we aim to minimize the expected time in between consecutive 
visits to the base. 
The DRA A was generated using the ltl2dstar tool (Klein , 2012) with 9 states and 1 
pair (B, G). The door models were learned gradually. The control policy was recomputed 
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(1) (2) 
(3) (4) 
(5) (6) 
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(7) (8) 
(9) 
Figure 4·11: Nine snapshots from the deployment. The robot applies the 
control policy generated at time 50. The labels for the regions are given in 
Figure 4·10. (1) the robot is at the base; (2) the robot is at region R8 and 
driving towards one of the pickup regions R3; (3) t he robot visits t he pickup 
region R3; ( 4) the robot visits one of the delivery regions R6; (5) the robot 
returns back to the base (this task cycle takes 8 time units); (6) the robot is 
at R5 ; (7) the robot is at one of the pick up region Rl; (8) the robot visits 
the delivery region R6 ; (9) the robot is back to the base (this task cycle also 
takes 8 time units). 
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at every update of learned door models. The learned door models almost converged to the 
real ones after 20 time units . After 20 time units , the MDP MD contained 90 states (note 
that the MDP MD varied at every update before the door models were fully learned). The 
generated product MDP had 810 states. There was one AMEC C corresponding to the pair 
(B, G), which contained 256 states. Updating the door model approximation takes about 
0.1 second and re-computing the control policy takes around 2 seconds. Each time when 
the control policy was updated, we used simulations to compute the expected average time 
between two consecutive visits to the base (i.e., J(s'2J) as defined in Equation (4.6)) when 
the robot executed the control policy. To evaluate the control policies generated according 
to the learned door models at different time steps, we also computed the optimal control 
policy using the real door models. Given the optimal control policy, the expected average 
time between two consecutive visits to the base was equal to 8 time steps. The results are 
illustrated in Figure 4·12. 
We used both the simulator and the robotic test-bed to demonstrate a run of the robot. 
The video accompanying our paper (Chen et al., 2013) (also available at http: I lhyness. 
bu. eduiRULE_media. html) shows the movie of the deployment . As shown in the video, 
the robot applies action wait from time 0 to time 7. This is because the approximate door 
models have not been learned yet. When a new control policy is generated, the robot starts 
from its current position and continues to complete the task using the updated control 
policy. Snapshots from the movie are illustrated in Figure 4·11. 
4.3.3 Deploy a team of Robots in RIDE Simulator 
In this section we present a case study for the method described in Section 4.2. We use the 
RIDE simulator to demonstrate the motion of a robotic team in the environment shown in 
Figure 4·13. A computer at 1.30 GHz and with 2GB RAM was used to generate the simu-
lation results. A movie of the simulation is available at http: I lhyness. bu. eduiCDC20121. 
We consider two robots , and assume that Robot 1 moves twice as fast as Robot 2. 
We consider a persistent surveillance task, where they are required to monitor rooms Vl 
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Figure 4·12: The expected average time between two consecutive visits to 
the base for the control policies generated at different times during the iter-
ation . The obtained control policy almost converges to the optimal control 
policy after time 20 and converges to the optimal one eventually. 
and V3 and then return to Base to report the collected information. In other words, the 
robots should occupy rooms Vl and V3 at the same time and then return to Base together, 
infinitely often. During their motion in the environment, Robots 1 and 2 should always 
avoid regions labeled with Unsafel and Unsafe2 , respectively. To specify this task, we define 
a set of atomic propositions in the form 
II= {Basel, Base2, Ml , M3, Unsafel , Unsafe2} . 
and assign the atomic propositions to the robots as follows: 
II1 = {Basel , M_Vl , M_V3, Unsafel }, 
II2 = {Base2, M_Vl , M_V3, Unsafe2} . 
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The labeling functions for Robot 1 and 2 are defined as follows: 
L1(Vl) = L2(Vl) = {M _Vl} , 
L1(V6) = {Unsafel} , 
L1(V?) ={Basel} , 
Ll(V3) = L2(V3) = {M_V3} 
L2(VS) = {Unsafe2} 
L2(V?) = {Base2}. 
Our goal is to minimize the expected time in between the robots' simultaneous visits to 
Vl and V3. Therefore , the optimizing t ask 'ljJ is M_Vl 1\ M_v3. The specification is given as 
follows: 
¢ = G(-. Unsafel) 1\ G(-.Unsafe2) 1\ GF(Ml 1\ M3)/\ 
GF(Basel 1\ Base2) 1\ G(( Ml 1\ M3)--+ X ((-.Ml 1\ -.M3) 
U (Basel 1\ Base2))). 
GF(Basel 1\ Base2) ensures that both robots visit t he base simultaneously. G( -.Unsafel ) 
and G(-.Unsafe2) specifies that the robots do not visit the unsafe regions. G(( Ml 1\ M3)--+ 
X ((-.Ml 1\ -.M3) U (Basel 1\ Base2))) ensures that after monitoring both Vl and V3, none 
of t hem are visited again before the robots visit the base together . 
To compute the optimal policies {nk, k E R} satisfying¢ with probability 1, we first 
constructed the MDP Mg (Equation (4.22)), and then computed the product automaton 
Mp = Mg x At> (A¢ is computed using the software tool (Klein, 2012)). The constructed 
Mg and Mp have 2575 and 33475 states, respectively. We found one AMEC with 4102 
states in the product automaton Mp. Finally, we applied Algorithm 14 to find the desired 
robot policies given the AMEC. 
Using the policy iteration algorithm (PIA) proposed in (Ding et al., 2011c) (see Sec-
tion 4.2.3) , we obtained the optimal control policy JL* and the optimal ACPC cost ).* = 
12.9794. For the approximate policy iteration algorithm (APIA) described in Algorithm 14, 
we select different values of m (i.e. , the value of m decides how many basis functions are 
chosen, see Equation ( 4.38) and the accompanying text). Note that the actual number of 
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F ig u re 4·13: The paths of the robots (pink solid line for Robot 1 and blue 
dashed line for Robot 2) in the case study from t = 12 to t = 24. T he 
numbers show the time instances when the robots are at the corresponding 
locations. At t = 12, both robots are at room V7. After two time steps 
robot 1 moves to V5 while Robot 2 moves to V9. Note t hat robot 2 is slower 
than robot 1. At t = 18, M_v1 /\ M_V3 is satisfied by the team, therefore, 
none of the robots can visit V1 or V3 before they both reach the base. 
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independent basis functions m depends on m but might be different from m. We analyze 
the performance of APIA by studying the cost errors II A* - A* II and II h * - h * II , where 
the optimal average-relative cost pair (A*, h*) is obtained using PIA and the sub-optimal 
average-relative cost pair (A* , h* ) is obtained using APIA. The error plots and computation 
times of APIA are shown in Fig. 4·14. We observe from Figure 4·14 that both the average 
and relative cost errors nearly approach zero when m is greater than 22. The computation 
time of employing APIA with m = 22 is around 107.62 seconds, while the computation time 
of employing PIA is around 809.63 seconds. 
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Figure 4·14: Top: average cost error, middle: relative cost error, and 
bottom: computation time (seconds) for different values of m. 
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Chapter 5 
Conclusions and Future Directions 
In this chapter, we summarize the contents and contributions of this thesis. We also discuss 
some possible extensions and additional research directions arising from this work. 
5.1 Conclusions 
The mam focus of this thesis was to develop theoretical and computational frameworks 
for automatic synthesis of robot control and communication schemes that are correct-by-
construction from task specifications given in rich, expressive languages. 
First, we present the theoretical and computational frameworks for automatic synthesis 
of control and communication strategies for a robotic team from task specifications given as 
regular expressions or LTL formulas about servicing requests in a partitioned environment. 
We considered a team of robots , which have known capabilities of servicing a set of requests 
that can occur in the regions of t he partition. Some of these requests can be serviced by a 
robot individually, while some require the cooperation of groups of robots. We checked for 
distributability and implementability of the given task to generate correct-by-construction 
solutions. Specifically, we extended results from distributed formal synthesis and concur-
rency theory to check for the distributability of the task specification and to generate local 
specifications, such that the global behavior of the team satisfies the given specification. 
Second, by using techniques inspired from formal synthesis and verification, we generated 
individual control and communication strategies that can be implemented by the robots. 
We illustrated the proposed methods with experimental results in our Robotic Urban-Like 
Environment. 
Second, we developed a method to automatically generate a control policy for a robot 
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required to achieve an optimal surveillance mission. We defined a fragment of Linear Tem-
poral Logic to describe such a mission. By learning the unknown, randomly changing 
behavior of the elements in the environment , we generated iteratively more accurate mod-
els of the environment. We employed an automata-theoretic method to compute the control 
policy. We showed that the obtained control policy converges to an optimal one when the 
unknown behaviors are fully learned . To extend the proposed method to multi-agent sys-
tems, we proposed an approximat e dynamic programming framework. The validity of these 
methods were illustrated through simulations and experiments in our Robotic InDoor-like 
Environment. 
5.2 Future Directions 
There are a number of aspects that can further the work on formal synthesis of control 
and communication schemes. Both works on formal synthesis for multi-agent system and 
formal synthesis for uncertain environment can be extended. We will briefly discuss some 
interesting future directions. 
Future Directions in Formal Synthesis for Multi-Agent Systems While the so-
lution to Problem 3.1 proposed in Section 3.3. 1 and 3.3.2 is provably correct, this "pure" 
top-down approach may encounter the deadlock problem as described in Section 3.3.2. We 
will look into "pure" top-down and "deadlock-free" solutions in our future work. Also, the 
proposed frameworks proposed do not accommodate for changes in the environment and 
external events, and it is not robust to agent failures , e.g., loss of communication. We 
want to study how to re-plan when such changes/events occur. For instance, a reactive 
approach (Piterman et al., 2006) can be used to accommodate "well-behaved" external 
events, as recommended in (Kress-Gazit et al., 2008). Moreover, we would like to generate 
optimal solutions that take into account the motion and service costs. Finally, we plan to 
accommodate more realistic models of agents that can capture uncertainty and noise in the 
system, such as Markov Decision Processes (MDP) and Partially Observed Markov Decision 
Processes (POMDP), and probabilistic specification languages such as PLTL. 
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Future Directions in Formal Synthesis for Uncertain Environments As the com-
plexity of learning the Markov chain is exponential with respect to the length of the local 
patterns (i.e. , k defined in Section 4.1.2), in the future, we would like to explore options 
of decreasing this complexity through the use of a partially observable Markov chain as 
the learned door model approximation. However, this involves solving LTL control synthe-
sis problem for partially observable Markov decision processes (POMDP) , which is another 
challenging problem. Therefore, the solution needs to compromise between the learning and 
the control synthesis part. Moreover, we are interested in extending the proposed method 
to other subclasses of w-regular languages. We would like to relax the assumption that 
the length of the local patterns (i. e., k defined in Section 4.1.2) is known, by changing the 
requirement for optimality. Also, instead of having assuming that the robot can always 
observe the door status, we want to consider the case in which the robot needs to get close 
to the doors to observe their states. 
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